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business cards.

St. Augustine’s School
Rt. Rev. H.

Stairs,

Billings,

PORTLAND, ME.

103

CLARK,

for

printing and binding

may

and lea with the Auditor previous to 10 o’clock A.
M. Friday. 16th iust. Contract, and sample of work !
required, may be seen at Auditor’s Office, City BuildPER ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
ing.
aprIOdlw

WATEK

_

PIPING.

CITY of PORTLAND.

*f

»p21__
C. P. BABCOCK,

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

JOBBER,

MODEL MAKER &

and Philo-

Mathematical, Optical

sophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
56 Market Street. Printers Exchange,

PORTLAND, MB.
0.

BABCOCK.

F.

_d&wly

my 13

H. L. GREGG &

CO.,

BROKERS.

SHIP

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grniu and other Charters,
Negotiated. Pi eight IJngageiueuls made

for all parts of the world.
marine lunurauce effected in
Offices.

0VAnd

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
febKdty

pointed.
5£iP~In no case where the assessors have been put
to the disagreeable necessity of making a doom will
the possession of Government bonds or deposits in
tho Savings Banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation

PORTLAND

ot

MACHINE WORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

of the Assessors.

Portland, March 27, 1875.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Octricks,

"VrOTICE is hereby given to owners of lots in the
AN Western Cemetery in the City of Portland that
unless said owners repair their fences that are now
and have been dropping down ior years past, and
unless they have the necessary repairs commenced
by ihe 15th day of May. 1875, the Superintendent
will order all those old fences and rubbish removed
after that time.
This order will be strictly carried out.
JAMES S. GOULD.
Superintendent of Burials for the City cf Portland.
d3w
ma30

Hoisting

anti Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

Engines,
ARE1VTS

INJECTOR

HUE’S

FOR

215 COMMERCIAL, STREET,
PORTLAND, IMAINrE;.
FOR SALE—One New
power, built to order.
apl 1

City Marshal’s Office,

Portable Engine, 40 horse

Portland, ArKiL 2d, 1875.

t

TVJO PERSON, except by the permission of the
A* Mayor and Alderman, shall climb, break, pull,
cut, deface, either by lasting bills of auy description,
or otherwise, remove injure, or destroy any of the
trees growing, or which shall hereafter be planted,
on the walks or promenades, or in the streets or
public places of the City; and no person shall in any

WILLIAM SCHUMACHEB,

PAINTER,

FRESCO

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
S

BLOCK.

UEERISR

way fasten any horse or other animal to auy of said
trees, or allow any animal owned by him or under
his control, to stand so near the same that they may
be gnawed or otherwise injured by any horse or other
animal so fastened or permitted to stand.
Any persons violating any of the provisions of this
section shall be liable to a penalty of not less than
live nor more than fifty dollars for each offense.
The above ordinance v/ill be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
d3w
apr3

I respectlully inform the public that I have taken
the business of Clias, J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years,
Witt. SCHUMACHER.

A. CARD,
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
li Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably,
1 tastily and satislactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
lioL'ltf

-v--

_

requisite..

St._apr?*lw

ONE

Wanted*
female,
AGENTS,
selling articles in the market.

Union House, Temple St., Portland.

We have with a great deal of care and expense,
lected and have on hand a large stock of the

Portland Me.
Kit_^£_
AN_1__

u nuuucu n

A

SITUATION

I

Tenement Wanted.
from 3 to 6
gentleman and wife a tenement of Two
of Ihe

erences

that are mined for Winter

Law,

For

Booms Wanted.
or three good rooms, well located, unfurnished. Reference exchanged. Address
X, BOX 1557.
marl9tf

TWO

STREET,

All collections promptly attended to by E.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

Found.
a small boat not painted.
have the samo by proving propThe
erty and paying cnarges. Inquire of
WM. HIGGINS, G9 North St.
aprl0*3t
owner can

We give special attention to the preparation
Coals, and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

of our

TWO

_

To Fct wtlh Board.

jaltf__

ST.,
ROARD1NG at 223J CUMBERLAND
hoard.
Oc5tf
Wilnint.

Board.

TWO

rr

jJecllJ

GRASS SEEDS.

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every decription of

building._dec'Jgtf
W. W. Thomas, Jr.,

Bap Herd Grass Seed
•<
Kcd Top Seed.
“
Northern New York

2000
lOOO

000

Clover

500
400

“

has resumed tbe practice of hiB profession at

200

(S
“

■

200

38 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Michigan Clover Seed.
Ohio Clover Seed.
Pen Vine Clover Seed.
ANike Clover Seed.
While Dutch Clover Seed.
Millett.
Hangariau Grass.
lOchard Grass Seed.
KcutnckyBlue Grass Seed.

25
400
400
400
200

dlm*

Fairbanks' Scales,

«
“
66

1867.
Highest Prize,
Vienna, Montreal. 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
MOST ACCURATE.
at Pari, in

mar30tt

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
—AND—

SEED

THE MOST DURABLE.

fub25

^THE MOST CONVENIENT.

tenement in House No. 8 Orange Street.
Apply to
A. C. BARKER,
131 Commercial St.

Lower
Very desirable.

Kendall & Whitney,

To Kent.
Mnnjoy Hill

at *10 per month.
W. W. CARR,
Apply
mart-hltf107 Newbniy St.

To Rent.
NEW bouse rents at Woodford’s Corner, 5, to
Handy
9, rooms, will tie ready last, of March.
to cars. In a good neighborhood and splendid ^caT.
H,
MANSFIELD,
tion, Inquire ot
at Woodfoid’s Corner.
u,a4tf

Room fn the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., 1S1
Exchange Street.

—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

oc!2_<itf
TO

THAT

UNITED
Designed for and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.

_LET.

First-class
House,
Jobbing

ALSO

3 Floors fitted up for

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money
Drawer.
Boston.

M

FAIRBANKS. BROWN & CO.
311 Broadway, New York.

FAIRBANKS

—

CO.

Ac

Best

d9m

fe24_

OF

Quality,
and
may

Inauire of SHEPHERD &C0.. LA MR & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mars,, Pox 117
_Ja^lltf
February
ABOUTUnion
St,,
and
on

Baker & Johnson's,
Successors to James H. Baker.
febi2dtf

New Photograph Rooms,
276 Middle

GEO.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

3

AT

NEW

BIT

SALE

FOB

THIC

ME.

April 5th.

FtJTUMLTl,
Agent for Mason & Whiting’s Eagle

Portland Earthenware

33/

SALE.

Between Bratte & Green St

and Hack-

; Chain* for tlans;it*a; Plant* by Wholcmle

Enees, by

or

ladd,

Commercial St. Hrlfoke’s
ja!2

DODGE,

FACTOR! POTTER’S LANE,

QUANTITY OF

&

Manufactory.

man
Flowerpots and Earthenware of all descriptionsof
ufact ured and for sale low at the pottery

apr7dim

Whn.f.

**d«

I

and

ear

apr2

now on

lmejd

[HAVE

'i.n

1 f.

THE

SEWING MACHINE
in

Portland and vicinity

can

♦ n CO

piininrkintr

<\nrc-B

tlio

Bnme

_Falmouth,

H- ROGERS,

A.
if

MARIE TERRACE, POKILANn.

SEWING MACHINE C0„
BRIGGS. G«‘U. A fit..

266 fVnNliinjjloii Nt., Bloslon. ITIass
eod3m
febP

t’AKK.
are prepared to furnish the very best quality
of Wedding Cake in small or large quantities
at the shortest possible notice.
Abo plain and iancy cakes that can’t be neat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evening.
Wot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at
Wholesale and Iletail.

WE

nl43m

S. A. I LHEH & SOM.
<M$if Consruw Street.

“BUTTEJtt 1SD

BEAKS.

BUTTER,
PICKED PEA BEANS,

VERMONT

HAND

SMITH,

For sale by

GAGE

&

CO„

92 Coninirrcial Si., (Tliomn* B’lli)

apr5

are

—

prepared to show

AlND

—

OF

CJL.AS8

’75.

consisting of an

and

Operetta

Original

—

a.

AT

R.

A.

Hay,

a

HALL,

Tickets, including reserved seats, to bo obtained at
Stockbridge’s and at dooi\35ctB.aprCdlw

a

full line of

BOY !

DRUMMER

JMATEVEE
Wmlnaclav Iftnrnnnn

Anri) 11th.

Admission 25 cts.; Cbildrern under 12 years 15 cts.
Doors open at 1 o’clock, curtain rises at 2\ precisely.

apIO_d4t

HALL.

April 13tli, 14th, 15th and 16tb,
will l>e presented by HOS WORTH POST,
ftO. ■£, «. A. R.. the thrilling Military
Drama and Allegory entitled tho

—

of the

—

SPY of the SHENANDOAH

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE
—

AT

A

new

are

Krpnired
given.

Old Funilurc
and satisfaction

I>

at short

Orchestra by Chandler’s full Band.

notice

Admission 35 cents. Reserved seats 56 cents, for
sale atStoekhridge’e, 156 Exchange street, for floor,
and at J. E. Stnrges & Co.’s, junction Congress and
Free streets for gallery. Sale commences Saturday,
api6dtd
April 10 at 9 a. in.

THE ft'L'OTBEIl,

IIEOT EOT BEIt

Our Whole Stock

Exchange Street,

51

piece.

Ladies and Gentlemen in the Cast.
Tableaux.

IS

SPBOO

for tbe

ICO

Flue Music* New Souses* find beautiful

also Agents for the best

the market. Three months trial given, and if no
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

in

Stage and Scenery (by Hicbards), prepared

expressly

—

Prices that cannot be Beat in the State^
We

Boy,

—

BROS.

_eod2m

—

mm mm

to be

—

CLOSED OUT !

FOR

COAL CONSUMERS.
THIS IS NO

subscriber would call the attention of the

public

to

he*t.

Cram’s Improved Urate Barr,
to be

now

Advertising Dodge.

SAWYERS

CAFT.

Office 123 Commercial Street.

Twenty-fire Per Cent of the Fuel,
so

out

contrived

to

opening the

We

prices that

clenn your fires withfurnace doors.

a

we

goods at

must sell

them.

tarda Tlri'sa (Innda 10 <*ts.

3000

7 ard.

100 Doz. fine Linen Cambric Hemstitch Handkerchiefs at 25 cts,

Z. SARGENT,
and Manufacturer.

Proprietor

what

just

mean

say and shall offer

Please call at the above named Office and
see for j ourselves.

Foreside.

each,

dtf

50 Doz. Linen Handkerchiefs at 8
cts. each.

to

relinquish the Baking

wishing
tlieir entire business
otter for
THEbusiness,
Union
of their two story Brick Building
sisting

LARGE SALE

con-

sale

on

Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts,
Street,
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually lound
The above property is located
n a first cla^s bakery.
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
loc&tion lor business on account of its easy access to
ill the Railroads and Boats from all dire'lions. Any
person wishing lo engage in the business will find
Hi is a rare opportunity, as the business is well established. A ddress or apply to,

premises._
A Valuable Farm in Gorham for

—

LESS

of

a

mile

from

acres under cultivotion ou valuable
an orchard of about 300 trees choice
150
includes some pears and

plums,
grafted fruit
busbelsof apples last year. A valuable timber and
wood lot of some 40 acres, that will pay a high rate ot
interest if properly cared for. Price $3500, a liberal
discount for cash. Apply to F. G. PATERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block second building
east of City Hall, or H. It MILLETT, Gorham
d2w
apG
House for Sale.
story French Roof House, containing
1H rooms, with all modern improvements, situated on Cumberland St., between Green and High
Terms easv.
St. Portland.
Apply to JORDAN

ANEW

two

BROTH EPS, No. 11 Danfort h

St.aprl»lm

FOR SALE.

THE

BY

Until further notice

Five

we

shall sell all kinds of furniture

or

Berry,
property
Lower Corner, known and improved
THE
of mile
situated ti
lic
Col.

near

Trucking

of manure ready for use. For
tons
hay. has 5«» loads
ot price and terms apply to UPHAM &
particulars
fl A lihl\ RR, Itnal TC.Ktat.ft A^ftiitn. at
7 Rir>li:innfi
ined

on

he

seen

and

exam-

apnfdliu

For Sale.
reasonable terras a Cottage House in Knigbtvilie, Cape Elizabeth, 6 rooms. A cosv home
small family. Apply to
#J. G. BATES,

ON
a

Dry Dock.

Valuable Iron Works
FOR

SALE.

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
are ottered for sale.
This property ocan acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., in Poitland, and comprises a largo
Machine Shop, Foundry atd Pattern Shop. Boiler
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Tow Is for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
lull time on orders, a more lavorab'c opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. I ESSEN DEN, Proprietor.

VHiIIable Keal Estate for Sale.
nmiE well-known Deane property on State street
JL containing about 12000 feet of land, with contra odious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for
sale. The house an bo seen every Thursday and
Friday trora 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON. Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. II. MORSE,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.
jal5dtf

For Sale at Windham.
fffllE farm well known as the STEPHEN HANJL SON farm. It is one mile from Windham Centre, contains about 250 acres of good land, divided
about equally iuto Tillage and Pasture land. It has,
for buildings, a barn 40x100 with two sheds attached,
each 30 feet, a two story house with out-buildings, all
The farm now cuts about 40
in very good repair.
tons of bay, and can be made to cut 100 at. small exis
and
well
adapted for a stock or grazing farm
pense,
as it is well fenced with wall and has plenty of water. For sale low. Enquire of ELIJAH VARNEY
E. F. CHASE, Portland.

yard.

a

There is
or

no

firm in New

England

better stock of furniture thau

that has

we can

a

show.

larger

Immense Stock
—

of

—

Pcttcnzill & Littlejohn.

eod2m

& DEALERS

our

former

can

now

one

half

prices.

Now is the Time
To

get Bargains at the

per

Ill

takea irorn the

saiu

they have already abandoned.
The despatch which denies that Senator
Gordon will allow the use of his name by the
Democrats as a candidate for the Vice Presi.
lency, recalls to the mind of the Washington correspondent of the New York Times a
statement made last January by one of the
Senator’s intimate friends. According to that
statement Senator Gordon held the opinion
that the Democratic candidate (or President
roust be a Northern man, and Vice President
a Southern man who opposed secession and
was not connected with the confederate govsrnment. In connection with this assertion
was the unqualified statement that Gen. Gordon desired a place in the Democratic administration, and would prefer the war depart-

According

to

GordoD,

Senator

the

The Chicago Tribune suggests that the Republican party should take the initiative
in accomplishing Congressional reform. It
claims that most of the bad legislation is due
to the carelessness-and hurry of the last days
of the session, and to the disregard of the
ICth and 17th joint rules which provide that
no bill that shall have passed one House

Sections has not yet fully spent its force in
states, like Connecticut, conservatively inclined. They need more evidence of the total
unfitness of the Democratic party to take
control of the United States government in

bill shall be presented to the
the last day of the
The reform it advocates is this:

siguature on

this crisis and ot tue serious danger oi aiiowlug such a step; ami that evidence can probihly be more quickly and impressively proJuced by the Democrats themselves, acting
themselves out freely under the influence of
these party successes. State more favorably
situated, like Michigan, appears to have got

shall be valid

passed by Congress
presented to the President for his approval three full days, excluding Sunday,
before the hour of adjournment of the session, in order that he may have time to examine it; that no bill shall pass either

a

Ka

(nl.nii

Kn

and nays

liana

on

nn/1

any

Hl'D

ight enough already.—Boston Journal.

The total vote for governor in Connecticut

100,889, the largest ever polled in the
excepting that of 1868 by 1,561. The
total vote for Congressmen is 100,214, or 887
larger than any previous vote in the stale,
irnid on this vote the Democratic majority is
inly 2,012.
As regards the general significance of Connecticut's vote it is not to be rated high. The
lemocratic victory of Monday was but a part
of the great democratic victory of November
in New York. Messrs. Garfield, Blaine, Oglesby and the others made a plucky fight, for
which they deserve credit; but, really we
ought to have known better than to expect
that, while New York wasfilty thousand democratic, its political dependency could be re-_
conquered for republicanism. Finally, it
should not be forgotten that in New Hampshire the republicans captured a democratic
was

state

flml

question shall

taken upon the demand of ten memthe
in the House and three in
Senate. At present a majority of each
House is a quorum, and a majority of a quopass any bill; so that it is possible
for 20 senators and 74 representatives to pass
The reform can only be accomplished
a bill.
an

amendment to the constitulion.

Washington specials say that facts have
been discovered which show that the persons
already detected in frauds upon the post office department are not the only guilty ones.
Kettle’s party had a false key made for the
in which proposals are kept r ending the
examination of bids, with which Channel was
enabled to enter and remove the bids to Ket-

film

state, while in Connecticut the democrats

mere’y

removals

dauger

ot

proposals, he was surprised to find they
already been removed. The proposals
were restored to their proper places before t)
o’clock of the following Monday morning,
showing that another party was engaged in
the

had

COGIAHASSAN

8AKGAIXS
salesroom,

dtt

apr3___

Lexington Centennial

188 FOllE STREET.

JMedals.

of those medals will he
struck immediately in bronze at the U. S.
mint in Philadelphia. Historical Societies, Numismatic Societies, Public Libraries, or Individual Collectors can order them at one dollar each, (neatly
packed in boxos), in white metal 50 cents, bv sending
REV. E. G. PORTER,
word to
Centennial Committee,
Mass,

Henry T. Carter & Co., A
FORMERLY CARTER, WRITE & CO.
feb25.<ltf

Pioposals for Furnishing Rations and
Snip Chandlery for U. *}• Revenue Mu-

LIMITED liirmber

aprTeodlw_Lexington,

rine Vessels.

Business Stand for Sale.
Furnishing Goods, well established busiJ ness. Rent low. Small stock mostly new. A
or dress making.
good opportunity to add millinery
For farther uaiticulars apple at 92 Portland St., Cor.

IADIES

SEALED

■

Mechanic, or to F. G. PATTERSON, VVliliams’
ma29eod2w
Block, second block east of City Hail,

of

GOOD
In

aprlOdGt

deweriptiou neatly

The

when the

PRESSED
or

GEORGE
febl2

HAY

small quantities.
poll PALE BV

large

D.

BECK,

Cumberland House.

Otf

the dishonest work at the same time. Kettle
has exhibited to Assistant Postmaster General Tyner satisfactory evidence that he had

own.—Springfield

Union.

lie falls hack on his most important office—
that of editing the hi st paper in Connecticut,
and will be free to do the work that he has so
long neglected in the public service. But
the Connecticut delegation in Congress will
sadly miss his influence, power as a debater,
and personal prestige.—New York Boeniiuj

put in legitimate bids for certain routes in
Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas, which did
not appear when the opening of bids took
place. All of those bids Kettle delivered to
the depaitmcut in person, and some of them
were lower than the bids of those who were
awarded the contracts. These and other
facts obtained by Mr. Tyner warrant the
belief that a part of the fraudulent system has
been to destroy many of the lower bids, so

Mail.
Whatever is not right within the party
However strictly any
must he made right.
what
may construe the constitution agaiust
is called interference with the disturbed and

lately rebellious states; however earnestly
they mav try to believe that there are no
dangerously reactionary forces in the democracy, thev cannot deny that the absolutely
safe, andonly sate course, the prudent patriotic course, is to keep the nation in the hands

that the conspirators might secure the contracts at higher rates. The department is
working with great, caution to obtain lull in-

formation of the frauds, and expects in a day
or two to be put in possession of all the facts
when prompt action will he taken to correct
the abuses and preveut their repetition.

hold their

What are we to think of a state that elects
William n. Barnum to draw pay for staying
it home, and allows Joseph R. Hawley to be
lefeated by an unknown mediocrity ? We
used to look on Connecticut as a state remarkable for the intelligence, culture and
public spirit of her citizens. This illusion is
going like so many others. The one man in
the Connecticut delegation in the House who
bad a national reputation for ability, eminent
services aud character, is defeated, in a district noted for its intelligence and virtue.
General Hawley can stand it well enough,

discovery was less. Channel says upon one
Sunday, when visiting the room to remove

—

Collector’s Office. April 10,1875,
proposals will be received at this office
until 12 o’clock, noon, Wednesday, May 5, 1875,
for supplying rations and ship chandlery tor the use
of crews and vessels of the United States Revenue
Marine Service in this Ct lh cftou District for the fiscal
year ending June 30th, 1870.
Schedules of articles ot ship chandlery to be lid for
will be furnisned on application to this office. The
Govern me ut reserves t he right to reject any or all
I. WASHBURN, Jr., Collector.
bids.

examination.

Sundays,

Xjvgioiwkuiv

it.—Philadelphia

unless

yeas

iuv

No man can add to its life, almay do much to guard and defend
Press.
The inference from the whole result is that
the reactionary wave manifested in the fall

no

act

UCiVOUlJ ilCJAllUUtUk,

strength.
though he

shall be sent far concurrence to the other on
either of the last three days ot the session,

no

IUU

Current Notes.
Ou the reverse, too, this Connecticut condiet, as every one before has, demonstrates
the integrity and vitality of the Kepublican
party as a party. Whenever principles are
put forward and men or personal interests
subordinated, there we win. The Republican
parly instinct with the new life of the nation
—the incarnation of the living principles of
freedom—follows the fortunes or person of
no man.
Whenever the attempt is made to
attach the party to the fortunes of any mao,
no matter how good or strong the man, wo
Whether it is General Grant,
are weakened.
or “the memor Speaker Blaine, or Butler,
ber, sir, from the seventy-second ward,” alike
same.
The parthe tenrfency of result is the
ty, its ideas, its cause, its traditions, is the

Confederate generals are not to be placed
in the front, but are to be held in reserve, to be used when Jthe first success
has been achieved by the ruse of placing
them all in ambush and advancing the peace
Democrats.

that

and a messenger to the Governor

abolished the office of Siukiog Fuad Commissioner at a salary of $150 per month, and
made an appropriation instead for a clerk at
$100 per month—the Committee on Finance
being satisfied that this wa3 rendered necessary by the large increase of work in the
treasurer’s office growing out of the increased
Savings Bank tax, the railroad and the insurance tax, and the distribution of the mill
tax for schools. This change made a reduction of $50 per month from last year in the
Treasury Department. Total reduction $300
per month.”
Furthermore these expenditures are reduced to the lowest limit that the heads of the
several state offices stated could bo done without injury to the public service; aud in the
ease of the Treasury Department also the
limit fixed 1>7 the Legislature.

Globe, aud are understood to have
been the opinions of course for the respondent in the capital cases referred to, and

ment.

month,

and Council at a salary ot $100 per month—
Now there are autotal $400 per month.
thorized in both these departments two clerks
(three including the messenger who acts as
clerk in the secretary’s office when the council is not in session) at a salary of $300 per
month,—which makes a saving of $100 per
month in these two departments. The land
jffiee had two clerks last summer at a salary
)f $200 per month, the business in that office
being very large, both last year and this year,
in consequence of extra work in arranging
for the sale ot lands and getting the office
ready to close up. The present season one
clerk at a salary ot $100 per moDth is employed, although additional clerk assistance
from other departments will be called for
from time to time. This saves $100 per month
in the Land Department. In the library $50
per month is saved from last year at thislime,
by discontinuing the assistant,in tho Library.

Boston

it is

government the present

per month as compared with last year.
The exact facts are these: “Last year on
the first of May, there were three clerks in
the office of the Secretary of State (besides
the Deputy) at a salary of a little over $300

signed “G.,” however severely they may reject upon the Pbess. Now that the public
s quite well aware who is tbe author of these
ir'.icles, they excite no interest or comment;
and public disgust at the malicious and almost fiendish spirit of the author is only soft
ened by the plentiful evidence of the monoThe
maniac in his journalistic inflictions.
Augusta special to which he refers in his communication of Saturday, which states that
there is thought to be a flaw in the present

luvesugauuu,

the state

case, but, on the other hand, that the expenditures have been reduced at the rate of $300

It is not our purpose generally to notice
rny of the communications in the Adeertiser

on lurmer

if Tnoi Bl/Iy-.I- ftf

year beyond those of the previous year, the
Lewiston Journal shows that such is not tho

A new dictnm in the matter of dress has
been promulgated. The style ot the nose,
says a French writer who has just published
a work on dress, should indicate and
govern
the style of the dress. A person with a classical nose may wear a classical dress, but no
others shall. If the fortunate possessor of a
Greek nose is to be restricted to the tunic,
aud he with the Roman proboscis to the toga, then certainly the unfortunate possessor
of the snub must attire himself in the dirty
blanket of the Calmuck, and he with the
booked nasal organ of the Hebrew must
wear a gabradiue.
But must tbe man with a
broken nose dress in a coat out.at the elbows
md with many rents ?

tle's hotel for
made on

get

PKINTINfl ol every
executed pi thin Office.

ments of

nent.

which,

truff-

Several Democratic papers having asserted that the Legislature, Governor and Council had increased the expenses of the depart-

should occupy the finest building for the use
af a daily paper ever put up ou this conti-

was

on

If the dog’s nose is black
between them.
and shining, he is well bred. If it is pink,
however charming the color, even if it Is
pink with black spots, you may bet that there
ha3 been at some time a grave indiscretion in
liis family. It is the same with truffles. The
suvaut ended bis discourse with this admirable thought: “We can never admire sufficiently the W’orks of Providence.”

It is well that a newspaper which is in many
respects the foremost of American journals,

were

Superior Brushes
our

duu

stantly increasing circu'.tation, it high literary
merit, and its enterprise in nows-gathering.

by

Painters and Housewives!

at

UUOV2VUJ1JI

charmingly

said the Professor, who had a dog under his
There are other points of resemblance
arm.

The New York Tribune has moved into its
building and gives, in its issue of Saturday, a description of that fitting monument
to the memory of Horace Greeley. It points
with pardonable pride to its large and con-

rum can

Street,

PORTLAND, ME,

AND

uiLj.vjimauio,

discourses

liU

lie

room

Market

—

journalism.

new

the rest, and you
buy a switch at

All for sale at factory prices.

GOOD

*VI

in

We are glad our respected friend has
coine to this conclusion, albeit Us absence in
the Suurise will have a void in his own columns which will be forever lamented
by the
carnal reader.

bers

COARSE P*CKEES.
MIXED PICK EES.

can

personality

sucli.

which must be sold with

—

B»FMK UIDKH VINIG1K.
KFEINEI) CIDER.
CRUDK CIDER (8 WEE T),
OED CIDER.
fine; pick.ce*.
iflEDlUiTl l*H KLFH,

You

TnE miners’ riots in Pennsylvania are bevery serious. Little regard is shown
for human lile, and none at ail lor property.
The Governor has sent troops into the mining regions to quell the disturbances, and the
strikers purpose to continue their
outrages.
Bloodshed is not improbable.

4

pure: white wv,\e vixigab.

ma27

professions, and the most reckless
is to be apprehended.

be

WFM3m

IN

minded

coming

the

EXCHANGE STKEET.

MANUFACTURERS

are

House unless it receive the affirmative vote
of a majority of all the members elected, said

REAL HAIR

MANUFACTURERS,
NO. 46

to these

legislation

session.

an

or reserve commu-

The North Carolina Democrats

Haussaye

fles. Formerly thedutyoffindingthem.hesays,
“was left to pigs.” It was their pleasing office
to show us these treasures hidden in the
ground. But uufortunately they acted like
pigs when they found them. In vain the
truffle-venders would beat them. They giunted, but ate. The Perigourdius have therefore
trained dogs to hunt this savory game. This
does not suit the pig; and has he not some
right to complain? Can he not say, “I was
the Christopher Columbus of this gastronomic America—the dog will be its Americus
Vespucius. At least they cannot accuse me
of lacking taste—for I always ate at least half
Man
I found.” The pig will plead in vain.
pardons no gluttony but his own. A grave
savant has read an essay at the Academy of
Sciences to prove that the dog is predestined
to truffle-hunting, because nature made his

to amend the constitution of that state. They
declare that the changes to be made aro moderate; but tbeir whole course gives the lie

President for

We have

Mr.

necessarily tor publication

as a

and that

75 cts.

Better Furniture & Better Finish,

ja!2_Utf

or

“

“

yard.

Spreads

and havinz your furniture delivered to your house
of exall cleaned up ready for use, with the privilege
changing or returning if not satisfactory, and will
to give
guarantee

8

THEWorks
about

Windham,
fehl5

“

A few more of those "White Bed

Pay,

to

not

guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

hang

stiffly.

yard.

pub-

ree quarters
a
Irorn I*.
house,
& Rochester Railroad Station, Together with 26 acres
of excellent land, and suitable buildings to accommodate public travel. Connected with this commodious
house are -tables, bowling alleys, well and cisterns of
water, and laige orchard. This faim cuts about 2U

The property can
inquiring at the house.

a

Buxton

as a

15

a

“

6 inch all Silk Sash Ribbon 75 cts.

percent. Lower

Freight

6

«

No. 9

ban any Boston dealer or manufacturer will sell In
Ibis market, with additional advam ages of having

No

“

No. 4

Plaid Sash Ribbon 25 cts.

feb9

St., Portlanl.

No. 2 Ribbons 3 cts.

—

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

Valuable Hotel Stand.
of the late

12 1-2 cts. each.

sumer.

depot, churches,
schools, 2 story house, barn, &c.. in good conof
land,
soil
boih clay and
acres
dition, eighty-five
$

Full sized Hemmed Handkerchiefs

S

Manufacturer to the Con

Sale Cheap.
than

12 1-2 cts. each.

—

Offer

An

mar23dtf

the

OF

FURNITURE

SUIARDON, SCAUIUIAW & CO.,
in

40 Doz. Fine Linen Handkerchiefs

with all the

—

indispensable,

cases

a:iu

This Barr is so constructed that it will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

and in

all

but

IN ADVANCE.

on graceful stems, others stand
There are people who are not content with keeping their souls white, they
want them starched’’—“If the world is a
prison, it is still important to reform the prisoner”—“Be satisfied with nothing but yourself.” This last may be called Parisian Greek.
some

■We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

capital punishment law,

at

seen

APRIL J2, 1875

Every regular attache of the Press is furiilsflied
with a Card certificate countersigned by
Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
will
confer
a
favor
us
managers
npon
l,y demanding
credentials ot every person claiming to represent our
as
we
have information that several ''burnjournal,
meis” aro seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.

ture about

and Tuesday Evenings, April
12th and 13th.

Monday

MONDAY MORNING,

ANNUM,

Iy his last letter to the Tribune Arsense
Haussaye gives some bright thoughts from the
unpublished works of Augustin Cochin. Here
are some of them: “In politics as in
religion
we often come to the credo through the conis
with
virtues as with flowers;
fiteor’’—“it
some have have a perfume, others cold colors;

PRESS.

The venerable editor of the Presque Isle
Sunrise reads his brethren a very serious lec-

—

Drummer

For Sale l

be supplied with

also have their roncliino repaired in a thorough an
manner at reasonable rates b
every way satisfactory
leaving orders with or addressing

Entertainment given by

Parlor, Hall, Library

county, which 1 will sell or exchange for
•tiy property. For further particulars inquire of
JOHN ANDERSON,

marlO*lwtf_Portland

FLORENCE

High School.

Portland

and iu the

lor

Kelnil.

hand some damaged flowerpots
henwa-.e which will lo sold cheap.

83^“Have

OF

—

No. 31 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
codtt
mar5___

K. A. MARRETT,
VICKEUt A bUCIlTOf,
J. H. COKEY.
EASTMAN BROS.

sunoNroNi

AND

OTHER EUR RICATING OILS,

Fo<- Ba'.e by

matac

Sa.

—

Manufactured front Pure Linen.

Spruce Piling, Spars

PATRONS

THE

GEO. M.

Slit Out in the Plaits.

FOR

ONE

FLORENCE

SHIRT BOSOM.

ANY

ROOMS,

PATENT

or

To Let
a

NEEDLES, AMD PARTS,

dim

F.

bv Caldwell <&
Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.

HIS

apr3

flgm

occupied

and Chambers

double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly siluated on Ilanlortb Street. No. 33.
1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBOctober
Possession given
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1S74
half of

Old Picture* copied and finished in Ink,
Oil or Wilier Color* iu the be*t manner.

—•‘REINFORCED’’—
Do not Crack

all in want of

On and after Monday,

Whipple & Co.,

PORTLAND.

bco

now

jalldtf_

E7BEOWN

happy to

first

tlie Stores

Whitney &

Hodsdon,

S. Hotel.

PHOTOGRAPHS AM) FERREOT1PES,

YORK.

NEW

W.W.

will be

St-, opp, U,

several farms situated in Falmouth, on
Foreside road, 3 miles from Portland, varying in

A

To Let.

always be found at

farm for Sale, to Let, or Exchange
for City Property.

KOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,
Below the Posl-Offlcf.

Screened,

apr8d3t&w3wl5

Buxton, April 3,1875.

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

THE

well Picked

Saco to West Buxton, and one fourth of a mile
Bar Mills Village, two churches and two
J chool houses within half a mile of the house. This
arm contains forty-six acres of good land, in one
ract, conveniently divided into tillage, pasturing
,nd woodland, cuts about twelve tons of -English
] mv, with a young orchard and never failing well of
rater. The buildings consist of a house, two story,
, aid b’.rn and wood-shed connecting; being the premiThe house stands
ses of the late Joseph Garland.
•n the highland, commanding a wide view of the rivami
is
a
t and adjacent country,
healthy locality.
?or terms applv to WM. H. EATON. Melrose, Mass.,
McKENNEY on
or
LEONARD
•r to E. A. EATON
he premises.
rom
rom

SHEPHERD He CO.,

OVER
Street

a

C^-LISTPUEN-IC EXERCISER.
ap!2dtf

on

on

sandy loan,40
cranberry bed,

LET !

dtt

of the most implicit confidence

in

one

5

TO

MESSRS. HUDSON, WISH, WINCHESTER &
DOLDT, of the Portland Trftnverien, in

CITY

County, Maine,

York

Buxton,
the
mile from Raco Biver Station,
about
SITUATED
the highway leading
Portland & Rochester R. R.,

rent on

PLEASANT

OF

FURNITURE !

The

to

STORE,

POKTI-AND, ME.

Farm tor Sale !

subscribers

SMALL and convenient rent. Inquire
11 GREEN STREET.
dlM*
apT

f,ivc Pig lta„,Enck Race, Wkelbarrow
Awkward Rove.

Bur,i

_

mlil9

ixty (60) acres
hereon, consisting of 2J stery house, barn, etc., will
Terms
•e sold at a bargain if .applied for at once.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
i iberal. Apply to
apr!0d3w93 Exchange St.

To Let.
Store Upper Village in Yarmouth. InK. W. SEABURY,
or GUSTUS S10RK11.

Let.

dea¥e bros!
Spring Opening

well-known Crocker Farm, situated in Fal-

ABRTCK
quire of
febMeodtf

To

The buildings are thoroughly built and stand on a
hill commanding a line. view. Key of house with Mr.
Davis at Reform School.
Apply for any information
For
to Chas. P. Triekey, or any of the neighbors.
terms address WM. P. JEWETT, 7 Midland St.,
Ward 16, Boston, Mass.
apr27deod&*i:wl5

from Portland, containing about
rHEmouth. 3 miles
of land, together with buildings

apr6*3w

lor Rent

Also large assortment Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

WORLD.

TO^T.

A

Seed.

COUNSELLOR AT-LAW

MifU

Also tahle

Nearly Opp. New Custom House
«

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WAREHOUSES—a

Room on lower floor at
49 PLEASANT STREET,

Front

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and Mb Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
mvlOdlf
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

GO COMMERCIAL ST.,

(Boyd Bloolr,)

ALSO

Board.
three boarders can be accommodated with
board in a private family. Rooms newly furnished. Inquire at 41 St. Lawrence street.
*<wtf
ja!3
or

Board ins:.

Randal! & McAllister

|

same

corner

ARCHITECT,

I n every respect worthy

Farm for Sale !

unfur-

or

Rooms To Let.
unfurnished front room and side
75 FREE ST.
with board at

PLEASANT

A.

CHARLES II. KIMBALL,

«THE

connected, furnished
rooms

Cooking Stoves and Rauges, try our

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.

80 MIDDLE ST.

ma!7__

rooms,

Building

DEANE

good
to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,
TWOnished.
to let at
Franklin, also single

place._ma2tl

Marleigh Lehigh Coal

my9

THE

hood, just completed, 1J story house, 7 rooms,
ot 36x100 for $2,000. Terms $900 cash, balance on
cortgage at 6 percent. 1^ story bonce, 7 rooms,
ot 41x80, price $1,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at
• percent.
1£ story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
>2,000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real
Williams
Block, second building east City
Estate,
I all.
apr3dtf
O

__

EDGAR 8. BROWN,
Counsellor at Caw.

THE STANDARD OF

■

BALL.

FAIR SCENE,,
Introducing several amusing specialities

SAID

o

Back Cove, April 8,

corner
use.

We will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and free from slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

MAINE.

MIDDEE

in Cape Elizabeth, near the Reform
School, l.J story house, 1.0 rooms,good condition.
Cellar 60 feet long Stable 33x33. Good water. 17
Price $3,200. Apply to F. G.
tores of choice land.
>ATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate, Williams
apr3d2w
Block, second building east City Hall.

SITUATED

CITV

GRIFFITH GAUNT]

A

femall Farm tor Kale.

aHUSEUM,

THE

This Monday evening, Apr il 13th,

farm contains 20 acres of cleared land under
good state of cultivation, nearly all high early
land, perfectly adapted to gardening or general
fanning. On the farm are 40 young apple trees, half
in good beaiing condition. The buildings consist of
a story and a half house of 9 rooms, siate 1 roof, fine
A good
cellar with laige cistern, all in good repair
barn 36x40, and shed connecting liou*e and barn.

For Sale or to Kent.
COUNTRY Hotel in a flourishing vllliage in
Maine, 10 miles from the Portland and Oglensburg R. R., stage daily from depot. Good livery
, table on the premises with business well established,
Will sell
Terras easy.
ce house.
Price $1,600.
vitb or without furniture. Will rent for $200 per
’ear.
Town free from debt. Taxes and Insurance
ow.
Apply in person or by letter to F. o. PATL'ERSON, dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block,
! eeond building east of Ci»y Hail.a r3d2w

Small Houses for Sale.
SITUATED *n Mnnjoy Hill in a good neighbor-

-—

POitTLAM)
OPPOSITE

JuIlN STAPLES JR.,
North Yarmouth.

for ^nle in Cape
Elizabeth, near Mlnlo Kefomi School,
formerly ownul by Aquilla Jewett.

We

4

dlw

nptO

FOR

To Let.

LOST AND FOUND.

IN

3 Free Street.

GREAT TRIAL SCENE,

SALE at No. Yarmouth, one of Lane’s PatcDt
Self Setting Saw Mills, Main Carriage fortyfour feet long with a cast iron gear bh>ck for Sawing
long limber. This Mill is nearly new, with tract
tightening Pully, and a fifty-four inch Saw, one cast
iron Pully four feet support at face. Will be sold with
Mill. The above mill will be fold for oue half wb;»t
new can be bought for if applied for soon
Inquire

Farm and

HALE,

FRED.

For Sale.

—

PLEASANT convenient first floor tenement of
eight room«. with Seb igo water, on Parris St.
^pply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Es;ate. Williams' Block, second building east of City
Jail.
aprM2w

Ref-

west.

of

.veiling

ot the
cheap.
best mills in this state. The machinery is of the best
and most approved kind—-consisting of a large circular saw, clapboard and shingle machines, planer,
lathe, saw, grist mill, etc., with one of the best engines ever used in this country. Said engine is 100
horse power, nearly new. and in perfect order. The
power is amply sufficient to run all the machinery or
the mill. There is no other place on the Androscoggin river considered so safe for booming logs as at
this mill. I'or fuither information inquire of SrJ ILMAN NOYES, or V. M. RICHARDSON, Jay
feb24deod*ftw2m
Bridge, Me.

of
raa29deod3w*

THE

jexhibF iton.

:ip7_d2w

marl9tfL. R., Press Office.

room

oc2dtf__

1-2

or

John’s and Hickory Coals! PLEASANT
marlOdti

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

180

south

To Let with Board.

u

at

84 MIDDLE

unfurnished.

acres

a D
one

A

Einpiofment.

WANT 1,000 agents to canvass for the COMPLETE HERBALIST, ant Tub Ceowi.no
Woeld. I will give such terms ami furnish such
advertising facilities that no man need make less
than 8200 per mouth and aii expenses—no inaticr
whetlitr lie ever canvassed hefev.e or not. Address
I)R. O. PHELPS BROWN, No. 21 Grand Street,
Jersey City, N. J., and full particulars will be sent
by return mail.
__aprldA'wlm

or

both

on

NEAT Cottage, six rooms, Cemented Cellar,
hard and soft water,situated on St. Jpbn street.
V large Stable, hennery, and half an acre ot laud,
vith a variety of fruit. Rent $250, per annum.
\pply to F. G. PATTERSON,Dealer in Real Estate,
Yilliams Block, second building east of City Ha l.

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

ap5___<Bw

facing
large
satisfactory. Address

and*water closets,

Hall._apTdtf

P. O. BOX 1517.

furnished
BY rooms,
and
must be

for two families,

floors, cemented
furnace. Price $4800.
\ ellar, house warmed by
louse rents for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,
►alance on t'me. Apply to F. G PATTERSON,
)ealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second buildng east of City

lBou*es Wanted.
Advertiser has two vacant' lots, and desires
to purchase suitable buildings to move on.
Parties having such property cau send price and

rooms

part of the city,

r\. nearly new,12 rooms,arranged

! iebago

__

description to

nr>7mf

1B7R

story bouse in the Western

A

or

at

aprG'lw

ft

House and Stable to Let.

housekeeper

as

,.,-Si

House lor Sale

Wanted*

se-

VERY REST COALS

ojuusici,

Counsellors

apr8d&wtf

P. O. Box 1414.

BOARD.

Residence Cor. Market & Con&ress St

at

one of the best
Something ev-

ery family, store and house will buy. Ladies can make
Would like a general
money selling tluse goods.
agent tor Maine This is a good chance for the right
kind of men. A smart man can make Irom §5 to §10
a day. Call, or send 35 cents for sample and cirW. H. MANN & CO.,
cular.

NO. 16 MARKET STREET,

.11

rHE

a

to sell

male and

For Sale.
two story house No. 8 Dow streot. This
property is pleasantly situated having the sun
Cemented Cellar, good Sewerage, Sebago;
; ill dav
; ilso good well Water. Lot large enough for another
louse. A large portion of the purchase money can
Apply at the house *on the
: etnain on a mortgage.
ifternoon of any business day.

A

FRESCO PAINTER,

Jk(T\

SITUATED

t wo brims, condition of builtlings fair, 100 acres
>t good land, including a large timber and wood lot.
t is a good hay and stock farm. Price $1000. Apply
O
F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
iVilliams Block, second building east of City Hall, or
ap8d2w
o H. R. MILLET V, Gorham.

Wanted*

MALE

rooms,

Farm in Gorhnm For Sale.
near village, large two story house,

W. F PHILIPS & CO„
Wholesale Druggist, Portland. Me.

Tost.
MILK ACCOUNT BOOK, owner’s name WalThe finder will be
ter H. Small, Sca-boro’.
rewarded by leaving with UPHAM & GARDINER,
apr8*lw
7 Exchange St.

KELLER,

L.

W.

arranged,
23x50,13
O STORY
for two families, good cellar, WTater,
21*-m^J
G. PATto
F.
Lot
40x00.
Price
3as.
$rU00. Apply
rERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block.
d‘2w
ap8
House

THE

Public Notice,

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
A Icotfs Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators,

ma27d3W

Sale.

WANTED—A

AND FEMALE canvassers by the proprietors of a popular publication. Energy, good
Arrangements
character and address
permanent. Inducements exceedingly liberal. Call
from 9 to 12 A. M., or from 2 to IP. Al., at Room 6,
No. 80 Middle

Cumberland Street lor

on

four

on

ap8dtf

Hall.

Honsc

Wanted*

ap7dtw

city

)t

young Swede a situation on a gentleman’s
place to take care oi horses, drive and make
liimself useful. Speaks English fluently. Address,
S. A. C., Press Qfflee.
apr8*3t

such doom.

S. B. BECKETT,)
S. B. HASKELL, [ Assessors.
WM. O. FOX,
)
63F“Blank schedules will be furnished at the room

A

a

Dress Maker Wanted.
fully competent to take head charge of a
shop with lirst class trade, (no other wanted )
H E N RY PLUM ME It,
Address
Skowbegan, Maine.
ap7deod3t

any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed lo a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners lor any abatement of bis taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to otter such lists within the time hereby ap»

reliable

A House for 83500!
NEARLY new 1J story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
ivitli sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
jo with the house. Sunny location and convenient
;o horse cars.
Apply to F, G. PATTERSON, Dealer
n Real Estate, Williams Block, second building east

aj >r8d3t______

And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; and in default of such notice will he
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

THE

OF

MANUFACTURER

Watch and Chronometer Maker*’ Tool*,

Sts.__oe5dti

IN

Steam

on

3. PATTERSON. Dealer tn Real Estate. Office 3791
and
Congress St., Williams* Block, between Myrtle
Pearl

every town in Maine, to Bell our new GLOBE
BURNER, with Indestructible Chimney for kerThe best burner in the world. Agents
osene lamps.
Call and see samcan make S* to $9 daily selling it.
at the Preble Louse,
ples and get terms at once and
rPeble
of
street, PortCongress
corner
Room 3(>,
GLOBE BURNER CO., of Boston,
land, Me.

Young Man of one or two years
experience in the retail Drug Business, must
produced good references, &c. Apply to

Portland,

in

Estate

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Exhibition and Sale of Carbon, reprodiic*
tions of the works of tie
OLD J1ASTEBS, AT OAL LEBT OF

FOB SALE AT JAY BBIDGE.

or

TERMS >8,00 PEB

1875._.

ESTATE._

first class Real
Secuiity,
Jay
Mill, with about
THElaud
which there is
ON
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
attached,
House, will be gold
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
Said mill is

Agents Wanted.

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
said city, that they will be in session every secular
day from the first to 'the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in tbe forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such
persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists of
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1875, and be

12,

Valuable Mill Property !

to Loan.

Money

apr8_dH*

BY

Estate

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

F.

LADIES

the

proposals
Auditor's Annual Report and Municipal RegisSEALED
be addressed to Chairman of Committee,
ter

5 Doors Kant of Temple St.,

AND

oclOtt

Wanted.
to call at United States note), Room GO,
to learn the whole art of clrers cutting anil designing, cutting and designing trimmings, by the
host Fiencliniethod in the world. The only one that
will make a iierlect tit without changing, and is recognized by all first-class dressmakers as being the
It is founded upon
only poifect system now in use.
geometrical principles, and so simple that a child can
comprehend it all. Agents wanted.

PRINTERS.

TO

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

Send for circular.

Rector.

B A.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Water Closets, Wash Bowls, Brass anil Silver Plated Cocks, &c. Jobbing in town and country I iron: ptly attended to.
ap6dtm*

W. C.

Franklin Family School
Topohain, Me,
A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar I*.

Removed to

PLUMBER,
No. 21 Union
Street, Up

Boys,

for

APRIL

REAL

ESTATE.

REAL

_WANTS.

'EDUCATIONAL.

PEARCE,

WILLIAM A.

PORTLAND, MONDAY MORNING,

23, 1802. VOL. IS.

j

j

of those who love the new ideas, not those
who at the very best, ouly profess to submit
to tfcern. There is a great tight coming in
1876; it can be won and must be.—Hartford

Courant.

————————

Art, Music aud the Drama.
at Cincinnati is
The May Musical festival
Theodore Thomas
destined to be a great event.
and has provided
has had its entire direction,
understood that he
most liberally. It was
would depart for his European trip before the
festival, leaving it to the care of Dudley Buck,
hut it seems he does not so intend.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Tbe

Dudley

Buck will be organno small Bhare in the work
of the festival, as the compositions to be given
notably the Magnificat of Bacb, Mendelssohn's
“Elijah” aud Beethoven’s ninth symphony, demand the organ. “Lohengrin” is not to be

the village school district, a corporation embracing the city proper on the west side of the
river, it was voted to organize under the free
high school law. A motion to furnish text
bjoks by the city elicited an auima ed discussion and was laid over until the next meet-

given as an opera. Mr. Thomas haB selected
the most effective parts of the great work, aud
combined them into a magnificent whole; the
choruses, which have been mouths in training,
lias
will number a thousand, and Mr. Thomas

ing-

arranged an orchestra of such proportions that,
four
for example, where there are conimouly

WASHINGTON.
Arrest

will essay “Loand W. J. Winch of Boston
not content with this fine solo
But
hengrin.”
another remarkable quartette lias been
as

with the frauds, is summoned as one c.f tbe
Tbe hearing in tbe case was postponed until Tuesday, he giving bail in $2500.
He is charged with offering to bribe a public
officer in connection with mail lettings.
Warrants have been issued lor the arrest of
Jas. Van Vleck, late a clerk in the Sixth
Auditor’s office, and of F. L. Channel, a clerk
in the contract office. Both are implicated in
iHe postal irauds receutly discovered, van
of the
Vleck was yesterday removed by order
The order tor
Secretary of the Treasury.
Channel’s removal has not yet been issued by
tbe Post-office Department. Colt and filoyd,
wbo confessed participation in tbe frauds, are
warrants
being used_as state’s evidence. Tbe
for tbe arrest of Van Vleck and Channel are
Woodof
affidavits
Special
Agent
based upon
ward, charging them with* conspiracy, bribery
aud accepting bntcs. The penalty is fiue and
three years.
imprisonment not exceeding order
that no
Postmaster Jewell issued an
or
employe shall exhibit any of the papers
records of tbe department to, or bold any comconany
hours
with,
munication during office
contractor, or the agent or attorney of any
Postmaster
tractor, except upon the order of the
of
the
chiefs
ot
General, his chief clerk, or one
the division of the department.
Trennury Balance*.
The foliowitig are the Treasury balances for

u hiuery, who has made herself a name
iu Boston, as soprano, Franz Keuamertz as
bass aud H. A. Bischoff as tenor. The reputation of these two last-named artists has but
recently become national, through their splen-

did singing of Waguer’s music; they are not
surpassed by any artists in the country.
Vau Dyck’s famous portrait of “La Priucesse d’Audlau” is now on exhibition at the
in Paris.
“Ahmed,” the spectacle at the Grand Opera

Legation

nnf

nn

at.

hiioh PXIM>n««bv

tbe California widow, Mr?. Dunn, is judged a
great success as a spectacle, the costumes being
rich and tasteful, the tableaux brilliant in color, and picturesque in grouping, the dances
novel and effective, and the scenery, painted
by Matt Morgan, full of magnificence. As a
play the critics pronounce it very dull, and say
it takes all the poetry out of Irving’s Moorish

legeud.
said that Marchetti’s “Kuy Bias”
don’t belong to him, hut to Mendelssohn. Tbe
Athenteum says: “This is an instance of a
composer’s name being attached to an overture which has been operatieally set; and it is
a curious fact that although the overture has
the title of “Kuy Bias,” and the name of
Mendelssohn attached to it as the composer,
It is

now

to-day:—Currency, $4,422,986.00special deposit
of

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates
deposit $45,980,000; coin, $84,127,878, including
coin certificates, $23,159,400; outstanding legal

tenders, $379,226,909.
Redemption Agency*
Washington, April ll.—-The amouut of

no

Hugo's play

occasional overture lor the theatrical pension
fund in Leipzig, in aid of a benefit, when “Kuy
Bias,’ which he pronounced to be ‘detestable
and beneath contempt,’ was the play. Why
his positive direction that the overture ^should
not De called ‘Kuy Bias’ has not been followed,
has never been explained.”
Ernesto Kossi, whom the Italians count
greater than Salvim, is thus described by
Charles Warren Stoddard: “Kossi is a fat,
goodlooking, middle-aged man; he is a little
indifferent voice—
a very nervous man, who, like most Italians,
gesticulates to a remarkable extent. He is
seldom at rest on the stage, has little or no
magnetism, and is very uneven, beiug sometimes astonishingly good, and again drearily
poor.” They say he rehearsed “Hamlet”
seven years before a mirror before he would
knock kneed, and has

an

Various Matter*.

The President has appointed Richard Gibbs
of New Voik, Minister to Peru.
The United Slates steamer Blue Light,which
has been laid up at New Loudon, Ct., will be
fltted up for the use of Prof. Baird, U. S Fish
Commander L. Beardsley will
Commissioner
be assigned to the command of the vessel.
Information has been received at the War
Department of the d-*ath of 1st Lieutenant
Alex. Grant, First Cavalry, at Camp Halleck,
Nevada, ou the 25th of March.
The Marine Bend of this city left to-day on
tbe steamer Tallipoosa, for Boston, to take part
iu the Lexington eelebration on tbe 19th mst.
Lieufceuant Commander R. S Clew, U. S.
Navy, (retired) died here last night.
Lawyers of eminence here consider the Court
of Claims subject to the same rules, as to the
retiring of judges, as any other court constitu
tionally established by Congress.
Senator Boutwell, the only member now in
Washington of the special committee to inquire
•□to the workings of the several branches of
the civil service, with a view to their reform,
has been eugaged daring the past week in visiting tbe departments and obtaining information
on
subjects to guide the deliberations of the
committee.
The Treasury now holds $380,683,100 in bonds
tn sprMirp. national hank circulation, and $16.277,200 to secure public deposits. The national
bank circulation outstanding to-day amounts
to $349,286,226, of which amount §2,390,000 are
notes issued to gold banks; 8956,341 in national
bank notes were received for redemption today. The total receipts for the week were 83,
558.592. The internal revenue receipts to day
were 8353,342.63; total receipts for the month
The customs receipts toto date. 82,375,858.

His Italian “Hamlet,” we
should judge, must be as unlike the ideal one
This is the
as Fechter’s French “Hamlet”
way they do the graveyard scene in Italy, ac
act

it

on

the stage.

Stoddard: “The second digger was
cording
cut; the first digger sang a baritone solo six
stanzas in length, each of which concluded
with a palpable period in the shape of a human skull thrown out of the grave with a
to

shovelful of earth. Fancy six of these in a
heap, and Hamlet looking calmly on at the
wings! When the musical grave digger had

concluded his solo—which

applauded as

was

if he had been giving a concert—he took these
skulls iu baud and lugged them all off the
stage; two of them grinned at the audience
from under his elbows, and the others be held

by poking

his

fingers

into

their

na-

tional bank notes received for redemption by
the National Bank of Redemption Agency during the week ending yesterday was $3 558,552,
aud the amount assorted aud delivered to the
Comptroller of the Currency during the same
period was $2,712,100. Total redemption from
July 1, 1874, to date $91,657.500. and total
amount assorted aud delivered to the Comp
troller of the Currency for destruction aud re
placement with new notes was $82,247,845. The
of
agency began April 1st the assortment
notes fit for circulation, which are now coming
ou for redemption at the rate of $158,000 a day.
lu a few days the several uatioual banks will
be notified of the amount of redemption of
their notes fit for circulation, and will be called
As
upon to reimburse the agency therefor.
soon as
the agency shall be reimbursed the
and
banks
the
to
again
returned
will
be
notes
nut in circulatiou. The accumulation of notes
tit for circulation in the hands of the agency
during the past week accounts for the discrepand the
ancy between the amouut redeemed
amount delivered to the Comptroller of the
Currency during that period.

reference whatsoever to Victor
The composer was teased to
write a prelude to the play, which he declined
to do, but, at the eleventh hour, he wrote an
the work has

Contract

hollow

sockets.”
Tbe only original likeness now iu existence
of Francis Scott Key, author of “The Star
Spangled Banner,” is said to be in the possession of his sister, now a resident of San Francisco. A life s:ze bust in plaster has been
made from it, which is said to be a very successful piece of work, and the bronze statue proposed by Mr. Lick will probably be copied from
it, in case Mr. Lick carries out his original ben-

day

efaction.
A descendant of Handel has petitioned the
Emperor of Germany to name one of the
streets of Berlin after the great composer. The
Emperor has stated, in reply to this request,
that a new quarter is about to be added to the
capital, whose streets will all be named after
Germany’s most eminent musical celebrities,
and that of Handel will certainly not be forgot-

were

8328,031.

FIEES.

IWillerslown, Pa. -Low
$1011,000.
Millcrstown,
j Titusville, April 11.—Firein atBlustine’s
conPa., this morning, broke out
which
in
two hours
and
faro
hank,
lectionery
is
at
It
impossible
destroyed
buildings.
forty
|
preseot to give losses, hut they will uot be less
than 8100,000. The most important losses are
ten.
McKeriny Bros., and Galey’s building, the Oil
The descendents of Ensign Robert Monroe,
Producers’ and German National Banks, S.
McBride’s drug store, A. Fobman’s paint store
who bore a couspicnous part in the battle of
and the
Opera House. The other buildLexington, have procured an elegant silk flag, ! ings wereHogau
mostly saloons and small tenements.
which
and
devices
mottos,
with appropriate
( Insurance small.
will be presented to the newly organized comIn New York—Loss over $.100,000.
New York, April 11 —A tire broke out topany of minute-men in that town.
day in the fifth story stone buildings Nos. 57
The faculty of Harvard College is now conaud 59 YVorih street. Flames origiuated in the
sidering the expediency of establishing next
sub-cellar
I
among some packing materials aud
did not reach the third story, but spread to the
year two or more courses in art. The history
of art according to the new plan is to be con- i lower floor ol 61 and 63 Worth street and 62
Leonard street, and were uudi r complete continued in a higher course under Mr. Norton;
trot at 9 a. m. Losses are on buildings 57 aud
and a second course iu the principles of draw- 59 Worih
street, 810,000; fully insured by the
!
course
On Nos. 61 and
ing will be established. The present
; owner, G. Hovey of Boston.
63
YVorih
street, 81000; and on No. 68 Leonard
will continue to consist, as formerly, of an
; street 85000.
Loss on stock is as follows: Geo.
hour a week to Ruskin’s Moderu Painters, and
I Turnbull & Go., dry goods Nos. 57 and 59
four hours to drawing, while the higher course
Wo-th street 8200.000; insured 8400,000; YVenas
other
works
of
Rustext-books
will take up
I dell Hutchinson & Co, dry goods, floor of stores
aud 59 YVorih street by smoke and water
57
j
kin, probably Sir Joshua Reynolds’s Discourses ;
850,000; Insured for 8280,000; Park, Goodwin
aud possibly the Treatise on Art, by Leonardo i & Co,, dry goods, 61 and 63 YVorth street. 850,Da Vinci.
(100 and Parker, Wilder & Co., dry goods, 62
Leonard street, 810,000.
George L. Brown has a number of brilliant
subjects in various stages of completion at his

effects of atmosphere and distance. Far away
is the harbor and the city and beyond is the
In the distance on the right are hillsides,
sea.
where are tbe villas of the wealthy; on the
left are massive ruins. In the foreground are
tbe dark, melancholy pines and the lustrous
green olive trees, with here and there a conveut or a ruin, while the surface is most charmingly diversified with the lovely hills and val-

leys, giving the most perfect effect of lights
and shades, and the whole is enlivened by
living figures, a gypsey camp forming a most
attractive feature.
The charms of tbe studios of New York artists
in the Tenth street building, their oldest and
most popular haunt, as revealed te visitors at
the recent reception, are depicted in Appleton’s
Journal In George H. Hall’s against the dark
orange walls on one side stood a Irame bearing
the

helmet, gaunuets;auu

cuirass

MEXICAN MAIDS.

Farther Outrages Reported.
Galveston, Texas, April 11.—A special to
the News from Brownsville says it is reported
that Clarke and bis men killed French Leuis
and a man named Torres at La Prairie.
The
charge of abusiDg the women has not been verified aud no doubt will uot be. Capt. Claus returned with his command yesterday.
It is reported that the men implicated with the raid
ers are coming
to grief, but no details have
been received. The raiders complain of Gen.
Cortina, who allows them only 82 a head for
heaves and 84 a head far horses they bring from
Texas. They say they are compelled to take
these low prices because he tits them out and
they must sell to him.
New Orleans, April 10.—John Nalt, deputy collector of customs at Roma, Texas, reports
officially to Col, Haynes, collector at Brownsville, that on the night of the 2d, at 10 o’clock,
Roma was surrounded by a party of Mexican
robbers, on their return from the interior of
Texas. Their intention was to rob the custom
house. Capt. Price’s company of troops were
As soon as
at Roma, ready to receive them.
the Mexicans knew this they ciossed the river.
Rio Grande City is 15 miles be ow Roma, and
half a mile lower is Ringgold Barracks, the
headquarters of he 9th cavalry.

oi a suit or

steel armor, each gauntlet holding an upright
spear, while flags, brocade and satin adorned
the group, and by its side stood a long figure
clad in the costume of a contadina, the whole
formin'* a rare glow of color. Bradford the
Qnaker artist, has his arctic paintings interspersed with antlers of moose, stuffed heads of
and Esquimaux trappings, and set

polar bears,

off by heavy furniture of dark, carved wood.
The most poetical of Mr. Bradford's pictures,
the Journal says, is a new one called ''Waiting
—a July Day in Melville Bay.” A ship wedged
between fields of ice, a clear sky, ice-clad bills
in tbe background, and all, despite tbe rich
b'nes and purples and greens, intensely cold.
Perry, who paints old-time pictures of ‘'Hacking Flax,” tbe “Clock-Mender,” and so forth,
has a big, open fire in his studio, and plenty ot
old chairs, farmers’clothiug,kitchencleff, spinning wheels, etc., and a blue baza of tobacco
smoke, for here the artists love to lounge.
Church’s studio, now occupied by Heade, like a
brown palm
recess in woods, appears arched by
branches, in which multitudes of South Ameristuffed eagle
can butterflies glitter like gems;
beads and cockateos peer out, and all make rich
settings for paintings of tropical luxuriance.

The report of tbe Boston chemists who have
analyzed the tea-and tea grounds in connection
with tue death ot Mrs. James H. Kennrick of
Lebanon, shows large quantities of white arsenic iu the grounds, but none in tbe tea. Tbe
tea used was black, and nearly all tbe memThe
hers oi the family were sick at the time.
report of the analysis of the stomach has not
received.
yet been
John Archdeacon and some §12,000 of his
ligations are missing from Newark.

Neill’*Command aud
Cheyenne*.
New Orleans, April 11.—A despatch from
Gen. Pope to Gen. Sheridan, just received, has
the following report from Col. Neill, comm Hiding at Cheyenne agency, Indiau Territory: At
oue p. m
April 6th, a hostile Cbeyeuue prisoner was being ironed when he jumped aud ran
from the guard. He was immediately fired
the hostile
on, and eight shots were tired bom
Cheyenne's camp, when the whole ot the men,
women and children deserted their camp aud
tbe men escaped to a commanding sand hill
across a river.
Capt. Rafferty’s company of
cavalry followed them and the Indians opened
fire with a number of rifles which they had
concealed in tli6 sand hills, aDd immediately
attacked them. I arrived ou the ground aud
fought thorn from 2 p m. till dark with three
comoanies of cavalrv, one of the 6th and two
J.ue iuaiaus
of the lOlb, aud a Gatling gun.
held their position all night.
We charged their strongly entrenched position three times. Once when mounted we had
to dismount and charge oa foot, and here I had
I discovered at daybreak
many men wounded
this morniug on opening fire that during ibe
night the Indians had left, and their trail went
I have ordered two
west of the North Fork.
companies of cavalry to pursue aud attack
these Indians as suon as they feed their horses
aud men and get into the saddle. We have got
three dead Indians and suppose more are killed
aud wounded 1 had sixteen of our men wounded, four severely, and four horses killed and
several wounded. I have the thirty-two hostile
Cbeveuue prisoners safe in the guardhouse aud
ironed.
Yesterday at 5 p. m. I sent a courier
to Capt. Mackentranle to this place and asked
assistance from Fort Sill and of the friendly
Cheyennes and Arrapahoes who took no part
in the fight.
1 am afraid the hostile Indians who have
who
gone West will make a junction with those
are on the Canadian frontier, near Antelope
Hills.
Gen. Pope telegraphs Gen. Sheridan that
twelve companies of cavalry and as many infantry companies as can be. used have been put
in motiou against the Indians from all directions. aud as the Indians are nearly destitute,
having neither horses nor lood and very little
ammunition, it seems unlikely they can get
Between den.
the

away.

__

Sentenced for Polygamy.
Salt Lake City, April 10.—George Reynolds
of ibis city, who was convicted of polygamy a
few days since, an informality in whose trial
was waived by his attorneys, appeared before
Judge Emerson to day and was sentenced to
one year in the penitentiary and a fine of $300.
The case was appealed to the territorial Supreme Court, aud a boud of $5000 given for
Reynold’s appearance.
At the annual church conference to-day Brigham Young was elected Prophet, Seer, Revelator aud President.
Rhode Iftlnnd

Lively Row in ibe Illinois Legislature.
Springfield, April 10.—The Republican
llltHUuers

in

me

uejilainiLiie

picieuteu.

n

jiiHirsi

against tlie rulings of the Speaker. Democratic majority resisted a proposition to place it ou
record, and a warm debate ensued, growing so

violent that the members burled books at each
other and used most violent language. In the
midst of the melee the Speaker declared the
House adjourned.
Thereupon a temporary
chairman was appointed.
Mr. Haines, the
had
left
the
Speaker,
chair, but on motion to
appoint a chairman he again made a rush for
ilie chair followed by Democratic members.
The Republicans, headed by Joues, who had
been declared Speaker pro tern., also made a
dash for the chair, but Haines had already seThe news oi the disturbance
cured his seat.
soon caused the hah of the House to be filled
After
to overflowing by an excited crowd.
some time th* excitement was allayed and the
sine
die.
Assembly adjourned
Drsprraie Combat with Kobbrm.
Memphis, April 10.—Numerous robberies
have been committed in the neighborhood of
Chicot, Ark., and the citizens believing they
were perpetrated by a regularly orgauized baud
have quietly been on the alert for them. On
Thursday night last five men were discovered
iu a commission warehouse on the bank. Au
alarm was given and the citizeus soon surrounded the building. The robbers opened fire
ou them, which was returned and two robbers
killed. A third jumped out of a wiodow into
the river and was drowned, aud the remaining
Numerous pertwo were captured next day.
sons suspected of beiug in league with the baud
tied
from
fear of the prisdisappeared, having
oners’ implicating them.
At 10.30 Thursday night, the body of Mrs.
May Dennaly was run over by the train on the
Old'Colony railroad, 2J miles from Roston. At
first it. was supposed to he accidental, hut foul
pla.v is uovv suspected. It is believed she was
murdered and then placed ou the track.

Assembly Elections.

Pbovidence, April 11.—There was no choice
for senator and four representatives at the secThere was
ond trial in Warwick, yesterday.
breach of the
a slight
some excitement and
in Pawtrial
at
the
The
secoud
peace
polls.
tucket resulted in the election of Wm. F. Sales,
Independent Republican and Prohibitionist by
No
904 to 702 for Earle Lyowze, Republican.
choice for the 5th representative.
Cattle*
Chicago, April 10.—The third annual sale of
shorthorn cattle from the Linwood herd occurThe only rered yesterday at Dexter Park.
markable sale was that of Kissinger Stet for
$2200. Thirty-seven cows were sold at an average price of $292, and four bulls averaging
$715. The total amount of the sales was $24,606.
Sale of Valuable

__
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TWENTY-FOUB

HOUBS.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Office*! Washington, D. O.,
April 12, |1 A. M.) J
For New England,
and the Middle States light rains and parly
cloudy weather, eastely to southerly winds and
falling barometer during the day, followed by
rising barometer and slight fall in temperature,

Large Fire nt

■

South Boston studio. An Ischian scene, a commission from Horace Fairbanks of St. Jobusbury, Vt., is very sunny and full of fine atmospheric effects. Other subjects of Naples
from the Sea, views of Capri and Vietri, and a
Terracini moonlight, are all good examples. A
View of Genoa is good as showing Mr. Brown’s

INDIANS.
Fight

FOREIGN.

Germany’s

Foreign

years old, and son
of a poor widow, was mistakeu on Wednesday
for a rich man’s son, abducted by some men,
carried tolHarlem, and hid in a hole in the
ground for oue night and day, when no advertisement appearing offering a reward, the
scoundrels discovered their mistake aud set him
tree.
A member of Beecher’s church states that
Geo. Duuham,

witnesses.

Abbie

Vrwrlr

of
the mail
Swindlers.

One

Washington, April 10.—Hinds, concerned

contralto Emma
Crunch, the Cincinnati girl who has sung
so often with the Thomas Orchestra; Miss

Tl

of

in the recently discovered post office contract
frauds, was arrested last night and gave bail.

t^ent,

Swiss

...

The Augusta Reform Club re-orgamzed this
evening with Dr. Brickett as President.

Mrs. H. M.
trumpets used he has twelve.
of “Elsa,’
Smith of Boston will sing tbe music
io which
Annie Louise Cary that of “Ortrud,”
M.
W.
Whitney
distinction,
she won such
to represent the king,
comes over from London

engaged, comprising

FiNlierirs.

vesEastfobt, April 10.—Some forty fishing
from Gloucester to-day for
sels arrived here
has been so cold that herbait. The weather
in as usual, though the
ring have not struck
vessels will probably get enough for bait.
Mchool flatter*.
Augusta, April 10.—At a largo meeting of

The pro-

gramme, whose main features wo have previously indicated, comprises the best in all
kiuds of music.
ist, and will have

TELEGRAPH.

BY

The agents of the Lowell oarporations scout
the propositions of the mule spinners to considof
er the question of wages with a committee
their number.
More Outrage*.
A series of resolutions by the Legislature of
Hazelton, April 10—The Harrisburg dele- Arizona, thanking Gen. Crook, his officers and
this
morning,
gation returned from that city
soldiers, for their valuable services in suppreshaving had an interview with the governor, re- sing ludiau hostilities, was received at the
lative to the withdrawel of the military from
War Department Friday.
this place. In order that the situation might
In a walking match at New York of 100 for
be thoroughly understood the governor ordered
$1000, between Daniel O’Leary of Chicago, and
his Adjutant General Latta to come here and
John Dewitt of Auburu, O’Leary completed
in conjunction with the sheriff, who had been
the distance in 33 hours, 53 minutes and 14 sectelegraphed to meet prominent citizeus repre- onds, and won.
decide/
the
and
both
si
ies
of
question
senting
There are no cases of yellow fever at Key
the proolem. Ttie officials above mentioned
West. The weather remains cool aud the health
met tbe miners aud those favoring a recall of
of the city is unusually good.
the troops, at which meeting the sheriff was
The creditors of S. P. Burt, the New Bedpromised a sufficient force to protect the working meu. Subsequently those favoring the re- ford banker, have decided unanimously to put
with
tention of the military held a conference
the winding up of the business iu Mr. Burt’s
Adjutaut General Latta, when the gravity of bauds, under a committee of unsecured creditThe retbe situation was earnestly discussed.
ors,
sult of these interviews is anxiouslv awaited by
Hon. Sumner Grosby, a well known Boston
necessiboth parties and the question as to the
merchant, and in past years prominent iu local
laws
the
of
assistance
to
enforce
ty
military
politics, died Saturday.
will probably be decided within twenty-tour
The official report of the gross earnings of
hours.
the Uuiou Pacific Railway for the first seven
Last evening one of the special policemen
days of this month shows a total of $237,117—
from Philadelphia, who had been running one
time last year of
an increase over the same
of the pump-engiues at Ecklev, while on his
$10,404.
wav to work, was taken into the woods by two
It is stated that there were eleven deaths by
ruffians aud threatened with instant death.
the giant powder explosion iu San Fiancisce,
Pistols were held at his head, but one of the
and $820,000 worth of property was destroyed.
men having a spark of humanity left, protested
against such extreme measures, much against There was considerable insurance in Hartford.
the wishes of the other, however, who insisted
The Pottsville, Pa., Miners Journal says the
upon putting the threat into iustaot execution.
supply of coal seut from all the regions so far
Latter desperado was arrested this morning by
this year is 3,010,092 tons, against 3,929,330 tons
the police, and subsequently released ou bail.
to the same period last year—a decrease on the
supply of authracite of 927,305 tons.

THE MINERS RIOTS.

Relations.

boy

a

ten

At St. Catherines, Ont., Saturday, Mathew
Finkle was sentenced to be hanged for rape ou
a girl eight years of age.
ice at the Grand Banks is interfering wi th
the fisheries.
Dan Bryant died Saturday evening.
Several stores, the Methodist church and a
number of small building* at Richmond, Ohio,
were destroyed by
tire Friday night.
Loss

$50,000.

Win. Morgan of St. Louis, an old man who
murdered his wife ou the street last July, has
been sentenced to be hanged.
Peter Bartholomew, a prominent grocer of
Buffalo, hjs cleared out, leaving forgeries to
the amount of $7000.
The Gibson county (Ky.) Ku-Klux were acquitted in the U. S. circuit court at Memphis,
Saturday, Judge Ballard recommending their
discharge because there was not sufficient evidence to convict.
Grain inspector Harper of Chicago refuses to
recognize the authority of the Governor to suspend him.

Cyrus Hill, a prominent business man of
Coucord, N. H., died Saturday.
Calviu Wickers, deputy Secretary of State of
New York, died Friday night.
Several of the senatorial party arrive! at

Jacksonville. Fla., Saturday, aud will remain
there several days.
L. C. Swan, a brakeman on the Stonington
railroad, was killed Saturday by bis bead striking a bridge at Greenwich.
The Providence police captured a party of
roughs yesterday who were engaged iu a dog

fight.
Christopher Striskert,

a German
musician,
member of the American Band of Providence,
was found dead iu his bed
yesterday moruiug.
An unknown mau was run over aud killed
on the Stonington railroad at Miantic,
Satur-

day.

A farmer named McKenzie, living five miles
from Greenville, 111., was murdered in his bed,
Thursday night, and then carried to the stable
aud placed under the feet of a pair of mules.
His wife and sou are under arrest.
A strong effort is beiug made to secure the
election of Hon. Daniel S. Richardson of Low
ell, as the successor of Gen. Stark, to be manager ot the Boston & Lowell railroad.
The ice in the Merrimac above Amoskeag
commenced moving about 10 o’clock yesterday
forenoon. The bridge and banks of the river
were thronged with spectators.
The river isnow clear.
Little damage was doue.
Police officer Joseph C. Kennedy of Providence, was assaulted Saturday evening, when
he discharged his revolver and killed Peter
Boskiu. a vountr man who was walking auiefcly oq the sidewalk.
Mr. Beach is reported better and will be in
court to day without doubt.
Saturday was the warmest day of the season
in New York.
Specials from Sonth Bend, Ind., say that
Studebacker and others have been burned out
tbere. Loss $70,000.
An additional warrant of attachment has
been delivered for execution against the property of Wm. M. Tweed.
The Irish citizens of Philadelphia held a
meeting last night in memory of John Mitcbei
and John Martin.
C. A. Trowbridge of Detroit, Las been appointed receiver of the Detroit & Milwaukee
railroad.
Hon. James M. Slade of Rutland, Vt., died
Saturday night. He was Lieut. Governor from
185G to 1858.
Proprietors of Mystic Park announce a purse
of $10,000 lor the second annual stallioa race
open to all in Canada and the United States.
Several men were badly burned yesterday by
an explosion of coal oil in Baltimore.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale Markets.
Saturday, April 10.—The market is generally
very quiet. Lard and pork are firm and prices are
unchanged. The Grain market is still active with a
good demand. Flour is active and sales have been
good the past week. The Produce market shows no
change. Apples are still plenty. Potatoes show no

change.

Reply

to the Berlin Post’s Article.

Berlin, April 10.—The North German Gazette, a semi official journal, says tbe article of

the Berliu Post contains much truth in one respect, hut combined with such anxious views
that we must coulradict it. Our international
relations are bv no means as unfavorable as
represented. While tbe reorganization of the
French army is disquieting, it does uot aim at
a solid establishment of French forces, but it is
undertaken for obvious purposes. Tbe Post
overrates the influence of the papal party and
Jesuits in Italy and Austria. Their power is
happily insufficient to prejudice the good understai ding between the sovereigns or nations
The Gazette thinks the same may
concerned.
be said in regard to France.
Paris,April 11.—The Mooiteur (semi-official)
declares that France is unanimous for peace as
She is not conspiring
a paramount necessity.
against any oue. The French press generally
concur iu this opinion.
London Times on the Controversy between Germany and Belgium.
London, April 10.—The Times, reviewing
the text of tbe German note to Belgium, says:
Our expectations were justified that a fuller
knowledge of the tenor of the German note
would remove the more serious constructions
which have been made of it. Germany remonstrates with Belgium, and makes recommendations beyond the hounds of good taste,
but puts forth nothing which we are able fairly
It is tbe iuteresi of every free
to call a threat.
nation to protest against tbe claim that expressions of sympathy with any cause in a
foreign country belong to tbe order of international ravages which a state is bound to restrain. Tbe circumstance that neither party to
tbe dispute has appealed to tbe powers guaranteeing Belgium independence also somewhat
diminishes the importance of tbe affair.
Swimming Acro-s tbe English Channel.
Paul Boynton arrived at Boulogne at 8.15
to night, having made a successful passage
across tbe channel iu bis life-saving apparatus.
Be was in excellent health and spirits. A
great|crowd assembled to witness his arrival,
and he was enthusiastically received.
Germany and the Catholic Bishops.
Berlin, April 11.—The Itoman Catholic
bishops sood alter their conference ac Fulda
addressed a petition to the Emperor William in
person, remonstrating against the withdrawal
of state grants to the maintenance of which
they declared tbe honor of Prussia was pledged.
They also protested against being required to

„lw,<,

nnnnilit.innallv 11ii' state laws.

The

mill-

isters authorized by tbe Emperor have replied
expressing regret that the bishops should object
to obey tbe laws which are always obeyed in all
other countries, and adding that the bishops
would have preserved the fatherland from
peace disturbing confusion if they had remained faithful to Ibeir own convictions and to .lie
warnings which they proclaimed before the
Vatican council.
From Cuba.
New York, April JO.—An Havana letter
states that the patriots recently gained several
substantial advantages in the (Jamagnay district, ib one battle killing and wounding over
2000 Spaniards, capturing nearly 300 rides and
large amount of ammuition and clothing,
rhat district is uudcr the command of General
A M. Keeves, an American, who was formerly
jashier of the Traders’ National Hank of New
(fork city.
On tbe 4th of April there were not over forty
;ases of yellow fever in the hospitals at Havana,
ind no isolated cases were known.
Foreign Notes.
Boynton lias determined to repeat his attempt
to swim acioss the English Channel.
A bill has beeu introduced in the lower
Diet to abrogate tho
louse of the Prussian
Causes of the constitution which grant the
of ecclesiastical
administration
ndependent
ilfairs and unimpeded intercourse of religious
The bill reissociations with their superiors.
stricts the freedom of clerical appointments,
tud makes their confirmation indispensable to
heir
...

legality._

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Grain inspector Harper of Chicago has been
suspended from office.
The brig David Bngbee, which arrived at
^ew York Saturday, from Messina, bad on
>oard the captain and crew of the Norwegian
>ark Halfdon. abandoned at sea in a sinking
1 tondition.
Vice President Wilson announces that he will
lot go to Europe this summer, nor will he leave
lie country while holding his present office.
He goes home this week and will visit the Pa;ilic coast during the summer.

Foreign Import*.

MAYAGUEZ, PR.
bags coffee

Schr Allegro—369
to order.

PERNAMBUCO.

Bark Abbie

51 tcs do 3

N

caks molasses

Franklin—8400

Foreign Export*.
BUENOS AYRES. Brig Carrie Winslow—336,845
It lumber, 7020 pickets, 10,845 yards duck.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase--1146 bbls flour,

200 do oatmeal, 350 bagsbeans, 510 galls spirits, 8lU0
lbs bacon, 40,GOO do cordage, 2500 lbs lard, 31,900 do
butter, 70 packages boots and shoes, 175 pckgs paper,
12,500 do tobacco. 10 bush seed, 30 bbls clam bait, 1013

pkgs merchandise.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scandinavian.—
6326 bush corn, 16,120 do wheat, 6726 do peas, 380 do
seed, 1065 bbls apples, 2600 lbs potash, 194 bbls ext of

bark, 112,000 lbs copper ore, 2000 do tallow, 15 bb s of
beef, 36 pkgs hides, 410 hides, 4 cases skins, 466,800
lbs bacon, 100,200 do oatmeal, 28,700 lbs cheese, 106,-*
000 sewing machines, 26 pkgs heads, 18,400 packages
merchandise.
Daily Domestic Receipts.

flour ami 16 do beans, G W True 8 ears corn, S W
Thaxter 6 do corn, J S Crorkett 2 do oats, Keusell &
Tabor 4 do corn and 2 do oats, Waldron & True 2 do
corn, Steveus & Co 2 do corn, Hathaway <& Wood 7
do oats, F S Wheeler 1 do corn, Palmer & Davis 1
do corn, J W Dodge 1 do corn.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.
Boston Stock JList.
ISales at- the Brokers* Board, April 10.
Eastern Railroad 7s, S F.
92
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1883.91
Eastern Railroad 7’s. 1883.— @ 90J
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.105
nfannfaofiirinn Hn

Aon

Sales at Auction.

Eastern Railroad 7s, 1884, note.90
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1885—S F.91}
Hill Manufacturing Company.123
Bates Manufacturing Co.84}@S43
Continental Mills. .22*
Peonerell Manufacturing Co.762?
Portland City 6s, 1907—RRL.96
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1883—notes.90$
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s.@ 108
New l'orb Miocb and

Money Market*

10—Morning.—Stocks active*
Money at 4 per cent. Gold
@ 490.

The following were th« closing quotations of Govsecurities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 1223
United States 5-20’s, 1862..
United States 5-20’s 1864.
119*
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.1213
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div. .1203
United States 5 20’s, 1867,
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div....,...121}
United States new 5’s.. 116
United States 10-40 coupon.,, n6}
Currency 6’sex iu.. ,tiii2o|
ernment

ex-div.!l213

The

Stocks:

iollowing

Western

the closing quotations ol

were

Uuion Telegraph Co—ex div.

773

Pacitic Mail..43a
N ¥ Central and Hudson R. consolidated.102

Erie..
Erie preferred..

Michigan Ceutrai.‘74
Union Pacitic Stock....72}

Shore.i'*75i
Central, ex-div...102M
Wabash.’* kjjl
Chicago & Northwestern.45I
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.", 5#
Chicago & Rock island.J xyyj
Lake
Illinois

The following
road securities:
Central Pacitic

were

the

Union Pacific land grants, ex-int.
Sinking Funds..
Specie shipment this week $593,992, of which $402.680 were Spanish gold and $50,500 American, the lemairider silver coin and bars. Imports of the week
$360,400 g >ld coin, $290,503 bullion and $3601 silver.
1111 imrts ot dry goods for the week $2,171,498: merchandise $6,706,818.
Statement.

New York, April 10.—The following is the
weekly
bank statement.
Dhcrease in loans.§1,291.400
in
Increase
Specie.
0
Decrease in legal
Increase in

4,859*0
tenders...1,446*900
deposits...1, ouicOO
Circulation Increased. 68*000
Reserve Increased.3,187,700
,.

Gionccster

Etna.New York Hayti, &c —Apl 26
Aceapulco.New York. .Aspinwall.... Apl 30

Shores
2’s; Bays $9 and

held at $11 and $8 $>
$7 $y bbl with a limited inquiry.
Pickled Herring in moderate demand ; sales at 4 00
@4 25 i>*’bl for round Shore aud Bay of Island;
qtl; Tongut-s
Hake and Pollock are quiet at 3 00
and Sounds ot $9 fc> bbl; Halibut Fins at $12 -I* bbl;
lb; prepard s«n<l boneless
Smoked Halibut at J lc*.
lb;
Coltish at 7c $> !b; Fresh codfish Tongues 8c
Cod Oil 58c I> gallvon. Halibut have been in light
receipt, the tleet arriving with very light tares, owing
to the large fle*ds of floating ice on the Grand Banks.
The Halibut brought in were quickly sold at 10 @ 5c
*> lb for white and grey.
During the week ending April 10th thirty-nine
fishing arrivals have been reported, thirty-three
from Georges with an aggregate eaten of 1.720,000
codfish. 33,000 lbs Halibut; one from Western banks
with 6000 lbs salt Codfish, and one from orand bunJs
With (56,000 lbs Halibut.

Providence Print Cloth Market.
Providence. April 10 —The printing cloths market
—sales for past week toot up 77,500 pieces; prices
have fallen off during the week, closing at 5f @ 6c for
gpot and at 5J @ 5| for futures, standard and extra
64*s.
_

Market*.
New York. April 10—5 P. M.—Ashes are quiet and
00
for
at
6
pots. Cotton weak and nomiunchanged
nal; sales 188 bales at 16|c for Middling uplands: fordeclined
3-16 'Sj 7-32 with large uusideliveries
ward
ness.
Receipts ot Flour 6917 bbls; the market is in
for
active request
export and home use; mav bequoted 5 @ 10c higher; sales 23,400 bbls; Superfine Wesat
4 70 @ 5 00; common to good exState
and
tern
tra Western and State 5 10 @ 5 50; good to choice do
common
to choice White Wheat Wes5
5
55
at
@ 85;
tern extra ar 5 90 @6 50; common to good extra
common
to choice extra St Louis
20
00;
5
Ohio
@7
5 50 @8 25; including 14,900 bbls shipping extra at
3000
bbls
also
extra
Western to arrive
5
5 20 @ 50;
this month on p t; the market closing firm; Southern
and
firmer
moderately
flour
active; sales 1200 bbls;
DomeMtic

u i<m

common

c.\w»

|fi*h Market.

Gloucester, Mass., April 10.

Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
ending April 10th:
Codfish, notwithstanding the large receipts of
Georges the last ten days, the receipts at preseut are
not much more than a third as large as last season at
this time owing to the ice emborgo in February. Two
trips have been made against live trips last season.
Most of the tieet will make

only one trip

owing to the scarcity of bait.

c*K

a LO Vjy o vu,

guuu

to cuuice ui.

5 95 (<g 8 25; Rye flour firm with fair inquiry; sales of
Corntneal is a shade firmer:
300 bbls at 4 10 @ 5 25.
sales 700 bbls Western at 4 00 @ 4 50; Brandywine at
W eat—receip’s28,000 busk; market irregular
4 80.
and unsettled and closing rather more steady with
of 12,300
more doing for export and homo use; sales
bush; 1 1G © 118 for No 3 Spring; 1 20 @ 1 234 for
No 2 Chicago; 1 21 (eg 1 24 for No 2 Northwestern;
1 23 (eg 1 2G for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 26 @ 1 30 for No 1
Spring; 117 @ 1 28 for ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring; 1 27 @ 1 29 for Winter Red Western; 1 30
@ 1 32 for Amber Western; 1 35© 1 41 for White
Western; also 16.000 b isli No 1 Spring to arrive at
1 30. Rye firm at 90c for Canada in bond and 1 06
for State. Barley dull and declining; 18.000 bush of
Brewiug California at 1 174 © 1 22; 2500 bush Canada
West on p t. Barley Malt dull; 700 bush 2-rowed
State at l 40-r-time. Corn—receipts 76,160 bush; the
market is 2c better with an active export and home
trade demand, also fair speculative inquiry; sales of
226,000 bush; 90 @ 04c for Western Mixed instore:
934 @ 944 tor do afloat; 944 @ 95c for Western and
for Western Mixed
Southern Yellow afloat;
In store; 934c tor new Western Yellow to arrive. Oats
market
is
firmer
and moder—receipts 10,300 busb;
ately active; sales 58,000 bush at 73 © 75o for Mixed
lor
White
75
also
5000 bush of
@ 764c
do;
Western;
Mixed Western all this month at 75c. Hay unchanged at 70 @ 80 for shipping. Hops steady at 30 @ 35
for new low to fair; 35 © 38c for do good to choice.
Cottfee is quiet and unchanged. Sugar is active and
firm at 73 @ 8£c for fair to good refining; 84c lor
prime; lloo hhds at 74c for common; 73 @ 84c for
fair to good Muscovado; 84 © 9c for Centrifugal; reMofined firm at 104c; 104 @ UJ|c for hard grades.
lasses is firm and in lair demand to trade. Rice is
bbls
ot
Pettoleum
500
and
unchanged.
quiet;
quiet
crude at 6|c; 700 do refined at 13|c; cases quoted at
Tallow
sales
at
35,000
9Jc.
quiet;
I84 @ 19c; Naptha
lbs at 8 11-10 @ 8|c. Naval Stores—Rosin firm at 2 10
@ 2 15 for strained. Turpentine firm; Spirits 364c.
Eggs heavy at 26 @ 27c for State and Pennsylvania;
25 © 27c for Western. « oal is firm at 5 00 © 6 25 for
Anthracite per cargo. Leather .is steady; hemlock
so'e. Buenos Ayres and Rio Grande lieht, middle
and heavy weights 27 © 30; California do 254 © 28;
common do 254 @ 28. Wool is steady;Domestic Fleece
at 48 @ 60c; tubbed 55c; Pulled at 30 @ 51c; unwashed 16 © 35c; and Texas 20 © 35c. Pork lower; sales
100 bbls new mess, job lots, at 22 50; 250 bbls seller
April and 250 do eller May at 22 25 ; 500 bbls seller
June at 22 50. Beef is unchanged; Beef Hams are
unchanged; tierce Beef urcbanged;Cut Meats dull.
Lard firmer; 60 tes prime steam at '5 9-16; 1500 tes
seller May at 15 9-16; 500 do June at 15 11-16. Butter
heavy at 12@ 2vc for Western; 25 © 32c for State;
lor new Western; 23 @ 30c for do State.—
19
Cheese unchanged at JO @ 164c for common to prime.
Seds—Linseed quiet at 2 074 gold cash; Clover quiet
and firm at 11 @ 114c for Western. Whiskey steady;
sales 250 bbls at 1134*
Freights to Liverpool—market is steady; Cotton
steam 7-32d; Corn per steam 5d; Wheat per steam
at 54d.

93$@95c

©*26c

Chicago, April 10.—Flour is in light demand and
holders firm; extra Winter 4 75 @ 6 50; extra Spring
4 25 © 5 25; Minnesota 4 50 @ 4 80; Superfine Spriug
at 2 624 © 4 00.
Wheat is in fair demand and lower;
No 2 Spring fresh at l 044; 1 02 on spot for regular;
1 06 seller Mav; 1 073 seller June; rejected at 914 @
92c. Corn is buoyant and unsettled; No 2 Mixed at
704 @ 70gc on spot; 78Jc bid seller May; 77gc bid seller
June; rejected at 713c. Oats are in fair demand and
lower ; No 2 584c 011 the spot; G2|c bid seller for May.
Rye in fair demand and firm. Barley is fair demand
and firm; No 2 Spriug at 1 07 on spot. Seeds in good
at 2 00 @ 2 50;
demand; common to choice
Clover Seed at 6 50 @ 7 50; prime flax seed 2 00.—
Provisions—Pork in fair demand and lower at 21 15
on snot: 21 55 for seller Mav: 21 75 Cdb 22 10 for seller
June. Lard in fair demand and lower at 15‘20 on
spot; 15 25 seller Mav ;15 45 seder June. Bulk Meats
dull and declining; shoulders 7gc; short rib middles
at 11$; short clear middles life.
Whiskey dull and
nominal.
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 49,000 bush wheat.,7
00O bush corn, 1,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1,000
bush of barley.
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 38,000 bush wheat 17,000 bush corn, 14,000 busu oats, 0,000 bush rye, 6,000
dusL barlev.

Timothy

Toledo. April 10.—Flour steady. Wheat is steady;
No 2 White Wabash at 1 25; No 1 White Michigan at
1 21$@ 1 22; extra White Michigan at 1 26; Amber
Michigan 119 @ 119$; seller May at 1 21 @ 1 21$; No
2 Red at 119 @119$; No 2 Amber Illinois at 1 20.
Corn steady; high Mixed at80$@80|c; low mixed
at 76 @ 76$c; white at 78c; no grade 75c. Oats are
steady; White 66$ @ 66$c; Michigan 61$. Clover Seed
6 75 @ 6 80,
Receipts—18,000 bush Wheat, 20,000 bushCoru, 25,-

000 bush Oats.

Shipments—0,00 bbls flour,10,000 bush Wheat,22,000
Corn, 8,000 bush Oats.
St. Louis, April 10.—Flour is in good demand and
unchanged, Superfine Winter at 4 40 @ 4 45; extra at
4 55; double extra 5 00 @ 5 25; treble extra at 5 50 @
5 75; family at 5 75 @ 6 25. Wheat is weak and lower; No 2 Red Winter at. 1 29$ @ 1 30$. Corn is dull
and declining; No 2 Mixed at 75 @ 77c. Oats are
declining; No 2 at 65$ @ 77c. Bailey and Rye are
unchanged. Whiskey nominally at 1 11. Pork is declining; Mess at 22 00. Dry salted Meats are nominally and lower: shoulders 8$c; clear rib sides and clear
at 11J@
12|<\ Bs^on is easier; shoulders 9$c; clear
rib sides J2| @ 13c; clear 13$ @ 13fc. Lard nominally
bush

at 15c.
Live Hogs are active; shippers at 6 25 @ 7 25; bacon at 7 25 @ 7 75; good to extra at 8 00 @ 8 50.
Cattle are in good demand and scarce; sales good native
steers at 5 65 @ 5 90; fair native do 5 75; good native
butchers steer.- 5 25 @ 5 65; mixed stock 4 25 @ 5 10;
native Stockers 4 00 @ 5 00.
Receipts—bOOO bbls flour. 1

Detroit, Mich, April 10.—Flour is quiet and

un-

changed.

Wheat is Arm and in fair demand; extra
at 1 24; No 1 at 1 2$ @ 1 22; Amber 116$. Corn is firm
and in fair demand: No 1 Mixed at 77c. Oats quiet
and unchanged; White Western 65$ @ 65$c. Clover
Seed at 7 00.
Receipts—1000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 4,000
bush corn, 0000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat, 2000
bush corn, 0000 do oats.

uplands 16$c.

Mobile, April 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 15| @ 153cNew Orleans, April 10.—Cotton fair; Middling

uplands

at 16c.

New York, April 10.—Cotton weak; Middling uplands I6gc.
Savannah, April 10.—Cottot—Middling uplands
J5gc.

Cincinnati, April 10.—Cotton—Middling uplands

15gc.

Norfolk, April 10.—Cotton—Middling uplands at

16c.

Memphis, April 10.—Cotton—Middling uplands at
15|c.
Baltimore, April.- Cotton weak; Milling uplands
16$ @ 16§c.
Wilmington, April.—Cotton—Middling uplands
15gc.
Havana Market.
Havana. April 10.—Sugar in speculative demand
and piices higher; Foreign news regarded as favorable; demand good at full prices; No 12 d standard at
14| @ 15$ reals per arrobe; No 15 to 20 d s at 18$ @
20 reals; Molasses sugar at 11 @11$ reals; Muscovado Sugar, inferior to common at 11$ @ 11J reals;
fair to good refining at 12 @ 12$ reals; groceiy grades
at 15$ @ 16$ reals; stock in warehouses at Havana
and Matanzas, 349.500 boxes, and 70,000 hhds; the receipts for the week have been 46.000 boxes and 10,500
hhds; and the exports for the week have been 17,000

boxes and 7700 buds, including 4700 boxes anti 6600
lihds jjto the United States. Molasses—Clayed and
Muscovado at 6$ @ 6$ reals per keg.
Lumber nominal; White Bine at $64 @ 65 per M;
Pilch Pine—$50 @ 53.
Freights quiet and weak; loading at Havana or
ports on the north coast of Cuba for the United States
>t' box sugar at l 00 ££ 1 25 •*> Mid sugar 5 00 (a) 5 25;
hhd molasses 3 00 («y 3 25; to Falmouth and orders
50s 6d $> ton.
Spanish gold 218 @ 219; American gold at 223 @
224; Exchange quiet ami steady; on United Slates
60 days gold 114 (aj 115 prern; on London 138 @140
prm; on Paris at 114 ® 115 prem.

Ktnropenn

this month
are in

Georges Codfish

*3arketa.

Lon don, April 10—12 30 P M.—Consols at 93| @ 93 J
for money and account.
London, April 10—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 5-20s, old, 108; New 5s 103\. Erie
Railway at 26±.; do preferred 37.
Liverpool, April 10—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
quiet; Middling uplands at 8d; do Orleans 8|@8id:
sales 10,000 bales, Including luoO lor speculation and
export.
Bunt*8 Remedy is not a new compound, it has been
before the public for more than twenty years, and
extensively used by all classes, both with and without the advice of a physician, and it has been the
ol saving from a lingering and frightful disease
and untimely death hundreds of our most estimable
and well-known citizens. This medicine never fails
to cure dropsy and all diseases of the kidneys, blad
der and uiiuary organs.
aprlOeod&wlvv
means

_MARRIED.
In Hiram, March 17, Isaac S. Lowell and Miss
Juliet Gould.
In Saco, March 31, Jacob H. Severance of Biddeford and Miss Elizabeth C. Holden of Saco.
In Hollis, March 30, Jus. W. C*ton of Buxton and
Lucinda Brawn of Waterboro.

quotations tor Pacific Rail-

bonds.99}

JSauk

being slowly reduced;
8°Mackerel quiet, stock
bbl for 1’s and

_

Receipts by Grand Trunk Railroad—John Randall 200 bbls flour, G S Hunt 100 do do, Ahlen & Co
100 do do. King & Gilman 200 do do, C B Varney 100
do do, Fleming & Co 100 do do, A C Tewbury 80 bbls

New York, April
Governments are dull.
at 115}. Exchange 486

Russia.New York. .Liverpool.Apl 21 I
City of Vera Cruz..New York .Havana.Apl 22

Charleston, April 10.—Cotton is dull; Middling

hags sugar.

f.ncnniii

fair demand and holders are generally firm at 5 75
qtl. Bank Cod, old, out ot (he market. One faro
arrived ! ore yesterday from the Western hanks with
6000 lbs of salt Codfish, the first arrival of the seaI>

ip i rap.
Lizzie, daughter of J. W. and
In this city,
Margaret J. Raymond, aged 19 years 7 months 2 davs
(Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Burial at convenience ot t^e
at 54 Lincoln street.
Caroline

family.
in Cape Elizabeth, April 9. Edward F., son of HenJL>. VVillaid, aged 3 years 10 months
ry E. ami Apbia
and 22 days.
in Bridgton, April 5, Dean Irish, aged 71 years and
3 months.
In Biddeford, April 3, Mrs. Esther, wife of Henry
Rose, ami daughter of 15. F. and Lucinda 15. Dalton,
formerly of Bridgton, aged about 24 years.

(jgl^The funeral
take

Brackett will
at 28 Clark street.
ed to attend.

services of the late Samuel H.
this afternoon at 1} o’clock,
Relatives and friends are invit-

place

DEPAItTUBE

STEAlYlSIIIPS.
From
For
Dale.
flame.
York
.Liverpool... .Apl 13
Idaho.New
OF

China.New York.. Liverpool.Apl
Colon.New York. .Asianwall.. .Apl
Frisia.New York .Hamburg
Apl
Moravian .Portland—Liverpool.Apl
New
York.
Richmond
of
.Liverpool.Apl
Ciiy
Atlas.New York. .Jamaica, &c.. Apl
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.Apl
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Apl
...

City ot New York..New York .Liverpool. ...Apl
Ciiy of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz. Apl

14
15
15
17
17
17
17
17
20
20

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the I’ltllss, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

Elysla.New York. Glasgow.Apl 24
Hibernian.Portland....Liverpool.Apl 24
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool.Apl 24

roa r or

for
Only 35 cents- An unfailiug Remedy
Asthma,
Hoarseness,
Coughs, Colds,

Maturdny, April 10.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg. New York—passengers ami mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque A N Frankliu. (of Boston) Mears, Pernambuco- 840 bags sugar to J Kcdpatb & Son.
Sch Allegro, (of East Machias) Kelley. Mayaguez—
360 libds 15 ics molasses to E Churchill & Co.
Sch Del uiout, Blake, Baltimore—coal to Randall &
McAllister.
Sch Omaha, Coggins, Baltimore—coal to Randall &
McAllister.
Sch M C Hart,

Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the ThraC, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases

to

Port-

land Co.

Sch Ocean Queen, Parker, Gloucester for Bangor.
Sch Fair YTiew, Boardman, Rockport—lime to D L
Fernald & Co.
Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset—heading to A L

Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool—
T1

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, N S—John

Porteous.

Steamship Geo Cromwell, Bacon, New York—J N

Magna.

Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—Hen-

ry Fox.

Brig Carrie E YV in slow, McCart, Buenos Ayres—
A & S E Spring.
Sch Ann E Kranz, Purvere, New Orleans—Chas H
Chase & Co.
Sell Danl YYTehster, Trask, Boston—Chas Sawyer.
Sch Pbeuix, Randall, Calais—Natbl Blake.
Abhie

sch

Froin

Ditninfguislic'd

n

Foun-

9th, sch Clara G Loud,
tain. Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 2d, sch W A Watson, Watson, Utilla.
from
Below 9th inst, sch Olive H Robinson, Beers,
m

Epli’m Williams, Keen,

Portland.

,,

SAVANNAH—Ar 8tb, sch Lena R Storer, Marshall, Portland.
Ar 9 b. sch Lizzie Hever, Poland, Freeport.
CHAULESTON-CId 9th, sch B N Hawkins,Wyatt,
_

1000 Doz. Clark’s 0. N. T. Thread,
White Spools, best Thread made,
for i 0 cenlit

BWILMINGTON
Alexandria—Ar 8th, sch J S Bragdon, Laven-

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

der, Rockport.
NORFOLK—Ar 6th. sch Union, Harris, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th. brig Moses Day, Crosby,
Cardenas; sebs Maggie D Marston. Hooper, Philadelphia; Jos W Fish, Hawley. New York.
Ar 8th, brig J H Lane, Bickmore, Guantanamo;
schSea Foam, Philbrook. Providence.
Cld 8ih, brig Torrent. Wilder, Cardenas; sch Lizzie Young, Young, Boston.
Sid 8th, sch John H Converse, Plummer, lor West

Manufacturer’* Price*—l'heupe*! uud

al

Be»l Eroul

a«,in

9th. ship E W Stetson, Moore, London; barque
Sliawmut,Tucker, Zaza 20 days; brig David Bugbee,
Staples, Messina GO days; J W Spencer, Thomas,
Zaza 20 days; schs M A YVitham, Austin. Cape Hayti
13 days; George Brooks, Lindsey, and Casco Lodge.
Pierce, Portland; Herald. Ball, and Maggie Bell,
Hall, Kockland; Rival, Duuton, Westport; James
Martin, Brown, Boston; Percy, Mitchell, Eastport;
Alcora, Robinson, and Alma, John-on, Machias;
Mott Haven, Collins, Calais; D H Ingraham, Jones,
Kockland; Granite State, Burgess, Rockport; Light
of the East. Harper, Portsmouth; Nellie Dee. Richardson. Hyanis; Silver Heels, Newmac. Boston for
Virginia; L S Watson, Sargent, Providence; Wm
Flint, Post, Fall Rivet*.
Cld 8th, schs M A Heyer, Hodgdon. Port Antonio;
Davlight, McFadden. AuxCayes; Samuel C Hart,
Keiley. Georgetown DC.
Cld 9lh, schs A F Ames. Achorn, Sagua; Chas R
Washington, Holbrook, Jamaica ; 1. M WarreD,
Johnson. Nassau, NP; Ca'.ista, Whitten, Boston.
Sid 8th, barque J S Winslow, for Matanzas; schs
Daylight, tor Demarara; Emma F Hart, tor CardeAr

One Case

nas; and others.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th, schs Gen Howard,
trom New York tor Providence; Silas McLoon, do tor
New Haven; Red Jacket, do for Bangor; Winslow
Morse, do for do; Hattie Ross, do For Portland; das
O’Donohue. Hoboken for Providence; Ann Eliza,
Elizabethport tor do.
Passed do 9th, schs Gov Coney, Hoboken for Providence; Commerce, New York tor Bangor; WGK
Mow rev, do for Boston.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 8tb, sch Morelight, Allen, fm
Beach, Me.
NEWPORT—Ar 8th, schs Caroline Grant. Haskell,
Rockland tor New York ; G M Brainard, Crockett,
Vinalhuven for do; S S Bickmore, Thomnson, Bath
lor do; E Arcularius, Lord, Rockport for do; Frank
& Emily, Cobb, do tor Providence.
Ar9th, scbs Jeddie, Chadwick, Calais for NYork;

All the New (Shade*, Price only 31 ccnl*

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
and
renui^ increase of dose, do not exhaust,
and f r elderly persons, females and childreu, are
the
bowels
move
at
taken
Two
night
just the thing.
Warranted in all cases ol
once the next morning.
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all svmptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppkession After Eating, Souk Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue.Billiousness.Liveb Coeflaint,
Loss OF APPETITE, DEBILITY, MONTHLY PAINS
AND ALL IKBEGULABITIES, NEURALGIA, FAINTnever

NESS i&C.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.

I'OlCn
EI'BOPEAN
CI.ARKE’M
ItE JIEDY.-This well-known remedy is still the
Known ior uie cureoi

oosiiuau) auu

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,
TUE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay hands on them and tncy shall be
healed

ROOMS 11 &li FLUENT BLOUK.

and Pulmonary diseases in general
Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottlo, six
de21dcod&weow52tfsn
or $5.00.

ar.

Sid fm Cienfuegos 7th inst, brig Perces Hinckley,
Small, New York.
Ar at Sagua 5th inst. brigs Myronus, Higgins. New

York; Angelia, Evans, Providence; Maiy Bartlett,

Thompson, Philadelphia; schs char.ey Morton.Pike.
Portland; J P Wyman, Urann, Macliias; 6th, S W
Bird, Merrill, New York.
Sid 6th. barques M W Brett. Peterson, and T K
Weldon. Colson, North of Hatteras; brig Geo Gilchrist, OrcuU, do; sch Clara Fletcher, Sargent, do.
In port 1st inst, barque H L Gregg, tor North ot
Hatteras; brig Hattie E Wheeler, do; schs Gen Connor, J E Ridgway, Clara Fletcher, and Maggie Bailing. for North of Hatteras.
At Havana 3.1 inst, brig Maria Wheeler. Giover, for
Hatteras; sch Brigadier, Norton, do; U R Smith,
Smith, /or New York; and others.
Ar at Cardenas 7tn, brig Jas Miller, Parker, from
Portland; S J Strout, Fickett, Fall River.
Sid 7th. sch Maggie Ellen, Littleiohu, tor North of

Hatteras.
in port 1st inst, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon,
tor North of Hatteras; brigs Adaline Richardson,
Clytie, Five Brothers. L Warren, H B Cleaves, M C
Comery, Maurice, Elizabeth Wihslow. and D S Soule
tor North of Hatteras; schs Telumah, J M Riley,
Altoona, Nellie F Sawyer, Maggie Ellen, A L Butler,
and Alinon Bird, for North of Hatteras.
At Tiinidad 29th ult, barque Megunticook, Hemingwav, lor Boston 3 days.
At Bermuda 31st ult, barques La Ciguena. Riley,
from Messina for New York, repg: Harvest Moon,
Riley, do for do, repg; Josephine, McFarlaud, from
Cienfuegos for Boston, reloading.
Ar at St John, NB, 9th inst, sch Mousita, Lent, tm

Portland.
Cld

9tb, brig Jessie Rliynas, Wills,

Havana.

Tonic of Rare Merit.
There arc many tonics, but few indeed which produce any other effect than artificial stimulation of
tho appetite. This, so far from being a benefit, is a
detriment, it the digestive organs are weak,
‘cause it induces the patient to eat more than the
semi-paralyzed stomach can act upon, thus aggravates indigestion. There is, howover, a fonic which
possesses the rare merit of imparting both vigor and
legiJariiy to the operations of nutrition. Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters provoke a wholesome appetite,
because they enable the stomach to dispose ot what
it. receives with such healthful rapidity that at the
proper time for meals it is not torpid from indigested

apr6dsntd
FOR SALE.

matter, but craves its timely sustenance. It is the
very tac' that it facilitates digestion that renders
the national stomachic such a powerful comljutor of
nature in instituting those recuperative proctsj-es
which result in the recovery ot the general health.
Uninterrupted, vigorous action of the physical
machinery Inevitably result from tho use of this
supreme invigorant arid alterative.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

to

HOUSE

PRINTING

the

Business of

personal

All orders, eithe
prompt attention

as

heretofore,

by mail,

or

receive

will

jygtdtten

READ, BUY AND TRY.
April 2,1873.
C. Way & Co.
given your Compound Syrup of
Lnugwon, to my children for Colds and Coughs
during the past winter, and I can say I never saw
any Medicine that worked as well as that does.
In ray opinion there is not a better Cough
Medicine made.
NATHANIEL L. SHAW,

Mes$r».
I

have

South Windham.

WAV A- CO., Apolbecariea,

C.

Myrtle

corner

ma22sn3m*

and Cumberland Sl».

TICKETS TO OR FROM BOSTON

S3.50
Via Boston & Maine
For

or

Eastern Railroad.

sale by

WM. ALLEN. JR.,
11

NO.

STREET.

EXCHANGE

sntf

ja26
NOTICE.

SPECIAL
Having decided io make

change

a

in our

bnslness,

shall sell out at

we

COST, OR LESS.
The stock
our line ot trade.
consists of
Dry and Fancy Good* and Groceries,flat*
Caps, Bools, Shorn and Rubbcm, Carpet
ingN, Pnpcr Hanging**. Crockery, Ginas
and Hardware, Flour, Cora Meal, etc.

every article of goods in

as

10

purcuase

cneap,

ior

we

mean

and must close out the entire stock as soon
possible. We will sell the stock and store fixtures

to any who wish to take hold of a good trade
first-class store.
TER JIN CASH.

BROS.

EASTMAN

YORK

R.

R.

&

in

a

CO.
snlm

Yarmouth Falls March 24, 1875.

THOMAS FI LLEBRO WIN, D, M. D.
OPEN

WILL

A

LARGE

LOT

OF

SUCCESSOR

TO

DRS. HEALD <fc DORR,

LADIES’

DENTAL ROOMS, NO. 203 MIDDLE ST#
sndlm*

mal6

SPRING

GARMENTS

$500.00

oiv

reward!

THK

BOARD

NATIONAL

MONDAY, APRIL 12lh.

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS

BROS.,

EASTMAN

CONGRESS STREET.

534

sntf

aplO

Hereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the pai
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. 8 Biadford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo* 1>.
Jost, ou November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward wili be paid only on due proof being
furnished the executive committee of the convictiou
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order oi the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.
dec23sn tf
LYKENS TALLEY

First Baptist Society.

391

Tlie annual meeting ot the First Baptist Society
will lie held iu their vestry MONDAY EVENING,
April.12, at 7 o’clock.
MARTIAL M. DUROY, Jr., Sec.
apr8sn3t

pleasure in announcing to oar
and the public that we hare

170

our

old stand

sale in lots to suit purchasers at

60 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL A- ."Tic ILIJ9TBR,

iuar29

customers

removed from

will be strictly

COMMERCIAL STREET,

CASH,

We shall keep constantly in stock such
bard Coal as

—AND THE—

wed known brands of

VERY

Harleigh and Hazelton Lehighs,
Johns, Hickory, Magee, Franklin and
Hampshire, Cumberland or Forge Coal.
for sale iu lots to sail at
CASH

invite nil their old

Now

ef new

PRICES.

170
ap7

A

one*

&c.

dsntf

PJUKMOIVAV.

WILLIAMS,
STREET
snlw

3?I 5.000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
cent. School District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.l
in New York, or at our office §500 each; also other
seven, eight and ten per cent, municipal securities.
These represent the first claim on the entire property
and the combined wealth of Cities, Towns, Counties
and School Districts; well selected; no loss; security
absolute. Bought aud sold by GEORGE WM. BALLOU, Banker. 72 Devonshire Street, Boston. Write
for particulars.
al6eod3m
—

Awniugs, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
Covers, Cauvass Letterings,

ly

answered.

EXCHANGE

STREET.,

On and after Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber In second
story now o< cupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., cn the
of Cross and Middle Sts. Apply to

corner

LEAVITT.

snood

mc.i

Cough

Worn

HENRY PEERING,
No. 65 Exchange St.

de28sutf

CLAKKL’S KIUGlTjMATIC ELIXIR
cures

Itbeiimatfem and Neuralgia
In all their forms. It is sure, safe and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for

John W. Perkin* A: ( «,
Portland, Tlainr.

IIay>nn«l

ecl6

*ndeod«&weowtf51

MBS.

Victim*

lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms
vliich threaten to choke them, find sure ami speedy
•elief in the use of Dr. Morris* Syrup of Tar, Wild
Sherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
roughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
ending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Croup and Whooping
Cough. Sold by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G.
luring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Holt, 653
Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Seen, Gorham; and E. P. WestOD, Fryeburg. J#
N. Perkins & Co., General Agents,
oclOeodtf

of Atlantic Lodge are requested to
Hall, MONDAY AFTERNOON,
April 12,1875, at 12.15 o’clock, for the purpose of attending the funeral of our late Bro. Samuel H
Brackett. Members of other Lodges are invited to
attend.
By order ot the W. M.»
A. G. ROGERS, Sec’y.
aprl2dlt

safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
doth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
ikin, rendering it soft and fresh and imoarting to it
MARBLE PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBEUK &
( !0., Apothecaries add Chemisrs, 303 Congress street,
( no door above Brown, Portland, Me.
ina27sndtf

4.

II.

EMERSON,

■Eli Free Strwi,

Whose

A

LENS.

DOLLARS OR

For sale by Druggist and Medicine dealers generally
Price $1 per bottle, six for $5. Wholesale by
II. II.

A

oc29snly

To Be Let.

FIVE

Decorations, Ac..

HOT I CIS.—All

officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured or injured in
the late Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
Pension by addressing I>r. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, No. 4 New Chanters St., New York City.
Communications prompt-

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.

F.

friend* and let
their stock of

GOODS.

DRY

COMMERCIAL

49 1-2

to look at

Wood, Slabs, Edg-

ings, Bark, 8tc.,
JAMES

LOWEST.

GO WELL & GKEENOUGII.

Also

Hard and S6ft

sntf

OUR TERMS HENCEFORTH

to

NEAR FOOT OF CROSS.

LOWEST

TONS

LYKENS TALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
tor

We take

COaE

of the celebrated

REMOVAL.
old

FRANKLIN

Just arrived by brig “Etta M. Tucker,”

Sehlottcrbeck’s Moth aud Freckle Lotion.

The members

___

RYAN & KELSEY
No. uncommercial Street

my28

TUCKER’S

STEP

and

purchasers, lor sale low

Jn lots to suit

a

Now is me nme

Atlantic Lodge, No, 81.
meet at Masonic

FLOORING

PINE

BOARDS
SOUTHERN
close consignment

A

eraitive

L, A.

M.

annual meeting of the Mercantile Library Association will be held at their rooms on TUESDAY
EVENING, April I3th. Preddeut's Report at 7.30.
Polls opened at 8 o'clock.
SAM'L B. GRAVES, Rec. Sec’y.
The

business

_

w

ei'3m»

mat

standing congbs,

__

Ar at Deal 9th inst, ship Gen Shepley, Hutchins,
Savannah for Keval.
Ar at Deal 8tli, ship Western Chief, Hill, Boston
for London.
Ar at Hull E Mch 26, barque St Nicholas, Saunders, Astoria via Queenstown.
Ar at Ponce 20th ult, sch La Volta, Whitmore, Baltimore; 21st, brig Geo Harris, Stowers, do.
At Baracoa Mch 28, sch Geo Washington, Roff, fm

mtf

ia2S

tuug

lor New York.

San Francisco.
Sid fm Havre 6th inst. ship Scotia, Drummond, tor
United States.
Sid fm Flushing 6tli inst, barque Arizoua, Canant,
(trom Antwerp) lor Halifax and St John, NB.
Sid fm Antwerp 8th iust, barque Proieus.Chipman,

STREET, PORTLAND,

5 FREE

be carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
laxative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial K.m 30 c. large boxes OOe. Mat
by mail free of postage lo any nil dress.
For sale bv E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
se9sneodly
Temple. Boston, and by all Druggists.

(probably Portland.)

FOREIGlf PORTS.
Ar at Moilendo 13th ult, snip Sontag. McGilvery,

Frice*.

Low

worth 93.44.

Travellers find the Lozenges just what they need,
as they are to compact and inodorous that they may

lH^Mary

Savannah, just

aatoniahingl y

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

COSWENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

L A Orcutt. from St Georga^ado.
FALL RIVER—Ar 7th,
Shields, Snowman, Weebawken.
Shi 8th, sch Trenton, Walls, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 7th, schs L Hoi way,
Bryant. Elizabethport for Boston; Terrapin, Wooster, Hoboken tor Calais; Delmont, Blake, Baltimore
for Portland.
Ar 8th, schs Ada S Allen, Dudley. Windsor, NS tor
Salem ; Margaret, Clark. Millbridgo tor New York;
Albert Dailey, Nason, Wiscasset tor Savannah.
Ar 10th, brig China, trom Barbadoes, ior orders,

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 0th, sch Lacy Lee, Ingalls,
Machias.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6lh,sch G W Andrews,Watts,
Elizabethport.
Sid 8th. sch Light of the East, Harper, New York.
Below 6ih, schs Eddie Treat. Hodgdon, Edgecomb
for Boston; Hannah Grant, Kickett, Boston tor Millbridge; C W Dexter, Dunton. do for Bath; Northern
Ligiit, Orne, fm do for Boothbay; Porto Rico, Wentworth, Portland for New York; Lucy Lee, Ingalls,
Machias tor Newburyport.

and Embroidered Table
Coders

176 Dozen Towels only $2.94 per Dozen,

Red

BOSTON—Ar 9th, sch J J Spencer, Haskell, Cienfuegos.
Ar 10th, schs Com Kearney, Pbilbrook, Elizabethport; Ida, Wilson, Cherryfleld.
Below, sch John T Manson, from Baltimore
Cld 10th. sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson, Cienfuegos;
Amelia. Sullivan, Bangor; Iowa, Jordan, do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 7th,schs Robt Woonruff, Lewis, Wiscasset; Alltclone, do; New Zealand. Simmons,
Portland for Roudout; Alice M Allen, Brigham, do

seen.

Arlington Poplins,

more

Printing
The Book. Card and
late David Tucker, will be continued,
at the Stand,

Indorsed by alltbe Medical Journals as tbe most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

best remeuy

hare erer

wc

Ail oar White Goods at about one-half
their yalue.

LOZENGES.

1

Dozen.

a

Job

PERISTALTIC

Bango*’.

Rogers,

HARRI80 N’S

DR.

Indie'.
Cld 9th,barque Helen Sands. Bosford, Amsterdam;
brig ,J H Dillingham, Treat, West Indies; sch Clara
Smith. Packard, Matanzas.
Sid 9th, brig Marv A Chase, Dolan,Portland.
Below lOtb. brig Geo S Berry, Keazer, fra Cardenas
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th. barques Carrie Wyman. Cochran, Messina; Annie Kimball, Cummings,
Antwerp; schs C W May, Endsor. Rockport; Mary
E Rankin, Fuller, Bath; Maria Adelaide, Kent, trom
Ar 9th. barque Florence Peters, Mitchell, Matanzas; sch S S Harding. Smith, Sagua.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 4 h, schs Ethan Allen, forCartries; Angie Ames, lor Havana.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, schs Hattie Weston. Parsons. Aux Cayes ; John Simmons. Gill, Cardenas,
36 days; H M Condon, Connolly. Baltimore for New
Haven; E C Knight, Huntly, Virginia; J C Rogers,
Providence; George Amos, Bunker, New

Mold by all Drnggiats.
sneodaeowGm

dec4

on

100 Ooz. Combination Shirt Fronts

fifty

NC—Cld 8tb,brig Edith, Johnson,

DELL

WII.I,

WE

PRICES.

AND

who
The following are a few oftbe names of those
Hon.
have used ibis remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs.
ex-Governor
P.
Morrill,
James W. Bradbury, Anson
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lam bard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of AugusF.
ta; Rev. Dr. Ricker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C.Col.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. I?. Whoa,
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. 1. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, SecCharles
retary ol Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor;Wm. H.
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston;
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others iu Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
thousand others too numerous to mention.
and

YoSemite, Mack, Manila and United

short lime at

a

WHOLESALE

TUAN

LESS

One Case Pian

TRY IT.

TO

LOW

buy *oo«U far

can

A11 of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.

glass

FAIL

—

SO

retail at

The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TANiC COUGH BALSAM tor the cure of Coughs
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spuriouft compounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BO L’A NIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposiwords “F.
tion, examine the bottle and see that the
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,, are blown
better
for
a
article.
of the bottle. $5000
in the
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DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Cld 9tb, ship Garnet, Oliver,

H

all

that

at

MEMORANDA.
Barone Harvest Moon, Riley, from Messina for
New York, whi« h put into Bermuda 26th ult in distress, was in collision with an unknown brig on tbe
20th. and carried away mainmast with ail attached,
mizzen topmast, sprung a bad leak. The brig was
single topsail rigged, with name in blue letters on her
The cargo
quarter. She lost bowsprit, jibboom, &c.
of the barque will go forward iu another vessel.

AlOBILE—Ar 9th, barque

CASE

Notice,

COUNTERFEITS

Brig Jas Crosby, of Brooksville, Capt Jones, now
at Providence, has been chartered to load coal at Baltimore for Portland, at $210 per ton.

1st,

APRIL

have decided to

OF

BEWARE

Lead Co.
Sch Manel. Anderson, Boston.
Sch Victory. Johnson, Bristol.
Sch Mountain Laurel, Pierce. Bristol.

^GALVESTON—Ar

ABOUT

—

$5000_ GOLD.
Special

STOCK,

OTAHK DOWN OUR PR£H£NT ITOl'Ik

medicines.

Sunday, April 11.
ARRIVED.
Gould, Boston, to load for Cuba.
Brig Mechanic.
Vnrr
t,>n_lirimetnnn to Atwood

_
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for

room

SPRING

we

[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf Zion’s Herald
35 Bromfield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balbain have l>«eu used in my f amily with ths most gratifying results. We esteem it as one of the best of

__

SAILED—Brig Carrie Winslow, and

NEW
OPEN

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Dalsam. 1
have been a sutlerer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to uty notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve Lours from taking the tir^t dose the cough
entirely left me. Tne result seemed little less than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft., lor the
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and L-oumseiors27
Tremont
at-Law,
St.]

Hobson.
Sch John. Dow. Calais for Boston.
Sch Defiance. Thorndike, Rockland tor New York.
Sch Ned Sumpter, Piukham, Rockland ior New
York.
CLEARED.
H&A Allan.

WE
make

tion.

$5000

WANT.

TUAN
Vu order lo

leadiug to Consump-

Browo, Elizabethport—coal to W L

Billings.
Sch Gem, Thomas, Bridgeport, Ct—iron

BALSAM 1

BOTANIC

poktla.'vd,

We bare Ihi. day liiliahed >• luT.iilor
of our Niork and fiud we burc more tnood*
and lcM Money
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“sufferers.

miniature Almaunc. April 13.
Sunrises.....5.25 I High water.4.45 PM
San sets...G 3ft | Moon sets. 1.35 AM

MARINE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Teacher of the Pianoforte. Terms $20 for a course
of twenty lessons.
Refers by permission to
kotzschmar, and Mr. J. W, Tufls, Boston. Mam Mr,
feblOsneodti

CHANDLER’S
—

A M>

BAND

—

ORCHESTRA.
».

D. H.

H.

CHAIVDI.ER, LEADER.
Ofllcc 27 Market Square.
Chandler, C. M. Kichardson, P. \y Buxton
Prompters.
_

sneodOmMWF.

C. K. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of
pupils in Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects

Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco
Middle Street.
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advent.

PLYMOUTH CHURCH.
Rev. C. F. Dole, pastor of the Plymouth
a sermon of
church, gave his large congregation
based upon John xxi, 17:
unusual

VICINITY.
PRESID-

ING.

Saturday.—Benjmin J. Willard vs. Randall,
McAllister & Co. This is an action of assumpsit in
which the plaintift claims that the defendants made
an agreement with him that they would sell him one
undivided fourth part of the property of the Cape
Elizabeth Steam Ferry' Company and its franchise
together with one-fourth part of a steamer called the
“Josephine Hocy”—which defendants had bargained

for but which was then in New York—for one-fourth
of what the whole of the
property originally cost the
defendants; th.it) there was a fraudulent breach of
the

contract, and misrepresentations by which the
plaintiff was deceived and was thereby made to pay
$23U more than by the terms of the contract he was
bound to pay.
The plaintiff testified in substance that in December. 1870, Randall came to me and asked me it I
would take one-fourth of the Ferry Company; that
he had bargained for a steamer in New York and had
given a bond of $1000 to take it as soon as the parties
there could get another to take its place. He said if
I would take it I might have it at just what it cost
them. I asked him how much the cost was and he
said tbe boat cost $3550, and the franchise and said
boats which they had previously purchased ccst $200,
making m all $3750, and $337.50 for my quarter. I
told him I should like to take it, but was short of
funds. He agreed to take a note and if, when that
became due, I was unable to meet it, to assist me
lurther. I gave him a note tor $937.50 which 1 paid
at maturity, taking therefor a bill of sale of oneiourth of the Ferry Company property, its franchise,
etc. Plamtift then goes on to state that after he saw
the vessel he

suspected

she did

not

cost

as

much

as

represented, and plaintift puts In the depositions of
parties from whom the defendants purchased
showing they paid only $2700 or $2800 for tho Josethe

phine.
Randall, the defendant who transacted this
business, says that when the old Ferry Company
failed and went into bankruptcy they were owing
them a bill of $800 for coal; that after they purchased this property at the assignees Bale he found
the conditions of the franchise required that a steamboat should be run aud he immediately went to New
Mr.

York, aud not only bargained lor one, but had actually completed the purchase before he had any talk
with the plaintiff on the subject at all; that on his return from New York he met Capt. Willard, who said
he noticed we had been buying out the Ferry Co. and
wanted to know if there was any chance for him; he
he knew what the receipts were and we could
make it pay. I told him I had just been to New
York and bought a boat, which would be here soon;
that I considered the franchise valuable, but I would
consult with my partner and let him know if there
was any chance for him.
I asked him how much he
would like to have aud he said one-quarter if he
could make his money arrangements come around all
right. I told him the boat would be $3550 and the
franchise $200, that was fcwbat it cost us and we
would sell him for just what it cost us; he said he
said

would take it.
The defendant further testified that in estimating
the cost of this property he reckon© 1 in the old coai
bill which they had proved against the estate in
bankruptcy, but realized a very small percentage.
He further said that sometime after the steamer arrived here be heard that the plaintiff* was dissatisfied
with his trade, and defendant went and offered to
buy it back at the same rate to which plaintift* said
he wouldn’t do it if defendant would add another
to it; that he calculated when he got all the dividends on that stock it would support him.
This last conversation the plaintiff* dil not deny,
but said he could not recollect it.
The presiding judge among other things instructed
the jury that it is the law of this state that if a man
who is about to sell either real or personal property
makes a misstatement as to the price which he paid
for

it,

even

tent to

chaser,

if he makos it

deceive,and

and with in-

if it is relied upon by the pur
still it is not such fraud as will invalidate the
even

contract. But that there is
a

fraudulently

misrepresentation

as

a

clear distinction between

to the

original

cost

and

might

inspire

Lewistonf ofVrench

Superior Court.
APRIL CIVIL TERM, 1875—SYMONDS, J.,

spring styles,

yesterday conspired

the dull male observer saw much more of tbe
sombre clothiug of winter than the gay colors
befitting tbe spring, which really appeared
hope for its early
to be so near as to

ol tbe uiy.

Bros., on all trains (but run out
At Biddelord, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdon,
At Wat erville, of J. S. Carter.
Bros, and Stevens & Co.
At

citFand

to
bring unusually large congregations to all of
tbe churches. There are those who might have
attributed tbe full attendance to tbe advent of
have been so, but
and it
Tbe beautiful weather

the

excellence,

“He saith unto him a third time: Simon, sod
of Jonas, lovcst thon me? Peter was grieved
because he said uuto him a third time, Lovest
tliou me? Aud be said unto him, Yea, Lord;
The object of
thou k no west that I love thee.
the discourse was to show that Christians
should not be doubtful concerning their love
for Christ, aud to point out that many of the
doubt their
causes which lead Christians to
love for the Savior are not real, but are rather
weaknesses. We have no doubt respecting our
love for our friends, for parents, children,
brothers and sisters. The love we should have
for God is not so difficult, so mysterious that
cannot speak as confidently of it as that we
have for our friends. Love is love. Why,
a
then, this doubt? First: It is a custom,
fashion, to express, doubts respecting our
love for God. Our fathers gave much prominbad
ence to tbe fear of being deceived, aud it
we

come

tube somewhat of

uncertain

an

manner

a

speak

fashion to

of

in

feelings towards

It was to be feared that there is an
element of self-righteousness in this confession
of uncertainty. In tbe second place, there are
real difiiculties in tbe way with many. Religious duties are tedious to many. Indeed, it
to all
may be said that such duties are irksome
at times. They find in the fact that the conto the prayer meeting the evicert is
Christ.

preferred

dence of no love for Christ. These feelings are
all lives, because
a part of the experiences of
all duty is in the nature of effort, and frequentto serve him, to
love
To
God,
ly hardship.
know him, requires thought and effort, and
is
frequently a struggle. We love ease, and it of
not uufrequeut that it requires the exercise
self-denial to servo our friends, aud those even
dearest to us, sitnply#ecause, in certain moods,
less
any exertion is irksome; yet we none the
love them than if the duty was agreeable.
Want of certainty is in everything a deplorable
condition for one’s self and mischievous in its
influence. It deadens us, paralyzes our efforts,
and wears us out by unrest. Christians should
be tno lignt or tne worm; wueu, nucicmir,
they express doubts their influence is pernicious. Work performed in doubt is most likely
The hardest work done in
to be wasted effort.
the world does not wear us out; it is the tear,
the doubt, the perplexity that breaks us down.
The world can never be christianized so long
as Christians are doubtful as to their love for
Christ. To be effective, Christians must feel
that the gospel is God’s love, full, free, rich,
When the civil
not restraint, not hardship.
war was upon us, what would have become of
the nation had men doubted whether or Dot
they loved their country? Would they have
enlisted, or given money, or sacrificed ease, or
risen to grand and noble achievement? Not at
all. They professed everywhere that they loved
their country, and the words and acts of tho
boldest inspired all. If men had gone about
lamenting their lack of patriotism, the nation
Is religion so
would never have been saved.
different that the same laws do not hold? Not
at all.
To be always distrustful and uncertain is ingratitude to Christ. How would a person whom
we acknowledged as a benefactor regard us if
we should be constantly asserting that we did
not know whether we loved him or not? He
would be grieved at our distrust aDd coldness.
Can such conduct have a different effect upon
the Master?
The speaker then proceeded to indicate
methods by which we might be certain of our
love for God. It was not in abstract talk. We
must work—must bring ourselves into truer
relations with Christ’s teachings. We must be
If we are not just
honest with ourselves.
honest in business, let us begin at once to be
honest; if our wives are burdened with cares,
let us lift some of them; if we have a petulant
temper, let us strive to correct it; if we find
distress, want, suffering and crime about ns,
By
let us engage to our utmost to briug relief
thus laboring and striving in God’s service we
that
as
did
to
come
shall surely
Peter,
know,
we love the Master.
STATE STREET.

tlie jury would determine whether the conversation
about the original cost of this property to the defendants was a mere misstatement of that fact by which
the plaintiff was induced to enter into the contract,
in which case their verdict would be tor the defendants; or whether it was a part of the contract Itself,
one of the items of the agreement that this property
should be sold to Willard at the original cost. If it
was, then the other tacts necessary to plaintiff’s case
being made out be would be enttiled to a verdict.
The jury rendered a verdict for the plaintiff for
$218.45. Motion and exceptions filed.
Strout & Holmes for plaintiff.
B. D. Verrill—N. Webb for defendants.
municipal Court.
BEFOKE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Saturday.—George E. Ward and John Howley.
Search and seizure. Fined $50 each with costs.
Paid.
Fined $50
Rufus Stanley. Search and seizure.
With costs. Paid.
Kingsbury & Jordan.
James Kavanah. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Committed.
Luke Newell and James Fox. Larceny. Thirty
days. Committed.
Brief Jotting*.

The white apron dance at Army and Navy
Hall, Tuesday night, will be a pleasant affair.
W. H. Pennell & Co., have completed the
ventilation of the Superior Court room.

Ward gave his last entertainment Satuaday
evening.
The coroners’ jury appointed to learn the
cause of Mr. Flaherty’s death, brought in a
verdict of “Death by accident” Saturday nigbt.
The County Commissioners have accepted
the plans prepared by T. H. Fassett & Son, for
A description of the builda jail work shop.

ifcg was published

in the Press last week.
on the building at

Work will be commenced
once.

•

The bridge over the railroad track at Portland bridge will probably be opened for travel
tbis week.
Mrs. Esther Davis, who died at the Home
for Aged Women Saturday morning, at an advanced age, had be an inmate of the Home for
nineteen years.
Portland Pier is to be extended 137 feet, with
a width of 110 feet.
The Blues will be met in Boston on their visit
to Concord, by the sans of Portland resident in
that city under the mirshalship of Messrs. Orand escorted to
ren Bent and Mr. Wentworth
the Fitchburg station.
was successfully
The steamer Henrietta
launched at about two o’clock yesterday morn-

ing.
At a meeting of the Maine Poultry Associalion, Mr. Albert Noyes of Bangor, and Hon. C.
H. Haskell of this city were chosen to attend
the Poultry Congress at Worcester, Mass., next

Wednesday.
A family named Clark, who arrived by tbe
Hibernian from Liverpool, took the immigrant
Special uu me uriauu iiuun iui luuuucai.
the way they discovered two of their children
were missing and telegraphed to the police in
this city, who found them and sent them on
the next train.
We are requested to remind the members of
the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument Association of the meeting at Reception Hall this
evening for the annual election of officers.
The weman of the house is getting ready to
tie a handkerchief on her head and go about
with a tack hammer in her hand and determination in her eye.—Belfast Journal.
The annual meeting of the High street parish will take place this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
In the Superior Court of Massachusetts, in
session at Boston, the case of Dexter T. Mills
vs.

J. W.

Perkinsjof Portland

Gthiust., and resulted in

a

was

tried

verdict

ou

the

for the

The Boston Post says
that the defense set up that the plaintiff could
not recover on the ground that tbe demand
was incurred by the purchase of spiritous li-

plaintiff for 83780.16.

quors in violation of law.
It is really surprising what a fluency of expression, the unexpected setting down of an
ordinarily quiet person clad in new spriug pantaloons, on a treacherous patch of ice, will inspire. Ard such language, too.
Piucky GrRiiS.—One day last week a merchant offered the Casco street society a barrel
of flour if one of the young ladies of the society would wheel the same from his storo to the
church. Home of the young ladies heard of tbe
offer, and procuring a wheel barrow went to
the store for the flour. A barrel ot the best
store was rolled out and placed uu
the wheel barrow. In due course of time the
gift was landed at tbe church door. Tbe young
ladies say that they are willing to repeat the op-

brand in tbe

eration for

a

like reward.

Tiie Museum.—Ibis evening the dramatization of Claries Keade’s novel of Griffith Gaunt
will be put on at tbe Museum. Much may bo

expected, for tbe cast appears to be an excellent
Mr. Arnold takes Griffith, Mr. Richardone.
Father Leonard,
son, Neville, Mr. F. Adams,
Cameron, Kate, Miss Victoria Cameron,

Miss
Caroline Ryder, and Miss Drinkwater, Mercy
the third act gives
Vint. Tbe fair scene in
for variety acting, which will be
opportunity
members of the
well im) roved, for ceitain

Turuveieiu

have

kindly consented

to appear.

Yesterday afternoon the Sunday school of the
State street church held its quarterly Snnday
school concert, which was of the most interesting character. The school is very prosperous.
____

Chandler’s Concert.—The band concert
given by Chandler’s Band Saturday evening
was not as well attended as it deserved to be.
The programme (which was published Saturday morning) was well performed, and the
audience were very liberal with their applause,
rhe solo on the saxaphone, by Mr. Fred ter
Linden, was very fine, and was encored. In
rPsnnnsA
Via travp. “Then You’ll Remember

Me,” which called forth a shower of applause.
The duet by Messrs. Grimmer and Beckett on
the French horn and flute was one of the finest
features of the entertainment. The whole concert was heartily enjoyed by the audience.
The band looked nicely in their new uniforms,
and our citizens have every reason to bo proud
of such fine musicians. All of the uniforms
have not yet arrived, owing to a strike among
the tailors, but they will be received soon.
A Mistake.—A note from Mr. McClutchy,
freight agent of the Boston & Maine Railroad,
denies the statement that cattle and sheep
were allowed to remain in cars over Fast Day
He says:
at the company’s station in this city.
“The cattle and sheep were delivered us by the
Grand Trunk lailroad in one of their cars and
the owner. They were abundantly fed and watered in the forenoon by our

accompanied by

left

men, and watered again befoie the train
To show the public
here at 8 o’clock p. m.
that the officers of the road were looking after
this matter, the following telegram was received here from the general lreight agent: “If
there are any cattle there, please water and
feed them.”
care

of.”

The

reply

was,

“Cattle all taken

__

Police Notes.—Officers Price and Sterling
arrested a boy named Johnson, Saturday night,
for stealing a pocket book from a small boy,

containing 90 cents.

Yesterday, officers
the Portland Company.
Merrill and Burnham arrested a man for the
same offence.
Officer Place arrested a man and woman last
for adultery.

Careful Buyers will, at this season of the
scan
year and in these hard times, carefully
the advertising columns of the papers to learn
This
where the best bargains can be secured.
morning our advertisers, such as deal in seasonable goods, are out with announcements of
most desirable goods at very low prices. Look
over the index of new advertisements at the
head of the local column, then consult the ad-

vertisements elsewhere, and when you go to
make your purchases he sure to call and examine tho goods of those who are sufficiently
eager to sell to announce their business.
Body Recovered.—Yesterday morning a
a body in
ou Brown’s wharf discovered
the water. Word was sent to Coroner Gould,
who with Deputy Bridges went to the wharf.
man

body was taken from the water and conveyed to the rooms of S. S. Rich & Son, undertakers.
Upon examination it was found to be
the body of Albert R'ch of Cape Elizabeth,
The

missing a short time since. His
friends were called and identified the body.
who was

Coroner Gould did not consider
necessary. The deceased leaves

an
a

inquest

wife and

several children.
Spelling Match.—The ladies of the Plymouth Church Society announce an antiquarian
bo followed by a
supper Thursday evening, to
match. As this is the first match in

spelling

this city, it will doul tless attract a large attendance of curious ones, who will not forget
to contribute to the funds which the ladies are
raisi ng.
__

To The Ladies.—Sir. Libby, the obliging
door tender at the Museum, has a largo colleej
lion of gloves, veils, &c., which he has. found
about the building since the Museum opened.
Slaty of them are quite valuable, and the
owners can

by,

get them by calling upon Mr. Lib-

__

Movements.—The Allan mail
steamer Scandinavian,Capt. Smith, sailed from
this port for Liverpool Saturday night with 18
cabin and 25 steerage passengers and a full
Steamer

cargo.
There will be only two more steamers of this
line here this season, the Sarmatian, Capt.
Aird and the Peruvian, Capt. Trocks.

Accident.—Onedaylast week Mr. Curtis
Meserve, who resides at No. 4 Stone street, fell
down a flight of stairs in a fainting tit, so severely injuring him that he was for some time
insensible. Mr. Meserve is in delicatA health,
and being nearly 80 years old, his injuries, it
was first thought, would result seriously, but
he is now better.

Mass., and

came

to this

city in

the year 1847,

and commenced business as a grocer with the
late W. C. Osborne, on Middle near the corner
He soon afof Exchange (then Court) street.
ter entered into business on his own account,
and so continued until the time of his decease.
Of Mr. P. it may truly be said that he was the
In
“noblest work of God”—an honest man.
all the relations of life he was exemplary to
the full degree, and in all his transactions with
his fellow men during the many years he has
been with us, not one eau reproach his memory
by accusations ol ingratitude, dishonesty or deceit. Though not occupying a position directly
calling the attention of the public lo his genuine intrinsic worth, yet ho filled his allotted
sphere with fidelity aDd zeal, and won the respect and admiration oi his fellow men for his
Unobprobity and uprightness of character.
remarkable
trusive and unassuming to a
of
his
even
tenor
the
way
he
degree,
pursued
in the course of that strict duty marked out,
and never suffered himself to be swerved from
the path of rectitude by the hopes of future
gain or reward. He leaves many friends who
his
knew his value, who will sincerely mourn
loss, hut no man who can with truth say ought
Tribute.
ill of him.

COUNTY.
son
The Augusta Journal says Charles Day,
in tne
of Frank Day of that city, while at work
factory, got his middle finger, left hand, caught
rein the gear, and crushed so severely as to
KENNEBEC

quire amputation.
The packet schooner

Art Notes.—A superb marine from the
easel of Harry Brown is on exhibition at
Hale's. Green, foam-crested waves are breaking against a great brown cliff, while the clouds
lower threateningly overhead. The drawing is
correct, the color admirable, and the whole picture lias the feeling of tlio sea. Perhaps its
chief merit is in its suggestiveness: it has a
story to tell.
The carbon photographs at Hale’s are attracting great and deserved attention. As reproductions of the works of the old masters they
The most famous picare very satisfactory.
tures iu the Dresden, Vienna, Venice, Rome
and Paris galleries are given with all the fidelity
The modern
which sunlight can impart.

to oppose tumselling.
NorThe Camden Herald says that Carleton,
wood & Co., received a telegram from Havana
Thursday morning, announcing the sudden
Adeita
death of Captain Washburn of the bark
ot
Carleton, on the 5th inst., from congestion
a
wife,
leaves
the braiu. Captain Washburn
son.
who was with him on the voyage, and one

represented.

Personal.
Mr. Bradford W. Angell has been appointed
clerk to the superintendent of the Eastern
Railroad. He occupied a similar position under Mr. Prescott.
It is stated that Jeremiah Prescott, formerly
of tbe Eastern road, has been

Superintendent

recommended for the position of State Manager
of the Hoosae Tunnel.
Mayor Cony of Augusta has been confined to

his roam

by illness.

Higii School Entertainment.—This

ing the hrst ot tue mgu ocuooi eiutmmmeiiia
The original
comes oil at Grand Army Hall.
operetta Irene win be presented: also the farce
• 'To Paris and back for Five
Shillings.” The
sale of seats indicates that the ball will

ready

be well filled. The operetta was composed by
Win. M. Richardson, who will act as conductThe proceeds go to aid the High School
or.

library.____
Funfkal.—The funeral of Mr Flaherty,who
from his
was killed Friday, by being thrown
of
wagon, was attended by an immense throng
people. There were but nine carriages, but
hundreds of the friends of the deceased followed his remains to the cemetery.
Business >'otes.
The Chronicle says that the scythe shop and
woolen mill started at East Wilton, Monday,
morning on full time, with plenty of water.
The Gardiner Reporter thinks that the base
The
hall fever has not wholly died out yet.
Oakland Manufacturing Company in that city
ball
are at work on an order for 20,000 base
bats.
The stockholders of the new national bank
in.Gardiner will be ready to ‘-accommodate”
about June 1st.
of the People’s National
Bauk of Waterville, is to be increased to
$200,000, the new stock to be apportioned
among the shareholders at the rate of one for
The

capital stock

three.

Bethel Cheese Factory Company held their
annual meeting Tuesday, and elected Gilman
L. Blake, President; A. M. Carter, Secretary;
William W. Mason, Treasurer, and I. G.
Kimball, St. John S. Hastings, and H. H.
Bean, Directors.
The Waterville Mail says that the entire
stock of the Lockwood Company has been subscribed and that an assessment pf 23 per cent,
will at once be made. Contracts for the maLU1UC1J

»» »»»

----X-

which will be put in in June and the whole
mill ready to start by fall. The officers af the
R. B. Dunn of
the Company are as follows:
Waterville, President; A, D. Lockwood of
Providence, Treasurer; J. W. Danielson of
assistant treasurer and clerk of

PrQvidence,
directors; W.

M. Dunn, clerk of corporation.
Directors, R. B. Dunn, A. D. Lockwood, J.
W. Danielson, J. H. Drummond, J. B. Mayo,
The largest
G. A. Phillips, andR. W. Dunn.
stockholders next to Messrs. Dunn & Sons, are
A. D. Lockwood of Providence, J. H. McMullan of Portland, and Mayo & Sons of Foxcroft,
whose subscriptions are each $60,000.
Spelling at Augusta. -Our Augusta correspondent writes us April 8 of the spelling
school in that city Thursday evening:
Agreeably to previous notice a spelling
match was held at Granite Hall this evening.
There were fully 500 persons present, the class
numbering 50 of all ages, from school boys and
girls of 10 or 12 to women of gray hair and
men of bald heads.
Hon. W. Johnson, State Superintendent of
Schools was the “word-giver,” Rev. G. W.
T. JohnQainbyof the Gospel Bauuer,E.Wm.
Nash of the
son, Esq., and Cap*. Charles
and
Connor
Selden
Gen.
referees.
Journal
E. Weeks, Esq., were leaders of the

George

The prizes offered were, for last spelled down

Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary.
For next to last down, Webster’s Counting
House Dictionary.

A small boy
a

“chemise,”

was

unsuccessful

trying (on)

in

but a lady following him did bet-

“Welfare” did not agree with a 10 year old
boy who evidently could not bear prosperity
and retired. “Guinea” was too big a fee fora
A
young and rising lawyer aod City Solicitor.
compositor in the Journal office was not skillful enough to spell
“skillfully” correctly.
Boobies” was too much for a fine young lady.
The Register of Deeds swapped a front seat

the word “swapped,” while a
down flat on “pavilion.”
“Crystal” was too dear for a venerable M D.
who was evidently a little muddled on this particular word. One lady although a good housekeeperfailed in making “hominy.” “Manageable proved unmanageable for one of the leaders
of sides and he took a back seat.
Risible sent an editor’s wife to a back seat
and excited the risibles of the spectators. “Osseous” was a little bony for several, “Macerate” was the word n lady just.ce of the Peace
stepped down on. “Ineligible” sent an eligible
sabbath school superintendent and musician to
the shades. ,‘Allegeable” dr ve the General
commanding the left wing to the rear badly defor

a

back

one on

college youth

went

Business Changes.—The following are recent business changes in this State:
Portland—Demond & Daniel, shoes, &c.,dis;
now Demond & Son.
Bangor—Buzzel I, Hersey & Co., hardware,
dis; now J. C. Buzzell.
Biddeford—Chas. H. Leighton, dry goods,
now Leighton & Ford.
Lewiston—VV. H. Gorman, men s furnishing
goods, sold to Tbeo. Plummer
Rockland—D. S. Jones, sold to Jas. Adams;
Abraham Jones, sold to George Calles.
lJOVtT-lllitiujrouu

>

Beneficial News,

a

CLOTHING !
Having cleaned our counters of all OLD
GOODS daring our Sweeping sale last
January, we have taken advantage of the
Hard Times and purchased all our goods
to
now
at our own figures, enabling us
show by far the

of East Knox have
adopted the cooperative plan of buying their
stores and supplies.
They find it works well
and that they are getting articles at considerable discount from former prices.

Rising Sun Grange

Largest and Handsomest Line

YORK COUNTY.

The Journal says that a bridge in North Berwick was partly washed away on Monday. The
lower dam belonging to the North Berwick Co.
Saturday night.
was partly washed away on
The river has not been so high here as it is now
in many places
and
for a great many years,
the banks are overflowed.

we

Ready-Made Clothing
in this city.

Thread Co., of Worcester,
an office here and appointed W. W. Plummer their general agent for the
state for the sale of tlieir’goods, a list of which
Buyers iu
will be seen in another column.
Warren

Hose,

their

Maine, by this arrangement, cau. have
goods delivered free—saving expenses of freight

Astonishing

from Massachusetts.

wfaieh
buyer.

return to Portland,
Monday, April 12, remaining three days only,
Examination free
at the United States Hotel.
Dr. Fitzgerald will

bound

are

please

to

the

closest

SHAWLS,
—

REPORTS TO TIIE CONTRARY,
still continue the ^manufacture of

Custom Clothing

goods,
hare

have been made in

of the finest assortments of

sell

Children’s Department!

publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancasuuusic»»,

larger, and contains

It is

coi-

fitted up expressly for trying on Children’s
of carrygnrments, avoiding the necessity
has been
ing goods home before a suit
tried on. No store east of Bonon can
show so large and handsome a stock of

It is not- wandering from the truth to say
that for hand or machine sewing the Corticelli
Sewing Silk has no equal.
Beware of tooth poisons, vended under the
Adopt and adhere to the
name of Dentrifices.
only preparation that really preserves the
teeth and hardens the gums, fragrant SOZODONT. Its effects on decaying teeth are marvelous.

as can

found in this department,

be

Wc

have

KIND

EVERY
ages

SIZE

Garments, embracing all
andfeonditions. gRich or Poor, Fat
can

Lean,

or

Wc

Opening.

AND

Children’s

of

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

be

satisfied that it is the only way
business and guarantee satisfaction
nil.

OPES

to

Garments will be
or

DAY
A

—

in connestion with

we

of

and

us

we

will do you Good.

MIDDLE

233

our

Business,

Wholesale
where

money refunded when not satisfactory.

Buy

—

promptly exchanged

Department C. D. B. Fisk & Co,

Retail

propose to keep

AND

8 TEMPLE STREET.

full line of

a

country.

d3m

sd12

MILLINERY

ICE.

Orin Hawkes & Co.

—

SUCH AS

apl2

Are

prepared to furnish

reasonable
by the quantity and for family use, at

SICKS,
RIBBONS,
FLOWERS,
FEATHERS,
CRAPES,

rates.

GIVE

Eap12

US

A

t1tf

OLD LADIES’ DRESS CAPS,
and all other goods usually kept
of this Mud.

YYc shall open iliis
a

largo

a

50
100

first class stori

Qtts.

Large,New Georges Cod Fisli.

“
“
Western Bank
Dry English Pollock.
100
300 “ American Cured Pollock.
50 Boxes Bloaters.

Morning

assortment of

All

MARKET.

a

largo variety ol

that

inform the

would

Latest

Styles,Qualities
The most of

RETAIL

our

ami Prices.

stock in tlio

sold at

WHOLESALER
The Ntore will
further Notice.

be open

PRICES !
Evenings

§y We respectfully invite the public
examine our goods.

No. 3 Free

Pure Opal {.lobe*
ISn* <»lobe in use, We put
Deouoiiiic 4<<ai ISuruer,
with or without the Globe and Expansion Holder, for
trial and no charge unless satisfactory, Among the
citizeiisfof Port lam 1 now using them, are S. K. Small,
H. G. Carter, M. B. Bourne, and S. L. Carleton,
Esq., to whom we refer. Do nit be deceived by any
Try none but ITIcCaaiiu’*
worthless imitation.
Kcononiic. Send orders to the Office .1, Iloyilb*
Building, Corner Exchange and Middle Sts. April

call

am

Street Block.tf

have formed a copartnershii
of SKILL1N & NoWELl
Stationery and Fancy Good
carry on
business and the manufacture ot Picture Frames a
the stand of S. H. Coles worthy, 226 Federal St.
GEORGE E. SK1LLIN,
EDWARD C. NOWELL.

lo be Lei.
Wiltnot street. Contains ten rooms, in good
order. Gas and Sebago water. Kent $525.
WM. II. JKRR1S, Real Estate Agent,
Apply
Gaboon Block, corner Congress ana Myrtle streets.

apt2

A

apr!2dlw

dlw

P. S.—I shall open my
day! April 5ib, wlien all
amine

rooms

that cannot he

are

to tbe

H.M.Payson&Co.
Bankers & Brokers,

PORTLAND.

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

BY

*

os

Chicago

■
...
*

•

•
Cook County
...
Lo.iisvllle Kv..
Maine Central R* R*
E. & N. American R. R. Gold
T

FOB

SALE

7’s
8’s

J’8
7’s
7’s
7 s

G’s

—

SALE

Can be placed upon the wall for one fourth
the cost of Fresco Paiutiug in Oil.

Having been appointed agentR in Portland for the
sale of the above, we respectfully invito the attention
of the public to its extraordinary merits.

dis2m

apr2

—

Via all

the different Rail and Steamboat
Lines.

Excursion tickets to New York anti return Eleven dollars.

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
AGENTS.

tOO MIDDLE STREET.

$20,000

Paris

Butter,

Flouring Co.,
dealers in

Flour, Grain & Feed,

BY

Have

1M FORM ITKEET.

NO.

1

established

a

store at

they will be pleased to
easterners.
where

in

sec

their

friends and
apr514w

in Sums lo Suit*

G. It. JBAVIS,
Ileal Estate auil Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK- n

L'peodly

oc27

MOLASSES.

WnrranteJ.

A

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,

ICE.

dollar* profit*.
CoinDrehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks

For sale by

leads to many fhoiiwund* of

PURE

dealt in at the

SMITH, GAGE X CO.
apr5

New York Stock

I C E
H
If

I

!

Exchange,
mailed free to those dcsii ing to speculate. Addicts
ALEX. EltOTHlNUHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers.
Y.
N.
Stock
Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y
Opp.
ma26
deodly

choice selection of

NEW SAGE A IflOUMdSR.
NKW • IKVFtTGO* MOLASSES.
ft'lUV PORTO 1ft I CO HO LASSE*.

FnblUhers and Booksellers.

1st!

on

8 to 10 per
Real Estate Securities, paving
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
if
and
Portland
Vicinity,
in
judiciously
Estate
matte, are the best ami safest modes of employing
always on hand. Incapital. First class securitieswithout
terest and principal collected
charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought aud sold.

WHARF,

UNION

PORTLAND,

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Book* without regard to com.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap
Kepairiug nud Cleaning well done an, |

'.FnrnUhed and Shipped hr
N. O CRAM*

First Class Mortgages
Portland and Vicinity

To Loan

K. KICKER & CO.,

CARGOES OF

—

Boston, New York, Chicago, St.
Lonis, and all points West.

8ep24tebl8eod

d«c8dtt_
Cheapest Book Store in the World

agott

TO

SWAUf & BARRETT, _ap7___utt

1IJBS

FOB

Gren*c or soil of nny kind can be removed from il by the u»e of soap and water
| without alTecting the color* which are warranted permanent.

BY

10 Brls. New Orleans Molasses,
D,

It Covers Defects in the Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

*8 Exchange Street, Portland.

—

Vermont

Choice

«

Toledo

143 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 17, 1875._ malSiwltt

~S5

£’8
fes
6’s

...

Lewiston

GRASS S£EB.
FOR SALE

....

•

by Dampness.

REDUCED BATES
*

■

Cleveland 0.,
“

■

Fresco

eodtf

my27

Bangor

man, and good ac
is not fully occupie<
hours daily at
moderate compensation. Address
KIRKLAND,” This Office.

perfect Substitute for
Painting in Oil.

A

Marrett,Bailey&Co.

32 EXCHANGE ST.

PRACTICAL business

—

OIL PAINTED

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

public on Moninvited to call and ex-

rooms

them.__apiGdtf

w<

some

Hew.

WASHABLE TUTS

180 1-2 Congress Street.

Wanted.

Wanted.
ladies of energy and ability to fill vacanin ou; subscription department.
Apply to
SKILLIN & NOWELL,
22G Federal St., Portland.

apr!2dtf

prepared to make

McKENNEY,

M.

A.

to secure three or four rooms suitable for hous<
keeping purposes. Two of the rooms must be o
rood size, ami havo considerable of sun light. Kefe
rences exchanged. Must be worth not leBs than $2 »
ma26natf
Address F, BOX 1557.
per year.

A countaut whose time
would like employment tor

Something

Is not Affected

Four Rooms Wanted.
GENTLEMAN and Wife, no children, desir<

lirni name

cies
TIIKEE

now

light, and, in fact,

difllw

onlO

ON

1

in thA aIi!

will be such as will suit the times,
Great inducements offered to clubs.

us to give Milliners and Trancien
same Soft, Stylish Finish of uew Goods
especially Hair Braids. Fine Chip, and such stock a*
All
can only be done and look nico by Machinery.
the new Shapes to select from. Trancient work
All
work
wired ready for trimming.
promptly returned in three days.

BP§|' Brick House

Copartnership.
undersigned
the
THEunder
the
and will

aprl2*lw

12,1875.

rAAtne

chinery
Goods, enabling

at the store of B. M.

most perfect
f|llIE
on Mclimiu’i*
■

null

ler & Cc

Herman S
apl2

to

seen

Eastman, 534 Congress street, where all necessary information may be obtained. Tue Committee reserve
the right to reject any and all proposals.
F. A. SMITH,
1
B. M. EASTMAN,
I
Building
CHAUNCY BARRETT, V
A. I. PATTEN GILL,
Committee.
D. M. C. DUNN,
J
H. F. Starbnck, the Architect will bo in attendance
Tuesday, April 13th.
apl2dtd
Portland, A pi il 12, 1875.

DEPARTMENT

will bo

may be

friends and the public

olanaitt

My prices

j

on

new

ma

HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD,

Specifications

aAma

of Pictures in the Art

Styles

The best
beaten.

Public,
respecfully
Male all the
WE have
improvements
for the Manufacture of all varieties ot Strav

ap!2dGt
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

and

tlio

iu all

nn

Block.

152 Commercial Street.

SEALED

Untrimmed Goods

to inform my

pronounced by every one that has
My rooms
examined them, tbe best in tbe State of Maine, and
United States.
in
the
equal to any

FACTORY,

Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top

proposals for the building of a Brick
Edifice for Pine Street M. E. Church, Portland,
be
will
received until May 1, 1875. Plains
Maine,

Congress St.

are

100 Cross Street,

Chadwick

CURTIS & DAVIS,
YORK

537

reach by

Best Manner.

apl2dlw*

NEW

can

of Photography, in the

just received and for Sale at lowest rates by

diiect from tlio

—

apio__(12 w

.

YOU

forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, oniy to let the sufferer fall to a lowci
aepth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleeu.
It regulafea the Bowels, quiets the nerves
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system at
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
ltn operation i* not violent, hut is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experience*
no sudden change, no marked results, but graduallj
liis troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
Thin in no new and untried discovery, hut hai
been long used with wonderfnl remedial results, anc
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities
the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN &f CO.,Boston, Mass

“
“

AND

TUKESBURY & CO.,

BEETHOVEN HALL

Weak, Nervous, or Debilitated!
Are you ho Languid that anv exertion requires more of an eflort than you feel capable ol
making?
Then try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vitai

___

Georges God Eish &c.

*JMlA * ju

pleased

1_dftn.l

HILLMAN & MORRILL.

CALL.

—

OTTOMAN SHAWLS

work the

ICE

FACES,

in

am

and am

JURUBEBA

NEW STRAW

IVo, $ Cross Street,

GLOVES,
SIOSIERV,
HANDKERCHIEFS,

w

I

PREBLE HOUSE.
dislw

OPP.

CURTIS,

&

DIER

—

STRIPED CASHMERE

482 & 484 CONGRESS STREET,

98 &

FANCY GOODS,

Splendid Assortment of

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

apl2t4w

-AJNTD

a

Black Guipure Luces,

BLOCK,

The only place In the city which you

Cloth, of all grades by the yard. Catting
Price, n. low a. the lowest.,
to order.

ARE

ns we are

We also ofter

_

HATE YOU TBIED

PRICE !

ONE

cents to $1.25 per yard.

75

be found in any market.

Photograph Gallery.

others selected from tno best houses in the

accommodated,

shall still continue to have but

to do

THIS

counters of

.1.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SHALL

on our

OUR OWN IMPORTATION,
ana

Great Variety oi Styles at from

In

reasonably

IKTETOT

Children’s Clothing

_aprlSdawlw

WE

having many

STRIPED SILKS ?

—

FINE FOREIGN WOOLENS,

flue

ROOM,

DRESSING

street__

a

$3.00 per yard.

to

$1.00

we

Cor. Congress and Elm Sts.
dis2w

ap6
OF

Ranging in prices from

We propose to

ever.

season 'as

13 CLAPP’S

SPECIALTY

A
—

to

arc

this

lino of

our

SILKS !

BLACK

turnerTbros.,

the citizens of Portland that any| orus with shall bo fitted to their

MAKE

goods

onr

Goods !

We invite attention to

‘‘ONE PRICE ONLY.”

city, together with a CUTTER
CANNOT be excelled either in the cutting
of
up
GARMENTS,
w$ can with congetting

WE

NEW SPRING

displayed, comprising all the
the season. Our prices will

erer

they

ns

_____

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly

—OF—

7.

that

—

FUSTIC DISPLAY

lines of

complete

departments

onr

novelties
be found lower than

shown in the

our

all of

A5D

—

of

that

assure

4

3lh inst. the larg.

We shall open on Ihe
stock, and Ihe most
in

BARGAINS

GREAT

Wednesday, April

ders they may favor
perfect satisfaction.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS

ANNOUNCE FOR

#

cst

or

tuk¥sbury&co.

TURNER BROS.,

NOTWITHSTANDING

fidence

Private Hale.
M, & Co. are agents tor the sale of“Herring A Farrell champion Safes. “Wiegands” Patent Sectioua
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blakes
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chemical
Fire Engine.
At

etc., Dress

AT—

dtf

jal4

one

«

auM

India and Ottoman

Eadies

CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

ever

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

Cashmere, Imitation,

Foreign and Domestic
Woolens
Figures,

Low

Glw

SILKS,

OWEN & MOORE,

and having

—

Monday, April 12 th,

oiler in three lots as below

These Rood, arc Tory cheat, and
will do well locall early.

AND

—

DRESS_GOODS

of

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS

Spring and Summer

EOT AT 35 CENTS PER PAIR.
ONE EOT AT 31 CENTS PER PAIR.
ONE EOT AT 50 CENTS PER PAIR.

Knowing the wants of the people, and
realizing that MONEY is scarce with the
wc have placed
greater part of the public*
oar prices at

Mass., have opened

M01UUN &

OPENING

ONE

we

ap!2___d«t

DOZEN

50

of

ever seen

ooo

ON

—OF—

job lot

Ladies’ Cotton

Ins, Boys and Childrens

WALDO COUNTY.

i>. weniwortn,

THURSDAY, April 15th,at 11 o’clock,at rooms
176 Fore street, we shall sell a choice collection
if Pure Bred Poultry, consisting of the leading
varieties. The collection contains Birds bred from
the stock of the following well known fanciers.
P. Williams, E. 0. Corney, I. K. Felch, Mark Pit»J. B. Buzzel, G. H.
man, J. Graves, M. J. Ellis,
Wanier, &c. Catalogues ready and Birds on exnoon.
hibition Wednesday
p. O. BA1LEV & CO., Auctioneer*.

Commission Merchants,

Just above the Preble House.

for cash will do

hare just purchased

FASHIONABLY CUT
MADE

ouccij

ap5

“COTTON HOSIERY.”

of

We

VICE

Cliurvnf-

PER YAR1).

25 CENTS

IV. B.—Milliner* buying
well to exumiue Ibis lot.

have received their immense stock

/V__

Luugicso

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Also

ful exercises.
A Lewiston man named Dubey insisted on
obstructing tlie sidewalk because bejpaid taxes.
He now pays a fine.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Onr Caribou correspondent under the date of
Irish
April 8tb, writes: Mrs. Helen Jackman
has been giving recently a series of successful
and brilliant concerts in Presque Isle, Caribou,
:u
Houlton a
and Fort Fairfield. Her singing
from lovers
few weeks agoclicitrd much praise
who have been enof music-Our merchants
gaged in the lumbering business this winter are
men
ia goods
their
olf
now very busy paying
of the woods.and cash, who have come out
in
Alodeeof Grangers has been instituted women and ten
Caribou, consisting of twentyof
Caribou,is danmen _-C. 15. Roberts, esq
in tho
is still
gerously sick.-Sleighing cleargood
aud freezare
morning when the nights
sudden
came
very
lust
Saturday
The raio
ing
Portland
stunning several of the persevering were too
the runners
believe
I
but
runnersV
a short
on
after
mucli for the rail), and so Kept
O. Y. aud James
stay in Caribou.-Messrs. a
very fine “sugar
Nutlin" of Perbam, have
lor tapDiace” liud have made arrangements A
sweet
this
spring.
1800 maple trees
“lasses.
the
with
time is expected
The Patten Tribune says that March 23d two
little girls, daughters of William Huutly of
Oakficld were playing what they termed “Wag-

FISK & CO.

the recent Somerset term of court Joseph
I. Hopkins of New Portland and Win. VVebster, sou of John H. Webster, esq., of Norridgewock, were admitted to practice law.
One day last week a dwelling house in West
Hartlaud. belonging | to a Mr. Starbird, was
burned. Loss not known; insured.
The Chronicle says that Ripley is now supYork
posed to have a gold mine, and a New
a shaft in the mine.
man has sent S300 to sink

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Auburn Light Infantry “humiliated”
itself Fast Day by a bag race aud like sorrow-

“The Spring has come, the snow has
gone, the Birds sing out their lay,” all
announcing that

K

‘tVO

500 PIECES
very best quality Gros Grain and Plain Boiled Silk
Ribbons in desirable widths and colors. Also a lot
of Sash Ribbons.
These Goods were bought in ono lot, and we shall
sell them all at the exceedingly low price of A

which

of Oak

—

NELSON & CO.,

Tuesday Morning,
April 13 th,

We shall open

I

quarts

Hall,and

IMPORTANT SALE OF PURE
RREBPOULTRY BY AUCTION.

CENTS.

7 5

“Ribbons.

JOYOUS NEWS,

At

ter
ner

I.ONG.

Real Kid Gloves

seed.

of charge.

IN

TUESDAY,

day
April,
2$ o’clock in the afternoon, at room of F. O. Bailey
Sc Co., 176 Fore street in Portland, and said CouiUy,
fhe following personal property to wit: The strfck
md fixtures of a retail Provision and Uroeery store.
M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheritf.
F. O. HAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.
Dated in Portland, April 1, 1873.
ap7dtd

$1.00,

YARD

and will he

on a

—

ONE

consent o*

sold

by
writ,
TAKEN
parties, at public Auction to the highest bidder.
A. D 1875. at
the 13th
of

m

or 3 for

—

awake on this subject.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
a
Dover young men are about to indulge in
brass band.
There is now living in Sebec an old gentlewho is JO
mau by the name of Moses Morrill,
He was born in
years and 6 months old.
Sebec
Boscwgd, N. H., in 1874. He moved to
and was one of the first
over fifty years ago,
reads
he
settlers. His eyesight is so good that
without the aid of glasses.
Mr. John S. Morgan of Orneville raised the
Nation
past season, 22 bushels of clean Lost
less than one bushel of
from two

The

Sheriff’s Sale.
CtXMBERLAND, SS.

Lavender and Pearl Tints

Mayor Eaughton pursuaded a discouraged
inebriate to sign tne piouge, iu
other day.
Newport liai a temperance reform movement.
not
But few of the larger towns in the state are

The

Cents,

35

OXFORD COUNTY.

-nn-»

dis; Kiltredge continues.
Foxeroft—0. I). Paine, clotlnng, G. M. Poole
admitted; firm name Paine & Poole.

eod5w*

WARRANTED

a

wheat,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

apr!0d3t_Auctioneer*.

SHADES,

AT

—

Agent for Maine.

W. P. WARREN, General
Ntftt

Watches, Chains, Kings, Pins, a tine line or
Pistols, etc. Everything will be sold without reserve
and every article warranted as represented,
Hue

FIRST QfJALITV

ELEGANT

WORCESTER, MASS.

FACTORY AT

MONDAY an<l
a

we

WINDSOR TIES,

ME.

PORTLAND,

STREET,

on

and 13th, at 10 A. M.
AT TUESDAY, April 12thshall
sell
large stock of
and 2* I’. M., each day,

DOZEN

MORE OF TIIOME

CO.,

THREAD

WARREN

Husbandry
grange of Patrons of
of
was organized at North Fryeburg, consisting
River
38 charter members to be called Saco
officers
The following
Grange of P. and H.
installed: A. x\
were unanimously elected and
J.
M,
Coffin, W S; Caleb
W.
Gordon,
M;
T: Oriu
Frye, W. O; C, W. Waterhouse, W. W. M»Charles, W. S; J. K Hall, W. C; C.
W.
G.
Thcmpson, W. A.
terhouse, Jr W. S;
S; Austin Bemis, W. G; Mrs. A. P. Gordon,
Sarah
W. C; Miss Abbio Walker, W. F; Mrs.
C Howe, W. A. S; Mrs. C. W. Waterhouse
W. P.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A merchant who can evidently act better
than spell failed on the word “trafficked."
The first prize was awarded to Miss Annie
of
Hayward, a Grammar school miss 12 years
The third
age. The second to Fred Scruton.
to Mr. Little.
The occasion was very greatly enjoyed by all

ing

Spool Cotton, Yarns, Manufacturer’s Thread, Boot, Shoe and Corset Lacings,

EXCHANGE

BY AUCTION.

considered great

are

Room 15 Exchange St.,

33

ganized body

moralized.

present.___

are

and terms.
for which we solicit the trade in Maine, and on which we guarantee satisfaction in quality
ALL GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ANV PART OF TIIE STATE,

KNOX COUNTY.

For the first adult spelled down a Primer.
The first word given was “scholar;” an aged
gentleman, formerly City Treasurer, gave it
two “l’g,” took the premium and a back seat.
“Auger” was too much for a general who successfully managed his command in the late
war.

warranted by u»,

goods
other manufacturing houses, where only the best of Bilk is demanded.
our own name and trado mark upon each spool.
Special contracts mado with manfuaeturers,
In addition to the silk we continue the manuiaeture of

~

even-

All

and

The temperance men of Knox county have
completed the organization of a countyin society,
every
which is intended to have a branch
intertown for the purpose of creatiug a better
orest among the people, and securing a well

April 2d,

and

Silver Plated Ware, Pistols, etc.,

the ad-

CARRIAGE.

CLOTHING.

bearing

6 7

bought before

were

in price,
Bargains.

lady;

lard,

These Goods

SHOE.

Watches, Jewelry,

brown and drab grounds.

CHEAPEST !

THE

IS

IMPORTANT SALE OF

Misses’ Stripe! Cotton Bose,
vance

House” at Ballard’s corner, on the river road
in Augusta, was burned on Thursday evening,
at 7 o'clock, together with the outbuildings.
The house was occupied by Miss Hannah Bala maiden
nothing was saved from

the upper part.
The Pittston shoe factory was obliged to shut
tu
down Tuesday on account of a breakage
some part of the machinery.

French school is also

WHICH

has

Street, Portland, Me.

Plum

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

oc20__if

Elastic.

The Reporter says that a horse distemper
again broken out among the horses in Gardiner
down
and Mr. A. E. Clary has several animals
sick wilh the disease. Weakness, stiff joints
and sweatings are the symptoms.
As Mr. Fred Bragdon of Pittston, was crossing the river on the ice with a horse and sleigh
broke
Friday, at South Gardiner, the team
through and the horse was drowned.
The Journal says that the old “Ballard

Horse and Carriage Mart,

Ex. Ex• Eong Full finished Seamed.

nearly

to it.

& Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,

Ladies’ Brown Cotton Hose

String

H. H. Day, owned
a cake
priucipall' in Augusta, was ruu into by
filled
of ico at Gardiner, Friday, and is now
with water.
of
On Wednesday last, as Mr. Ezra Bellows
for
Winslow, was holding small sticks of wood Ins
to cut, the axe came down across
a boy
as to
right hand, diagonally, in such a way next
3ever the little finger and the oue

oTbaILEY

F.

hosiery!

Smooth

years old.

ter.

Officer York arrested a young man yesterday
for stealing a boxof iron recently from Mr.
McLaughlin on Commercial street.
Officers Lawten and Bell arrested a young
man Saturday night, for stealing iron from

night

We were, Saturday morning, grieved to hear
of the decease of Mr. Artemas Putnam of this
city. Mr. Putuam removed from Cambridge,

SALES_

AUCTION

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISEMENTS._

NEW

t
and Gordon” and the elder of the
a
hanged herself to a strong nail by a stnug,
She was about
wbeu found she was dead.
ner

Obituary,

SUNDAY SERVICES.

_d3w
Somethin;? Mew.

DIES send your address to 87 Spring St., and
the agent of the Ladles* Easy Cutting and
Work Table call and show this gem f the work
room.
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system,
11
marltt

TJ

A

have

<

I

f.

Mental agitation hindered me from
About four o’clock Ragot besleeping.
to
bark in the alley, some one tapped
gan
against tue door. I dressed in ten minutes and
went down to open it.
A man, the son of Klein Nicliel of Petite
Pierre, brought me au order from Inspector
Laroche to come to him without delay.
Marie Rose had come down. I took time
to break a crust, and then went away, my
gun in my belt. At seven o’clock I was at
the door of Mr. Laroche, and I went in. The
Iuspector sat at his desk writing.
“Ah is that you Frederic,” said he, laying
down his pen, “Sit down. We have had
news, enough of it. You know that our little
corps detached for observation, has sustained
a defeat near
Wissembourg?’’
“Yes Monsieur Inspector.”
“They were surprised,” said be, “but that

POETRY.

chant.

Tlic Singing of Birds.
BV BISHOP OOXE.

r>nng at tlio “Ante-Communiou” ia St. Tbomas’
Church, New York, Easter day.]
The winter in over and gone at last.
The days of snow and cold are past,
Over the field the flowers appear,
It is the Spirit's voice we hear.
The sin Jing of birds,
A warbling band,
And the Spirit's v< icc!
The voice of the truth is heard ia our

land.

And gone

are the plaintive days of Lent,
The \% eek of the Cross with Christ we spent.
Now he giveth us joy for woe—
Gathtr the flowers, the first that blow.
The singing of birds,
A warbling band,
And flowers are words
Which even a babe may understand.

is

happen again.”
lie seemed tranquil as usual, and said that
in all wars there were victories and defeats;
that a first unfortunate engagement did not
signify auy thing; but it was always well to
lake precautions in case of events more gravo
and impossible to forsee; that be thought best
to warn all the men of my brigade, and those
whom we employed in the forest roads to be
ready to march with their pick axes, shovels
and axes at the first notice, because it might
be necessary to blast the rocks, and cut off
the roads by means of trenches and breast-

And Christ is the song of everything!
For Death is winter and Christ is spring;
Fountains that warble in

purling

words—

Bark J how they echo the “Song of Kirns.”
The singing of birds,
A warbling band.
Of

And the purling words
brooks and waters are beard in our

Translated

for the Press from the

land.

French of Erck-

maun-Cliatrian.]

The

Brigadier Frederic.

The Story of[n Freurhmnn Hunted by the
German,.

nothing.

It will not

me a

troubltd, you understand, father Frederic, that these are simple precautionary
measures.
Nothing threatens us. Marshal
little

After that the whiter passed as usual.
Rain, snft'w, great gusts of wind through the
leafless trees, pines uprooted, rocks thrown

MacMahon has concentrated his forces near
Ilaguenau. We have nothing immediate to

down covering the paths with sand to the
valley—just as I bad seen it for

bottom of the

(ear, but the principal thing is to be ready in
case of need.
When all is ready, we can

years. And softly also the Bpring
time returned. The cattle went down again
to the river to drink. Calls began to sing,

twenty-five

and snap his whips, and the ccck to beat his
wings on the little wall of the yard in the
midst of his hens, waking all the echoes of
the valley with his clear voice.
It was our lait spring time at the forest

effectively.
Gn. Failly

and

act

rapidly

an

order from

I may receive
to cut the roads

few hours.”

a

mail will uor ue

The rocks

long,

auspeciur.
over our paths in falling

banging

monsieur

house. Marie every morning iu her short skirt
her handkerchief crossed neatly under the
arms, went into the garden with her basket
and old knife to cut the first vegetables. She

would send all ot tnem to the bottom of the

raised up as she went along the borders ot
box from the little paths, and fastened to the
trellis the stray branches of the climbing

wanting, if the order comes; all my
colleagues having taken the same precautions
it will not be a day’s work trom Bitche to
Dabo. Not a cannon, not a powder wagon

I saw in the distance Jean Merlin
coming with a quick step in the path through
I heard him

clasp of the hand.
As I went sadly away I perceived on the
heights of Altenburg some soldiers in the
act of planting palisades all along the side.
The greatest anxiety reigned in the outskirts.

giving

have heard
soldiers were all

You

grandmother.”

She loved

to recall those far off

or

three companies of

encamped iu a field of potatoes.
All this day and the rest I did nothing but
carry the orders of the inspector to Frohmuhle, Echbourg, Hangeviller, Graufthal and
Metting, warning each one what he must do,
the places where they were to meet, the rocks
they were to dislodge.
At last the second day I returned so weary
that it was impossible to eat or sleep for some
hours. Nevertheless towards morning I had
fallen into a profound sleep, when Marie
Rose entering into my room awoke me in
openirg the windows on the side of Dosseninfantry

closed, her old face wrinkled in
satisfaction, and called to me.
“Frederic,”
“What, grandmother?”
“I am young again, as at the time of my
marriage. It was the year of the comet,
when they made such good wine, before the

“Yes

Two

hear the news.

her eyes halt

our

me a warm

The men ran from one house to another to

ways shut up in her own room, watched them
also from her little window covered with ivy,

winter.

The

pass from Alsace to Lorraine.” He
said this as he parted with me at the door

—“They love each other. They are good
.■^"children!” Grandmother Anne, almost al

tell of that Frederic;
frozen.”

warn our men.

he, “but first we must
powder in the magazine

shall

She rose up and hurried to meet him. They
kissed each other, and came back laughing
arm in arm.—I was happy, I said to myself.

terrible Russian

said

is not

roses.

the field past the old willows,
call,—“Marie Rose!’’

valley.”
“Precisely,”

histories,

and we do not think that we must soon do
the same.
All went on thus, until harvest, when the
great diought commenced. It lasted until
the end of July.
As for the plebiscite, these things did not
trouble us much. One beautiful morning we

were

beim.

“Listen, Father,” she said in a trembling
roice, “listen to all this noise. What is it?
iVe can hear nothing in the whole valley but

been ordered.

that!”
I listened. It was an unceasing hum,
which filled the mountain, and from time to
time rose above the murmur ot the woods.
It was a long time before I could understand what it meant, and I answered,
“It is the noise of cannon.
They are

of the Three

fighting

rpeeived orders to

Co

to

Petite Pierre, and all

at my house, and went
to vote yes, as we had

brigade gathered
together in uniform
the

Then going into the taveru
Pigeons we drank a bumper to
the emperor’s health, after which we returned to the house, and next day it was
forgotten.
The people of Granfthal, Dossenheim,
Eschbourg &c, complained of only one thing,

valley the

beautiful, raiu fell,
luxuriantly, and all the bitds
black birds, thrushes, ring

weather was

the grass grew
of Alsace, the

doves, bullfinches with

under the

rocks,

where we can catch them with the baud.
Who could have imagined at this time that
we were to go to war with the Germans ?
What interest could we have in it? Besides
had not everybody told us that the vole ot
the plebiscite was to maintain peace ? We
had no such thought until one evening in July the little Jew David returning from the
purchase of a calf at Dosseuhein s^id to me
in

passing:

from

Sarrbruck,

had told me

with troops,
cavalry, infantry, aitillery, that the bourgeois
that all the country was

alive

themselves, had each the knapsack, gun, and
equipments complete marked and numbered
in order on shelves in an arsenal where at the
first call of the hauptman, these men would
take

only to dress, receive their amunition,
possession of the railroads to overpow-

er us en masse.

But I was far from feeling confident myself.
The noise of the cannon redoubled, some
Limes like the far off

our

cities, or

our

of

neither in

defence,
villages, so that simple good

made me think that the emperor would
not declare war with the Germans before
placing us in a state to defend ourselves.
sense

him:

slorm.

orced to remain.
It continued until nearly three o’clock in
he afternoon. This day, the 6th of August.,

that the Babarians had

graph wires,tbai

numerous

cut

troops

the telenau

passed

into Saverne and that others were in camp at
Niederbronn.
Suddenly the report came that we had
been beaten at Weissembourg, and the evening of the same day the inhabitants of Neuiller had fled with their goods in carts to
Lutzelstein, that many of our battalions had
been massacred; that the general of the army of advance had been left on the battlefield; that Weissembourg was burned and
that our troops had withdrawn to Bitche.
The bourgeois were wild With terror; instead of continuing their route to Petite
Pierre the idea seized them all at once that
the place was not strong enough, and in
spite of a circuit of three leagues which they
had made, the whole band, men and womeD,
began to climb the Falberg mountain in or-

Strasbourg.

midst. Merlin
and his mother came to the house to talk
over the bad news.
Grandmother groaned,
I said that we must not lose our courage,
that the Germans would never dare to risk
themselves in our woods, that they did not
know the way, and many other reasons,
which did not hinder me from feeling very
anxious myself; for all tbat which Captain
Rondeau bad told me a year before came
back to me; the wood cutters that he had
caused to be arrested at Lutzelstein passed
before my eyes; and then I was humiliated
to learn that soldiers of Baden and Bavaria
had beaten our men in the first encounter,
I reflected
tbat
they were ten against
one, but the humilliation was no less great,
It was our first anxious night. I could not
sleep, I beard Marie Rose In her little chamber
near, get up andfopen the window and look
Then desolation

was

in

our

out.

Every thing outside was as quiet as if nothing bad happened. Not a twig moved, the
air was so calm. Soma grasshoppers hummed on the ground, still warm, six hours after
sun down, and aM along the banks of the
r ver tire Irogs croaked their monotonous

me

seeing

said,
soup near the fire, it
is still hot if you wish to eat, my father?”
“Bah! Iam not liunery. Let U9 g> to
bed. It is late, and that will be the best.”

“I have kept

some

I could not contain

myself, I

was so

angry.
I went out into the passage, turned the keys,
and taking a light went up stairs. Marie

followed
chambers.

Rose

me

and

we

went

daughter go

to

time after, with my elbows

on

I heard

my

into our

bed. Long
the table, I

yellow Jight before
the black windows where the ivy rustled its
leaves under the rain; I remained pensive
with half-shut eyes, saying to myseK, Frederic, there are some jackasses yet in the
world; they have not any tails, and they
the little

watching

sat

very long but the most terrible moment
vas the one, when all at once the heavy firug ceased, and listening at the garden wia-

low,
rom

only

could hear

we

the valley below.

the sounds

march at the head
last as the

and lead the rest.”

night advanced,

near

two

At

o'clock,

useless to burn oil for noth-

thinking it
ing, I undressed and went to bed, blowing
out the light.
In this night even, the seventh anti eighth
of August, the Germans, having sent forwas

ward scouts who found all the passes open,
advanced en masse, took possession of the
passes not only of Zinzel but also of Zorn,
investing Phalsburg, the bombardment of
which began the next day.
They passed into Lorraine by the great
tunnel of Hommortin, while our array withdrew in forced marches to Nancy and then
to Chalons.
Thus the two German armies of Woerth
and Forbaeh were reunited, and we were
as if swallowed up—shut in from all help and

After a

moment

I

to fall—after

cloudy, and rain soon began
The hours passed
months of drought.
s lowly, but the order to begin the barricades
( lid not arrive and I said to myself.
“It is a good sign! So much the better! If
ras

had lost the order would have arrived ear-

morning.”

I s' this

ie Rose and Grandmother:
I can wait no

longer. I must
going on.”

go

I

t o Petite Pierre to see what is

; ut on my oil cloth coat and went out bravi ag the storm which was increasing every mosent.
Towards six o’clock I arrived at Pet ite Pierre where
t heir little houses.
iel was
s entry

watching

shut up in
At the old fort a senti-

everybody
in

was

outside bis

the

rain,
A few moments after I went in-

bo

t

u

i

lone, walking back and forth with bowed

lit?

UUU.C

IUC

m\,iu

expression,
stopped saying

1 iead and an anxious

and

as

I

aised my hood he
Do you
“Is that you, Father Frederic?
c ome for the news and to receive orders?”
“Yes, Monsieur Inspector.”
“Ah well, the news is bad, the battle is
We

1 >st.

repulsed from Alsace. One
and fifty thousand Germans are
are

1 undred
roving towards Lorraine.”
A cold shiver passed over
\ ras silent. I murmured.

me

and

as

hope.
easily imagiue the immense army
of the Prince Frederic, Bavariaus, Wurtemburgers, Badeners, cavalry, infantry, artillery,
coming by squadrons and regiments into our
solitary valley; this torrent of human beings
who march always on, on, without interruption, during all the week, and the cannon
which thundered around the place, the old
rocks of Graufthal which repeated echo after
echo; then the smoke of the incendiary
which rose to heaven forming a sombre
cloud above our valleys!
You

can

(To be continued.)

COPARTNERSHIP.
Hair-Dressing

&

Bathing Booms,

NO. 100 EXCHANGE ST.
DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.

f averne.

Mr. T. V. Delano, having bought the interest of
J. H. B Morrill, will he pleased to see all his
iriends and former patrons. He has secured the services of Mr A. H. Moore, a first-class workman in
every respect. He also intends to keep his bathing
Give him a call.
rooms a place of luxury for all.

The euemy throws bis scouts in all

irections, and the order does not come.”
I did not reply, and sitting down he cont nued,
“In fact, why should I hide it from you ?
C reneral Failley has sent me word that the
b uricades are useless, that we can do nothii |g.”
I was rooted to the spot, lie began his
under the
again, his hands crossed

v

alk

o

rkis coat, and

a

Jding a word, I asked—

as

skirts

he went and came without

“And now what ninst wo do Monsieur Ius lector?”
“llemain at your post, like brave men, I
h ave no other orders to

give you.”

He saw me and
v itli tears in iiis eyes held out his hand saying
-“Come, come, Father Frederic, courage!
X ; is well to be ab’e to say with the haud
That
u pon Ihe heart, I am au honest man.

Something choked

ii my recompense and
And I replied, “yes,

Me.—For about 30,000 cubic

4. Kennebec River, Me.—For the removal of
1775 cubic yards of ledge in ‘the Narrows.”
5. Richmond’s Island, Me.—For
furnishing
about 10,000 tons of rubble stone for the breakwater.
6. Oocheoo River, N. H.—For about 4h4 cubic
yards of ledge excavation, and about 0000 cubic yards
of dredging.
7. Mkruimac River, Mass.—For about 6530 cubic yards of dredging.
8. Boston Harbor, Mass.—For 90.000 cubic
yards of dredging, and for completing tbe removal of
Kelly’s Rock.
9. Hingham Harbor, Mass.—For abDiit 14,000
cubic yards of dredging, and the removal of about
100 cubic yards of sunken ledi?e.
10. Plymouth Harbor, Mass.—For about 25,000
cubic yards of dredging.
Persons desiring to make proposals for any of the
above works are requested to apply to the undersigned at his office, No 11 Clapp** Block, Congress
street. Portland, Me., or No. 26 Pemberton Square,
Boston, Mass., for specitications and further information concerning the same.
Proposals must be made
for each work,
as required by the specifications, each proposal to be
in duplicate, on printed forms, which will be furnished on applicai ion at this office, and to be accompanied by the requisite guarantee, and when transmitted, must be so endorsed as to indicate, befoie being opened, tbe particular work bid for.
The undersigned reserves the right to reject all bids
which, in bis opinion, are not reasonable; also the
bid of any person, who, in bis belief, will not faithfully and nri.inrd.lv perform tbe contract.
GEO. THOM, Lt. Col. o» Engineers.
Bvt. Brig. General U. S. A.
apr5d6t

MANHOOD WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.
Book for Every illnu.
the Peabody Medical Institute;
a new edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuof
Exhausted
and
cure
Vitality, 1mated, cause
potency, Premature Decline in Man, SpermatorLosses
(nocturnal and diurnal),
rhoea, or Seminal
Nervous and Physical Debilitv,
Hypochondria,
Menial
Depression, Loss of EnGloomy forebodings.
ergy. Haggard Countenance, Couftision of Mind and
Loss of Memory. Impure State 11 the Blood, and all
diseases arising from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of matute years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-aged men in pa»ticular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book fop Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLGG Y OF WOMAN.
HER
AND
DISEASES; or, Woman trc ate dot PhysA

JUST

FATHER KEIHP’S OLD FOLK’S CON€Li( l TUNE*.
(40 ct»)

and Pathologically, in health and dis350 pages, bound in
ease, from Infancy to Old
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescripPrice
diseases.
tions forjprevailiug
$2.00.
A Book for Everybody.

CONTINENTAL HARMONY. $1.50.

POPULAR CANTATAS.
Esther, TnE
Beautiful Queen, [50 cts]. Daniel, [50 cts], Belshazzar’s Feast, 150 c.s].- Flower Queen, [75
cts]. Picnic, [$1 00], Haymakers, [$1 0»l, Culprit
Fay, [$l oo], Musical Enthusiast, l50 cts], Winter evening Entertainment, [§1 00].
May be

given with

or

every season,

are

without costumes.

Fine Collection’* of Easy Music*
Winter’s Band of Four.
$10©.
musical Garland.Violin,Pianoucc’t.»2 5©
"
musical Flowers. Flute,
$2.5©
$1.50.
Violin \ in use men ts
Flute Bouquet.
$ 1,50,
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent, postree,

for retail price.

other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before f*ll to the lot of any man, are given
iu full. No person should be without those valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical faculty generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y
d&w2w
ap6

___codly

clasping again

!

THE

What

Yegetine ?

is

It is a compound extracted from barks, roots and
herbs. It is Nature’s Bemedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upon the system. It is nourishing and strengthening. It acts directly upon the
It gives yon
Idond. It quiets the nervous system
^uuu

?v»cci'

bicuj*

*****

^ui.uva..

aged fathers and mothers, for it gives them strength,
gniets their nerves, and gives them Nature’s sweet
pleej,—as has been proved by many an aged person.
It is the great Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our children It has relieved and cured thousands. It is very pleasant 10 take; every child likes
It relieves ana cures all diseases originating from
impure blood. Try the VEGETINE. Give it a fair
trial tor your comp'aiuts; then you vv ill say to your
Iriend. neighbor aiid acquaintance, “Try it; it has

it.

cured me.”

I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
or plants a flower garden, my large. Illustrated Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed lor 1875. One
hundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed
were grown on ray four seed farms, on Few England
soil. I have made new varieties of vegetables a specialty for many years. As the original introducer of
Hubbard, Marblehead and Butman Squashes, Phinney’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a score of
All
other new vegatables, I solicit your patronage.
seed sold uncer three warrants.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.
marl6t4w
WAN I'KD AiiFNTM Everywhere, to sell our
Dr. Livingstone,” from his childhood to his “Last Journal.”
Full, Complete, Axithent c, Attractive, People's Edition. B. B. Russell,

popular “Lite of

publisher, Boston, Mass.inar!6t4w

AGE NTS WANTED
Send for circular and our extra
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
raal7t-lw
Pa.

published.
Agents.

ever

terms to

Agents, liiidic* Com1- .It'JJ
binntion Needle Book, with Chroraos.
Send stamp. F P. Clock, New Bedford,
SAMPLE

EVIDENCE.

The following unsolicited testimonial from Rev. O.
T. Walker, formerly pastor ol Bowdoiu Square
Church, Boston, and at present settled in Providence,
R. I must be deemed as reliable evidence. No one
should fail to observe tha; this testimonial is the re
suit of two years* experience with the use of VKGETINE in fhe liev. Mr. Walker’s family, who now pronounce it invaluable:

Providence, R. I., 164 Transit Street.
H. R. STEVENS, Esq:
X feel bound to express with my siguature the high
ralue place upon your VEGETINE.
My family
have used it for the last two years. In nervous debility it is invaluable, and I recommend it to all who
may need an invigorating, renovating tonic.
O. T. WALKER,
Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin Square Church,Boston

to

marl? t4w

Mass.

Chang Chang sells at sight. Necessary as soap. Goods free. Chang Chang Mfg
Co., Boston.mar!7l4w
SIIOT-GPNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
REVOLVERS,

AGENTS.

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. Addms Croat Western Gun
|
)
ind Pistol Workx, 1‘ITTSBinGU, FA.
4wt

mar!9_

Tablets,

rruivn

wr>

uitue<

Sold by Druggists goncrall r, (lnd
GEO. C. GOODWIN &

GO., Boston, Mass.

Natick, Mass., Jan. 1st, 1873.

V1R.H.R. STEVENS:
Dear Sir—We ha/e good reason for regarding your
VEGETINE a medicine of the greatest value. We
’eel assured that it has been the means of saving our

on’s life. He is now seventeen years of age; ior the
ast two years he has suffered from necrosis of his
eg, caused by scrofulous affection, and was so far rcluced that nearly all who saw him thought his reA council of able physicians
sovery impossible.
■ould give ns but the faintest hope of his ever rallvng; two of ihe number declaring that ho was beyond
be reach of human remedies, that even amputation
:ould not save him, as e had not vigor enough to enlure the operation. Just then we commenced giving
din VEGETINE and from that time to the present
He has lately
le has been continually improving.
•osumed studies, thrown away his crutches and cane,
and
about
walks
md
cheerfully
strong.
Though there is still some discharge from the openng where his limb was lanced, we have the fullest
:onfidence that in a little time he will be peifectly
:ured.
He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGEriNE, but lately uses but litile, as he declares ho is
oo well to be taking medicine.
Respectfully yours,
E. S. BEST,
Mrs. L.C.F. BEST.

H. R.

STEVENS,

Druggists

a Citizen of tlie United States.
How to exercise and how to preserve them. A new
book, by Theophilus Parsons, LL. 1). Has no equal
for popularity and real value. For particulars address,®. 8. SCRANTON & CO., Hartford,
Conn.
mar31t4w

Agents! Send for Circular and Terms.
hi VINCr«tTONE’S
Popular Edition.
Price $2 50.
LA%T JO URN « US I!
The story of the last seven eventful years of the
Great Traveler’s life as told by himself, anil of his
sufferings and death, as told by his men. The book
they want. R. W. BLISS & CO., Publishers, Hartford. Conn.
iuar3!f4w
(ifrfcB/Y iinilv to Agents. 85 new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
two $5.00 Chromos, free.
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
mar31t4w
Broadway, N. Y._

A

Erie,

FORTUNE BN IT. Every family buys it
Sold by Agents.
Address, G. S. WALKER,
Pa
mar3lt4w

tTOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
day of Septemlier, 1871. the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of
Spam in regard to Copsulai fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For

„
dim

Vessels with Cargo*

TO WOOL HEALERS & PULLERS.
11HE large and new appointed establishment of
X the late Chapin Humphry of Bangor, Maine,
is offered for sale, consisting cf a large lot *o‘' land,
with au ample supply of water, buildings admirably

WILSOH & FENIMORE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Samples I'urnlshedi

febK

2awF&M3m

TERM 0NT_C0PPERA8.

j SEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
always for sale
—

BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
Wholesale Agents, Boston.

oc25___ly

Monsieur Inspector,

Notice.
to
PERSONS requiring work dope please apply
plain
t ‘•florae” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St.,
nd family sewing, dress-makine, copying, embroid‘*&9tz
t ry and toncy-work in wools, &cM &c.
I

nu.u

rtf

....

11

........

1

......

heated with steam. Also buildings for the workadjacent to »he factory. All of North Eastern

men

Maine here finds its Market, and it is considered in
all respects the best point in Maine for the Wool
business. For particulars apply to

mal8d&wtf

MOSES GIDDINGS, Executor.

For Sale.
Trustees of Tine Street M. E.

sale the church building
THE
to be removed
before

Church offer for

standing on thier
day of Mar,
1R75. Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named propn ty can get particulars by enquiring of
CHAITNCEY BARUETT.) Committee
N. S. FERN A LH,
(
for
A. J. PETf FNGlLL,
) Trustees.
lot,

on or

wrapi>er.

5»* cm.

HOUSeT

LEWISTON, MIS
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II

W,

TVS NO,

Proprietor,

A first-'-'ass Hotel in every respect, ar-i ■'
with a view to the wants
range:
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

public.

oi curative

marl3-dtf

BE

WILL

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolutiou of purpose, and inability to.carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time
There is ereat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained hut a short time, with a flickering
and flattering condition of the mental faculties, rendering au individual what is commonly called a whifThere must of
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man.
necessiry be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
manitestation oi meir nervous msconstituting a difference as marked as are

DOOM !

YOUR

Catarrh killed them.
And it yon doubt the tact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will pconle
suffer when by tlie use ot the

remedy,

chest,

are

ADAMS,

Dep0t

TO. H. TURNER, Supt.

no23____
Grand Trunk It. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

On

and after Monday, September 21st*

Yjrsnrrtisn

W#*“*H5p3»1874, train?

will run as follows:
Ex press try in 7.00 a m. tor Montreal and
Auburn, and Lewiston.
__.
Passenger train tor Auburn and Lewiston

leading
Physicians are prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing

known, hut most ot our

certain that
that its results
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:
are so

m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
Island Pond, (stopping at all w ations.to
Pond,)* connecting with night mail tram for QneDec,
Montreal and the West.
,,
5.43
p m.
Express train for Anburn sod Lewiston
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
and West at 8.40
Express from Quebec, Montreal
*
at 8.50 a. m.
and
Anburn
Lewiston
Express from
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
M

and Auburn at 2.3", p. m.
m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,15 p.m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

Is a perfect care, and I know ot
nothing better for Catarrh.’* Anothe'1 well-known M. D. writes as
follows; ‘'When one complains to
me of a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
I at once advise them to procure a
supply of

practice of
I have daily

for in

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates J
Canada, Detroit, Chicnao, Blilwaa
kff. Cincinnati, 81, Lsnn, Omaha,
Sagiuaw, Si. Paul, Walt Lake City,
Denver, 8an Franciaew,

To

and all

yeats

and §1

a

The Cordial Balm of

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
that personany amount exceeding $50 in value (and
al) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.

blessing to mankind, for its low
price ot 35 cents places it within
the reach of all.” We might bting
forward hundreds ot testimonials,
but of what avail ? Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
a

cum

and

Lothrop’s

Tonic Pills,

people

of

use

Restored.

LINE.

INMAN
QUEENSTOWN
New York
week, from Pier

Sailing from

CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF BRUSSFLS
CITY OF CHESTER

Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies* Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,
&c.
Instant communication with the stewards by elec
trie bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and fogs.
Rates of Passage— $80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon F>rivileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOI11Y G.

New York.

Eastern Railroad.

“NOTICE.

July 22, 1874, and
Notice, the

On and alter

Tpgl^gffSfjfurtber

of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules. Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ ltcb, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
—

wif

anil

Vaca

every character, because
very best

Ca.a

these

T..rrc

OT1.1

medicines are

the

CF

THE

—

BOSTON & MAIAL
Will bo taken

RAILROAD,

on

all

THROUGH TRUSS
—OF

TI1E—

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
.Tnly 21.187 L
_\?itl

MESSENOER KNOX.
further notice, Messenger Knox will stand
the stable of l.ewis J. Brackett, South

at
UNTIL

Windham, Maine. Terms fifty dollars for the season,
cash or note at time of service. Messenger Knox
Sire
i* ei lit years old, stands 16.3, weighs 1100 lbs.
Genaral Knox, dam Lady Grov By James Jack’s
Prince, by Lowell Horse by Qulmby. Messenger by
Winthrop Messenger; second dam Fanny by Warren’s Eclipse,by Young Eclipse,by American
third dam Annie by Young Eclipse, by American

Eclipse;

Eclipse.

In ttie Gr nd Stallion race at Oakland Park, 1871.
Messenger Knox won the Gold Medal in straight
heats, 2.32, 2 33$, 2.32}. The best straight heats recorded by any Stallion in Maine.
G. & L. P. WARREN,
»p7eodd*X.'wtf
Saccarappa, Arpil, 1875.

are

requested

lo call and

se

tie

immediately,

o.

it

from the grave,
its great virseason of the year,

At this

undue exposure

changes

the

in

and alter MONDAY, NOV. 18.1874,
further notice trains will run

follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.
as

Leave Bemis for Portland and in ermedia*e stations
at 6.50 a. no.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermedia' e stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 6.50 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Windham. Cornish, Porter, Kezar
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Brldgton, Lovell, Sion a
and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern ana
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port_

land,

Strength
—

to the
AND

Body

when they suddenly take
and feel all the organs ot the
and head stopped up. they
promptly take a remedy to at
loosen the; in neons, which
lowed to stay becomes

cold
nose
can
once

if al-

TirTON, Dec. 3, 1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of tho
from the use ot your
results
beneficial
surprisingly
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
of great Nervous Dein
Tonic
Pills
a
case
Lothrop’s
bility and Prostration, by a member of our family
treatment
who nad been under
by different doctors
for nearly three y^ars past without any apparent benhave produced a
medicines
efit therefrom ; but your
most wonderful change for the better, and the pahealth.
excellent
tient now enjoys comparatively

|>n»*euger Train* will arrive from Lewis-

ton, Bath and Augusta, at 8 55 a. m.
From Bangor. Dexter, Belfast, Skowbegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, &c., at 2.55 p. m.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath and Lewiston
n».

a. m.

Through ^reiu hi Trains Daily to all points
Maine Centra!, Knox & Lincoln, and E. & N. A.

Railroads.

Freight Delivered at or before 4.00 p. m. arrive* Lewiston 6.05 a. in., Bath 10.00 a. m., Rockland
4.15 p. m., Augusta 10.00 a. m., Waterville 10.30 a.
m. Dexter 1.45 p. m., and Bangor 2.20 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Gen’l Supt.
feb26tf

IS THE

EASTERN RAILROAD.

HEAD,
and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
■nay never remove, for the system
has become poisoued, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement,
llow often do we hear pceple say,
“
'It head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Donlyon know what is
the trouble i
Yon itavc Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, it you
are wise, you will
take a few
pinches of the

«.k»ei;*s

S.-Wc tell ail with whom we are acquainted
similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

GERMAN

arc

WHOLESALE

AGENTS:

BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEV, WEEKS A- POTTER, Boston, Mass.

MAN

GEORGE L CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

BROTHERS, Hartford,

Conn.

will kill you.

Well, slider away,

lise up three n; four handkerchiefs
day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, wifli HEAVY' HEAD.
DUEL EYES, BAD BHEVl'tl, and
OP
SPIRITS, a
DEPRESSION
curse fo yourscll and a nuisance to
all who conic iu contact with yon,
if you must he so obstinate as to

a

not

purchase

For sale

by all Druggists.

D.,
lx

yon

are

Agents for
&

of feed for Cattle and

BOSTON,

MASS,

the city send 50 cents to tbo
t>ox by return mail.
Genera)

remote from

Agents and receive
143 Court Street,

box ol

Price 35 Cents.

professionally

M.

one

GERMAN SNUFF.

Everywhere.

LOTHROP,

Do

which in lime

you doubt it !

I'or Sale by Druggists generally

I)r. Lothrop may he consulted
mail free of charge, Address

SNUEF

and rid youriiosc tied head of that

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & GO., RUST BROTHERS
& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH. GIL-

marl'j

Brunswick to Augusta, Waterville end Skowbegan.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville June*
tion, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor, etc.
T *
le«v- Portland 110 p. m. for Brunswick, Lieboc, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skowhogan. Belfast, Dexter and Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.25 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
__
Leave Porilnud 5.30 p. m. tor Brunswick, Lisbon, Ba(h and Augusta.
from

TESTIMONIALS.

Frewsburgji, Nov. 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricuui and LoPills
as
a preventive and cure for the
Tonic
throp’s
use of ardent spirits anu habitual intoxication, and
them
find
actually specific in such cases. 1 regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.
JACOB MESERVE.

! <‘<d for faftle.
Hogs at Casco Brow*

«=i^g»or

on

Price $2.^0. Large size, $5.00. Each package of
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuich may also be bad separately at 5U cents per box.

G. EDGAR

Night Pullman Train from
Boston leaves Portland 12.30 a. m.
Bangor, Calais, St. John, Houlf
St. Stephens and Halifax.
PaMNcnger 'I rain leaven Portland 6.15 a.
m. lor Lewiston (via Danville Junction), Bmnswick,
Lisbon. Bath and Rockland, and via mixed train

Night Train from St.John, Bangor, Ac., at

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,
Dementia slid Melancholia.

TALCOTT

Railroad.

OF TIME,

Commencing March 1st, 1875.

l. 45

Vigor to the Mind

P.
who

Central

CHANGE

at 6.45 p.

—

LIQUID

RECENT

J. HAMILTON, SttPT.
P°14<ltf

__

SNUFF

so

{Assignees.

ery. opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
j LOTS
P. McGLINCHY, Prop.

On

y^fP^^Sland until

were

GERMAN

,oa

nov5dCm

as

liying witnesses of

SLUDER’S
Every placed before the people, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by
man. They i part.

their

accounts will be left for collection.
ELEAZER C. SHAW,
Ae
GYRUS GKEENE,
ma25*13w

rgES*!--‘"j-Ta3

Maine

w'cathcr, are liable to catch cold,
wrc advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of

Medicine

Blood

are
uc.

NOTICE OF ASSIGNSENT.
nriHIS is to give notice that on the sixteenth day
X of March, A. L>. 1875, William T. Morris, of
Portland, assigned to Eleazer C. Shaw, and Gyrus
Greene, of said Portland, all his property, consisting
of a Wooden Store on leased land on York s-reet.
and the stock books, etc., in said store for the benefit
of liis creditors.
All persons indebted to the said William T. Morris

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

SNUFF

GERMAN
saved

when people, by
and the sudden

uu

TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

the

DALE, Agent,

apr5d3m15 Broadway,

SPECIAL

by

RAIDER’S

cure

s«21dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

on

CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF RICHMOND

have been

of

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and

AND LIVERPOOL,

SATURDAY of each
45, North River.
CITY OF LONDON
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF NEW YORK

who

oru>r.t\,

Portland, September 19.1874.

Returning.

SNUFF

GERMAN

Southwest

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, ami is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
EBTULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
and
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit
CLicago, and not subject to Custom House examma-

pleased

with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on ell medical
auesiions, says: “I call the com*
pound known to the world as

Syri-

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&weow4
manhood

twenty

r.epfr's

bottle; large bottles much the

A victim of youthfnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility, etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has found a simple selfcure, which ho will send free to his fellow sufferers
Address J. II.REEVES, 78 Nassau street New York
feb2d&w6m
P. O. Box 5153.

been

points ih the

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

near

a

—

J C. FURNIYAX Agt.

“GERMAN SNUFF

GREAT

ash

Northwest, West and

BOEDER’S

0 ^

at j~su

a*Mail train at 1.20 p.

—

this horrid complaint can be
It may not he generally
cured.

Quebec,

and

GERMAN SNUFF,

GERMAN SNUFF.

ENGLISH REMEDY

Deo.

York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Fxpre** Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
conneding with N rwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
E'xpreM Train leaves Worcester at 4.10p.m.,
connecting witn Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving ia
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and lmggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord.
Ix well, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
and West.
Tickers to all the above points for sale by ROL22 Exchange Street, and at tM
LINS &

K.iatKtrs

it.F.DICR'S
THE

WORCESTER.

of Train* commenclii*
Jl, 1874.

...

Yes, the medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out ot
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner ol Consumption, which, when fastened on a
person, is like the grasp ot the
hideous anaconda. ’Iliere is no
escape until death relieves them
ft om its torture and they are Ia*d
Friends nsay say
in the grave.
they died ot Consumption. ’Tls
FALSE.

manner oi toe

turbances.
their physical jajculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These ditieiences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in I he treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditinDs'of hectic in alhts stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local mani’estation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
ot the b»dy, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and it the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there 13 a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned. lu cau«ation, however, there are a groat
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is greaWrritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition ot the individual, distressing as it is,
may, witn certainty, be cured by

—

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND;
Worces7.50 A. I?I. For Rochester, Nashua and
with Eastern, and
ter, connecting at. Rochester
trains
with
also
Boston <& Maine Tra ns tor Boston,
Nashua
for Alton Bay and Wollboro, connecting at
connectBoston,
and
with Express Train for l.owel1
Mason Village
ing a: Aver Junction with tiains tor
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p,m..
I connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, amt
with
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and YorK.
New
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and
Stations.
and
way
8.4* p. in. For Rochester
ana
3.15 p. jf|. Express tor Rochester. Nashua for
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains
at
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester
New
9.15 p. in., connecting with Night 1 rain lor

reme-
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the first

dtf

DE WITT

prompt application

Mass.

now

mnr29

and

cheaper.

EASTERN

without Cargo:

4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
se2dt.f_Spanish Consul

lm.

APER HANGING

and

Eed and the Yellow Tickets

To Merchants and Shipmasters.

SNUFF!

dies.

timelv resort to this standard remedy, as is
has received.
proved by hundreds of testimodials it BUTTS
on the
"None trpnninft unless signed *‘X.

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

Health.

and Dealers

IMAM'FAtTl'KEKS,

RIGHTS

PROPERTY

Of

Manifest.$7.00
Certifying
Bill of

EVERYWHERE.
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to

THE POLITICAL, PERSONAL ANI)

For VrsHch
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Agents

early

BETWEES
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Certifying Manifest.
$15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.0

VEGETDE

yours.”

my hand said:

Boston, Mass.

Wanted

—

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-health, comfort, and
even life itselr if left to run its course unchecked, by

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
by

CITY OF ANTWERP

DWwn'V

GERMAN

_

FOR

Wells’ Carbolic

to tlio South and West.

Mo Translcr t Mo Change ot Cars

Nervous Prostration.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

The following letter from Rev. E. S. Beat, Pastor of
he M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with
nterest by many physicians; also those suffering
Yom the same disease as afflicted the eon of the Rev.
E. S. Best. No person can doubt this testimony, as
here is no doubt about the curative power of VF.GETINK.

lungs

speedily and permanent ly
cured by ti e use of Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
Wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cou.h and
leave the cause behind, as is the case w ith most remand allays iredies, but loosens it, cleanse* the lungs
ritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Portland

Arrangement

rri.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

—FROM—

w. o.

flousho, Cold*, Bronchitifi, Sore Throat,
Influenza,
Cronp,
tough,
Whooping
HoarscncNN, h i v c r
Complaint, Pains or
*oreact»ain the Chest
>r Wide, Bleeding at
ihe EiiingK, and every
affection of the throat,

WOR

a

The Best Evidence.

Medical.
G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform h
friends and patrons that he has returned home
and may be consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
Portland, Jan. 15,1815.
jalfiff

DR.

Philadelphia

RELIABLE

Age.

The Peabody Institute has also just published a
new; 1-ook treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closety sealed, postage paid on re- !
ceipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of onlv $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
medical
science
bound
aud
and best printed
popular
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
to
for
for only SI—barely enough
mailing. It
pay
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
the
Works are published by
Peabody ITlvdical
Institute, an honored institution, established with
for
the
sole
purjiose of doing good.
large funds
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraworks
on
Physiology ever published. There
ordinary
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
can
either
either sex
require or wish to know, but
what, is fully explained, and many matters of the
and
most important
interesting character are introducer], to which no allusion even can be found iD any

ye Ancient tunes.

popular

published by

iologically

Ye Olde Folkes Note Booties are printed at our
Shoppe, from whence we send them, Poste-Payde, on
ye receipt of ye retail price. Olde and Yunge love

more

NOTICE

RAEDER’S

However ob?curc the causes may tie which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
aff'cciing. as it dot's, nearly one half of our adult population, it is a melancholy tact that day by day, ami
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase of
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

It. R.

Shortest and Most Direct Route

MEDICAL

separately

And

Nervous Debility.

}

Dissolution.
firm of Crais, Jackson & Brackett, Plasterers
and Stucco workers, was devolved on the 16tb.
inst.. by limitation. The business will be continued
by the" undersigned at the old stand No. 6 South
Street, under the firm name of Craig & Jackson.
JOSEPH GBAIG.
CHAKLES JACKSON.
diiw
ma24

me.

1 is it is all that remains to us, that can never
f dl us.” He conducted me even to the stieet
nd

3. Camden Harbob.

yards ot dredging.

apr3__dtw_

Prepared by

c

a

yards of dredging.

_

& Rochester

Portland

NOTICE

Penobscot River, Me.—For about 20,000 cubic

ton 8.00,
JAS T. FUUBER, Gen. Superintendent*
S. IL STEVENS, (Jen. Agent, Portland.
no21

WITH

and Tonic Pills.

cum

is hereby given that the subscribers will
be in session at the town house in said town on
the 9th, 10th, 12th and 13th days of April inst., from
1 till 5 o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of rethe
ceiving true and perfect lists of the Polls, and all
estates, real and personal, not by law exempted from
of
in
taxation, which such persons were possessed
said town of Cape Elizabeth on the 1st dav of April
and
make
to
inst.; which lists they are required
bring in, and he prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make apabate
plication tw the County Commissioners for any unable
merit of his taxes unless be shows that he was
to ofter 6uch lists within the time hereby appointed.
Assessors
THUS. B. HASKELL, )
of
PRED’K HATCH,
NATHAN R. DYKR, ) Cape Elizabeth.
apr6d7t
Cape Ehzabetb, April 3, 1875.

yards of dredging.
2.

CATARRH

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

luhnbitnnm of Ihfl Town ol Capo
kiliziilnllt, null all Persons liable to be
niiNesxcd therein*

Capt.

be

“Every thing is ready, Mr. Inspector. We
1 ave only to distribute the powder and be% in the barricades. We are all ready, and we
a re waiting.”
Then smiling bitterly, bis thick brown hair
a 11 in disorder, he cried:
“Yes,—yes— we are all ready! The time
j resses, the retreat continues by Bitche and

English Remedy!

Xo Ihc

PROPOSALS

ma31diwt

had no news, and at three o’clock,
But
nable to retain my impatience I said to Mawe

Bomioh at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p.
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. ni.
For l.owel I* (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,
a. in., 3.15 p. in.
Ncr
For Concord nod Iflnncbeater (via
Market Junction) 6.15 a. in., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. m.
For tir'-at Fulls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m,, 3.15, p. m.
For E*or*«u>outh (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For ItorhcMler, nnd
Farmington, Tia
Dover) at 6.15, 9 10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Allots I5ny. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for 14enne«
bunk nnd Way Ntatioiui at 515 p. m. Returning, leave Kcnnebnuk at 7.30 a. m., arriving at
Pint land at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers fr< m nny point on the tlnine
Onirnl Railroad will ebange cars at, and have
their baggage cheeked via ftfoston Ac Maine
Trannicr Mialion.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Bos-

THE GREAT

ASSESSORS’

U. S. Engineer’s Office,
Portland. Me
April 3,1875.
will be received at this office 1111 il 10
A.
o’clock
M., on V/EDNESDA Y, the 5th day
of May next., for improving the following named rivers and harbors, viz:
1. Machias River, Me.—For about 18,000 cubic

from all

even

rising

aid,
“It is finished. The battle is ended. At this
1 tour some are flying, and others pursuing.
( >od will that we have gained.”
And until evening not a soul was to be
After supper
s een in all the neighborhood.
ve went to bed in great anxiety,
The next day brought no relief. The sky

re

PropoNuE* for Improvement of ISivern and
Harbors.

,vas

“Listen,
a

string saying.
“Wait, wait, Brigadier; you will see. It
will not be long.”
Unfortunately eight or ten days after the
thing had become certain certain. They rerecalled all those on furlough.
They said

der to reach

of a

subsided, and one heard nothing but
he murmur of the leaves, the yelping of Rarot before the door, the cry of a duck in the
villows by the river. These voices of the
lolitude, when we were thinking of what was
Kissing beyond the curtain of the forest
eetned almost supernatual.
I would have climbed over the rocks, to see
i it least, what was passing on the other side,
i n the plain, but the order to begin the barri:ade might come at any moment and I was

i

“Do you take the emperor for a fool?”
But he went away pulling his calf by

after,

thought, but a
still sifting, she

Then it

I shrugged my shoulders when the Jew reported to me a thing so Jfoolish and I said to

even

rumbling

i wo

We had no means

I do not know what she

tuc urciiuau.? win uuv

maj

<

days previously

at Bitche will not stir.

tjr

for Bo.lon,

'.^3:1.15, n. III., arriving at Boston *^10.50
eavo
~m3~-*aCa. m.,2.00, 8.00,p. m. Returning,
m. arnmt

trimmed and finished In a uniform manner, corresponding toitsquality.and will
prove in use comfortable, stylish
and durable.
When next requiring corsets, fail not
to try them.
He sure the corset you
buy has one of the labels here printed.
Should your storekeeper not have
them, send measure of waist in inches,
enclosing price, and we will send jpostpaid, in a neat box, a Comfort for
ode., Ilcauty for 75c., A. A. for §1,
Fifth Avenue for $1.50.
Tiie Comfort is a plain, firm corset;
16 bones, hemmed selvage. Jleauty—
Extra tine, ribbed breast, 16bones,thoroughly bound. A.A.—Full ribbed, extra
weight, 22 bones, thoroughly bound and
lace edge. Fifth Avenue—Very fine;
50 bones; a superb corset; thoroughly
bound with heavy, extra lace.

shaking

le»ve l».rtPwcenfMr trains will
at 0.15, »-,n »•

■"*^*il«nil

Each pair has clasps with 4 hooks,
Each corset is woven In one piece,

The battle is
lost. But we shall have a second Alsace at
Saverne or farther on. The roads mnst be
kept open. We have no need to move. The
passes will he well guarded.’’

general

here,

up here. We have too many good
where we cau defend our passes.”

places

“Have you heard the great news, Brigadier?”
“No, what is it?”
“Well, the bulletins from Paris say that
the Emperor will declare war against the
King of Prussia.”
I could not believe it; so much the less as
the wood merchant Schatner, returned a few

have

from

er come

their

springs

eight leagues

_,

The eminently superior quality
of these corsets Is being more and more
appreciated.
They have already token
their place as the most imimlar
made. They have received the nijirncst awards over and in competition
with the heretofore best-known makes.
All tlic best dealers keep tlicia.

my cap, I exclaimed.
“Go to bed Marie Rose. We shall not be dis.
Go quietly to bed. The
turbed to-night.

of a chair and

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after December 30, 1874,

1,000,0©©°

was black when I returned to
Marie Rose awaited me, sitting
near the table; she watched me with anxious
eyes and seemed to ask me; “What is going
on? What orders have yo u ?”
But I said nothing, and throwing my oil
cloth cloak dripping with rain over the back

RAILROAD.
WINTER

night

The

BOSTON^ MAINE

I

(Post Office Address, Box 4928,)
NEW l'OliH,
Produce 3000 Corsets dally, their 6ales
for 1S7-1 exceeding

the house.

Woerlh.

»T uaicvu

young broods
fluttered around the house as in a bird cage.
It was also the best time one could wish
for fishing, for when the water is low the
trout return to the

or

There is a great battle!”
Very soon Marie Rose went down and I
iressed myself and followed her into the
room below, where we found also the grandmother, whose chin trembled and who
watched me with anxious eyes.
“It is nothing,” I said to her, “do not fear.
near

But in the heart of the

that it did not rain.

seven

UNITED STATES CORSET CO.

that

defiles 1”

and in such a case the order must be exe-

cuted in

Ijure-

THE

I. I felt nothiug,remembered nothing, repeat,
ing only in my trouble.
“Noorders! It is useless! The General
said that it was useless to raise, barricades or
break up the roads. lie is willing that the
the
enemy shall advance, that they shall post

moment

works.
“You understand,” said he, seeiug

CHAPTER IV.

Then I went away down into the valley,
rhe rain covered the pond of Frohmule
which shuddered, allgray through the willows
and dried grass.
As for repeating all the thoughts that passed
through my head, and how many times my
hand passed over my face to brush off the tears
and rain which ran down; to tell you all that
I cannot George. One must know more than

R AILROADS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

‘'Courage!”

a

United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE

SMITH, Wholesale Druggists

26

Tremont street,

Boston.

dly

v.

Ciuls

On and alter Monday, March 1st, 1875.
Passenger Trains will leave station, commercial,toot
of State Street,
Portland for Portsmouth nnd Bo-ton at
He*1.45 A. M., t9.10 A. M., and $3.15 P. M*
turuing leave
Boston for Port-moufh nod Portland at
t8.00 A. M., 112.30 P. M., and *8.00 P. M.
Ijcnvc Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Near*
borough, Went Ncnrb*rough*Naco, Hid<lr ford, Kniurbunl*, W **IIh North Herwicit, -outli Brrwclc Junction, ConEliot nud Kitlery at
way Junction,
19.10 A. M.
For Maco. Riddeford, Kennebunk, Well*,
No»ill Berwick, South Berwick Junction, t'onwny Junction, Eliot and Kitlery at 19.10 A. M. and $3.15 P. M.
For Wnro, Riddeford, Kennebunk. Conway Junction, Kitlery and Port*mouth
M.
lit *1.25 A. M., 19.10 A. M., and $3.15
For Cane Elizabeth. Ncnrborough, Writ
Hciirboroiuli. Waco, nu't Riddeford at
5.20 P. M
Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M. d rain from Boston, and the 9.10 A.
M Train from Portland connect at Conway
»Jnn lion for North Conway.
Train* leave Portsmouth for Rover at 7.10,
10.24 A. M., 3.06, <’.05 P. M. Returning at 6.45,
7.50, 10.50 A. M., 5.00 P. M.
The 1.45 A. M.. 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. Trains from
Portland make cIom; connections to New York
by one or o:hei of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through
The 8.00 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take ihe ears of
the Portland nnd Ogdensbutg Railroad.
This
train arrives in Portland in sea-on to connect
with the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal,
4|u bee, and all parts of Canada Kant ;
and the Maine Central and Knox & Lin. oln Rail-

roads for A»*u*ln, Hangar* Hoeklaud*
Belfast and other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. >1. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor. 8*t.
,f oil si. Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad

for An-

gUMfn, Bmh n«d l,ewi*fou ; and on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS with tho steamer for
llimlyort mill M;. John.
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. X.
This train runs
Sunday but not on Monday.
tAccommodation Tram.
$Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH. Gcn’l Man.
GEORGE BACH ELDER, Geu'i Ag't.
__

mat

*

